SENATE HOUSE LIBRARY
University of London

IDENTITY STATEMENT
Reference: UoL/AP
Title: Athlone Press.
Dates: 1933-1979
Level: sub-fonds
Extent and Medium: 52 envelopes, 3 volumes and 2 bundles
Name of Creator: Athlone Press

CONTEXT
Biographical/Administrative History: The Athlone Press was founded in 1948 as the University of London publishing house. It was sold to the Bemrose Corporation in 1979.

CONTENT
Scope and Content: Meeting papers of the Athlone Press Board of Management including minutes and agenda; reports; administrative papers including correspondence, financial information, statements, memos, file notes and details regarding the sale of the Press; promotional material; copies of various lecture series published by the Press and a draft card catalogue with details of authors and their publications.

ACCESS AND USE
Language of Scripts: English
System of Arrangement: 1) Committee Meeting Papers. 2) Reports. 3) Administrative Papers. 4) Promotional material. 5) Publications. 6) Draft card catalogue.
Conditions of Access: Open except for records exempt under the Data Protection Act or the Freedom of Information Act. Please contact the University Archivist for details. 24 hours notice is required for research visits.

Conditions of Reproduction: Copies may be made, subject to the condition of the original. Copying must be undertaken by the Special Collections Reading Room staff, who will need a minimum of 24 hours to process requests.
UoL/AP/1/1  Board of Management Meeting Papers.  1949  December-
            1967 June

A volume of cut and pasted, signed, typescript
minutes and supporting papers. (Previous ref
AP1/1/1).

1 volume

UoL/AP/1/2  Board of Management Meeting Papers.  1967
            October-
            1970
            November

Typescript signed minutes and supporting papers.
(Previous ref AP1/1/2).

1 envelope

UoL/AP/1/3  Board of Management Meeting Papers.  1971
            January-
            1974
            November

Typescript signed minutes and supporting papers.
(Previous ref AP1/1/3).

1 envelope

UoL/AP/1/4  Board of Management Meeting Papers.  1975
            January-
            1979 March

Typescript signed minutes and supporting papers.
(Previous ref AP1/1/3).

1 envelope

UoL/AP/1/5  Board of Management Meeting Papers.  1949
            December-
            1950
            October

Typescript agenda and supporting papers.
(Previous ref AP1/2/1).

1 envelope
UoL/AP/1/6 Board of Management Meeting Papers.

Typescript agenda and supporting papers.
(Previous ref AP/1/2/2).

1 envelope

1951
March-1952
November

UoL/AP/1/7 Board of Management Meeting Papers.

Typescript agenda and supporting papers.
(Previous ref AP1/2/3).

1 envelope

1953
January-
1954
December

UoL/AP/1/8 Board of Management Meeting Papers.

Typescript agenda and supporting papers.
(Previous ref AP1/2/4).

1 envelope

1955
January-
1956
December

UoL/AP/1/9 Board of Management Meeting Papers.

Typescript agenda and supporting papers.
(Previous ref AP1/2/5).

1 envelope

1957
February-
1958
December

UoL/AP/1/10 Board of Management Meeting Papers.

Typescript agenda and supporting papers.
(Previous ref AP1/2/6).

1 envelope

1959
February-
1960
December
UoL/AP/1/11  Board of Management Meeting Papers.

Typescript agenda and supporting papers. (Previous ref AP1/2/6).

1 envelope

UoL/AP/1/12  Board of Management Meeting Papers.

Typescript agenda and supporting papers. (Previous ref AP1/2/7).

1 envelope

UoL/AP/1/13  Board of Management Meeting Papers.

Typescript agenda and supporting papers. (Previous ref AP1/2/8).

1 envelope

UoL/AP/1/14  Board of Management Meeting Papers.

Typescript agenda and supporting papers. (Previous ref AP1/2/9).

1 envelope

UoL/AP/1/15  Board of Management Meeting Papers.

Typescript agenda and supporting papers. (Previous ref AP1/2/10).

1 envelope
UoL/AP/1/16  Board of Management Meeting Papers.  
Typescript agenda and supporting papers.  
(Previous ref AP1/2/11).  
1 envelope  
1974  
January- 
1975  
November

UoL/AP/1/17  Board of Management Meeting Papers.  
Typescript agenda and supporting papers.  
(Previous ref AP1/2/12).  
1 envelope  
1976  
January- 
1977  
November

UoL/AP/1/18  Board of Management Meeting Papers.  
Typescript agenda and supporting papers.  
(AP1/2/12).  
1 envelope  
1978  
January- 
1979 March

UoL/AP/1/19  Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals  
Meeting Discussion Paper.  
A paper discussing university presses prepared by 
the Chairman of the Athlone Press for a meeting of 
the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals.  
Also included is a copy of a "Memorandum from 
the Board of Management of the Athlone Press to 
The British Academy Committee on Provision for 
Research in the Humanities and the Social 
Sciences". Previous ref AP2/12).  
1 envelope  
1977

UoL/AP/2/1  Annual Reports of the Athlone Press (1-10).  
(Previous ref AP1/3/1).  
1 envelope  
1950  
August- 
1960 July
UoL/AP/2/2  Annual Reports of the Athlone Press (11-20).  
(Previous ref AP1/3/2).
1 envelope

UoL/AP/2/3  Annual Reports of the Athlone Press (21-29).
(Previous ref AP1/3/2).
1 envelope

UoL/AP/2/4  Working Group on the Athlone Press.
A copy of the report to the Vice-Chancellor with comments by the Board of the Athlone Press; a
memo submitted by the Athlone Press Staff to the Joint Committee of Court and Senate for Collective
Planning and an editorial from the UCL Bulletin.
1 envelope

UoL/AP/2/5  Reports by A.K.L. Stephenson.
Copies of the first and second preliminary reports with covering letters and supporting paperwork
including a preliminary assessment by Colin Eccleshare, details of financial accounts, a proposal
to acquire the imprints of the Athlone Press and a response from the Board of Management. (Previous
ref AP2/6).
1 envelope

Comments on the final report from the Board of Management, Athlone Press Staff, the Joint
Committee of the Court and the Senate for Collective Planning and the Association of
University Teachers. Also included are details of income and expenditure. (Previous ref AP2/8).
1 envelope
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UoL/AP/3/1</th>
<th>Development Policy.</th>
<th>1948-1960</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correspondence, extracts from Court and Senate minutes, memos, statements and file notes relating to development policy. (Previous ref AP2/1/1).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 envelope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UoL/AP/3/2</th>
<th>Development Policy and Expenditure.</th>
<th>1965-1974</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correspondence, memos, statements, financial details, reports, file notes and copies of minutes relating to development policy, expenditure for the development of the Renaissance Series and the future of the Press. (Previous ref AP2/1/2).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 envelope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UoL/AP/3/3</th>
<th>Development Policy.</th>
<th>1966-1974</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correspondence, memos, file notes, statements, reports and financial information regarding development policy and the financial situation of the Press. (Previous ref AP2/1/3).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 envelope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UoL/AP/3/4</th>
<th>Correspondence.</th>
<th>1949-1951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correspondence relating to the establishment and running of the Press, a history of the organisation, details of the scheme of management and a general survey of policy and procedure. (Previous ref AP2/1A).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 envelope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UoL/AP/3/5</th>
<th>Financial Papers.</th>
<th>1968-1971</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correspondence, reports, memos, file notes and other papers relating to the financial position of the Press and its level of subsidy. (Previous ref AP2/2).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 envelope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UoL/AP/3/6  University of London Press.  1972-1974
Correspondence and memos relating to the proposed purchase by the University of the imprint of the University of London Press from Matthew Hodder Ltd. (Previous ref AP2/3).

1 envelope

UoL/AP/3/7  Future Plans for the Athlone Press.  1977-1978
Correspondence, memos, financial information, file notes and press cuttings relating to the proposed closure of the Press. (Previous ref AP2/5).

1 envelope

UoL/AP/3/8  Correspondence on A.K.L. Stephenson's Report.  1978
Correspondence with supporting paperwork, including comments by the Board of Management and financial information, relating to reports by A.K.L. Stephenson. (Previous ref AP2/7).

1 envelope

UoL/AP/3/9  Sale of the Athlone Press.  1978
Correspondence and press cuttings relating to the sale of the Press. (Previous ref AP2/9).

1 envelope

UoL/AP/3/10  Medical Publications.  1950-1956
Correspondence and file notes relating to medical publications and the establishment of a Medical Publications Advisory Committee. (Previous ref AP2/10).

1 envelope

Correspondence, memos, reports, file notes and extracts from minutes regarding field editing. (Previous ref AP2/11).

1 envelope
UoL/AP/3/12 Floor Plans. 1970
Floor plans of 4, Gower Street showing proposed alterations. (Previous ref AP2/13).
1 envelope

UoL/AP/4/1 Athlone Press General Catalogues. 1957-1978
1 envelope

UoL/AP/4/2 Seasonal Lists of Publications. 1951-1979
Catalogues of seasonal lists of publications. (Previous ref AP3/2).
1 envelope

UoL/AP/4/3 Scrapbook of Advertisements. 1952-1960
A scrapbook containing cut and pasted advertisements for Athlone Press publications. (Previous ref AP3/3/1).
1 volume

A scrapbook containing advertisements for Athlone Press publications. (Previous ref AP3/3/2).
1 volume
UoL/AP/5/1  Cassal Bequest Lectures.  1959-1978


1 envelope

UoL/AP/5/2  The John Coffin Memorial Lectures.  1959-1979


1 envelope
UoL/AP/5/3 Auguste Comte Memorial Lectures (5-10). 1962-1974

1 envelope

UoL/AP/5/4 The Creighton Lectures in History. 1949-1959

1 envelope
The Creighton Lectures in History. 1960-1978


1 envelope

L.T. Hobhouse Memorial Trust Lectures. 1962-1968


1 envelope
Stamp Memorial Lectures.


1 envelope

Stamp Memorial Lectures.


1 envelope
Stamp Memorial Lectures. 1966-1977

1 envelope

The Webb Memorial Lectures. 1950-1951
Webb Memorial Lectures: "The History of Our Times" by W.K Hancock (1950) and "The Development of Socialism During the Past Fifty Years" by G.D.H. Cole (1951). (Previous ref AP4/7).

1 envelope

The Ethel M. Wood Lectures. 1950-1966
Christian Doctrine" by Matthew Black (1966).
(Previous ref AP4/8/1).

1 envelope

UoL/AP/5/12 The Ethel M. Wood Lectures. 1967-1978


1 envelope

UoL/AP/5/13 Occasional Lectures. 1950-1965


1 envelope
UoL/AP/5/14 Heath Clark Lectures. 1933
1 volume

UoL/AP/6 Draft Card Catalogue. 1973
A series of cards with details of authors and their publications.
2 bundles

UoL/AP/6/1 Cards A-L. 1973
(Previous ref AP5/1).
1 bundle

UoL/AP/6/2 Cards M-Z. 1973
(Previous ref AP5/2).
1 bundle
Until 1901 the Registrar as Treasurer of the University was responsible for financial matters. By 1898 at the latest he was assisted in this duty by the Assistant Clerk to the Senate who was responsible for compiling the accounts (1). After the reconstitution of 1901 an Accounts Department was formed which initially comprised one accountant who reported to the Finance and General Purposes Committee. After the reconstitution of 1928 the Accountant reported to both the Court and the Finance and General Purposes Committee. (2)

The Accountant's Department was amalgamated in 1977 with the Management Systems Department to form the two divisions of the Department of Accounting and Administrative Computing. (3) In 1982 the two divisions were separated and became independent divisions of the Court Department. (4) On 1 October 1985 the Accounting and Management Systems Divisions ceased to be part of the Court Department and from that date reported to the Principal through the Clerk of the Senate.

(1) RC 32/3
(2) CM 216 para.27 1929/30
(3) Calendar 1977/78
(4) Calendar 1982/83
ACCOUNTANT

AT 1
Deeds of covenant by City of London
Livery Companies. 1932-6

1 envelope.

AT 2/1-4
Audited accounts of the University,
with auditors' reports. 1891-67.
1899-1910 to 1928-9
1. 1932-33
2. 1927-30 to 1940-41
3. 1938-9 to 1946-7

1 volume

1947-8 to 1951-2
4. 1952-3 to 1956-7
5. 1957-8 to 1961-2
6. 1962-3 to 1966-7

7 volumes

AT 3
Journal. 1904-32

1 volume

AT 4/1-2
General Ledgers. 1903-30. Indexed
1. 1903-16
2. 1916-30

2 volumes

AT 5/1-10
Trusts and investments ledgers. 1920-8 and
1962-71. 1920-8 indexed.

1. 1920-9
2. 1962-3
3. 1963-4
4. 1964-5
5. 1965-6
6. 1966-7
7. 1967-8
8. 1968-9
9. 1969-70
10. 1970-1

1 volume (1) and
9 files (2-10)
### ACCOUNTANT

**AT 6/1-5**

Maintenance account ledgers. 1963-9
1. 1963-4
2. 1964-6
3. 1966-7
4. 1967-8
5. 1968-9

5 files

**AT 7/1-11**

Court and Bloomsbury account ledgers. 1964-70
1. 1964-5
2. 1965-6
3. 1965-6
4. 1967-8
5. 1966-7
6. 1967-8
7. 1967-8 Bloomsbury
8. 1968-9 Court
9. 1968-9 Bloomsbury
10. 1969-70 Court
11. 1969-70 Bloomsbury

9 files

**AT 8/1-16**

Senate account ledgers. 1969-71
1. 1969-70 departmental codes SC, SM
2. 1969-70 SA, GC, SQ.
3. 1969-70 IA, CI, AL, A
4. 1969-70 CL, CS, CU, GL, HR
5. 1969-70 LA, US, SS, MB
6. 1969-70 CC, WI, UL, LD, AV
7. 1969-70 SP, EM, EA, BE, SUL, SL, TL, GB, BU, RF
   AP, AB, ST, AG, BH
8. 1969-70 LS, UU, CA, CO, CW, CH
9. 1969-70 HP, IH, PH, NH, EG, LB, SH
10. 1970-1 SM, SC
11. 1970-1 SA, GC
12. 1970-1 SQ, IA, CI, AL, A, CL, CS
13. 1970-1 CU, GL, HR, LA, PA, PF, PL, US
15. 1970-1 SP, EM, EA, BE, SUL, SL, TL, GB, BU,
   AP, AB, ST, AG, BH, LS, UU
16 1970-1 CA, CO, CW, CH, HP, IH, PH, NH, EG, SH, RF

16 files
Senate account monthly transaction computer print-outs. 1971-2. Arranged by cost centre code (for key see AT 12)

1. AA
2. AD
3. AG, AH, AJ
4. AK
5. AM
6. AP
7. AS, AT part 1
8. AS, AT part 2
9. AW
10. AX, AZ
11. BC
12. BE
13. BG
14. BJ
15. BM
16. BP
17. CA
18. CL
19. CP
20. CU
21. DA
22. DC, DD, DE
23. DG
24. DH, DJ, DK, DL
25. DR
26. DT
27. DV
28. EA
29. EC, EE, EG, EJ
30. EL
31. EN
32. EP, ER
33. ES, ET, EU, EV
34. FA, FC
35. FE, FG
36. FJ
37. FL
38. FN, FR
39. GA part 1
40. GA part 2
41. GB
42. MA
43. MD part 1
44. MD part 2
45. MH part 1
46. MH part 2
47. ML, MP
48. MR, MS, MX
49. NA
50. NB, NC, ND
51. NE, NF, NG, NH, NI, NJ
52. NK, NL, NM, NN, NP
53. NS, NV
54. NW, NY
55. PA part 1
56. PA part 2
ACCOUNTANT


57. PB, PH, QA
58. QB part 1
59. QB part 2
60. QB part 3
61. QB part 4
62. QC
63. QD
64. QE, QF, QG, QX
65. Error tabulations part 1
66. Error tabulations part 2

66 files

AT 10/1-7 Senate account monthly transaction computer print-outs. 1972-3. Arranged by cost centre code (for key see AT 12)

1. AA, AD, AG, AH, AJ, AK, AM, AP
2. AS, AT, AW, AY, AZ, BC, BE, BG, BH, BJ
3. BM, BP, CA, CC, CL, CP, CU, DA, DC, DD, DE
4. DG, DH, DJ, DM, DR, DT, DV, EA, EC, EE, EG, EJ, EL, EN, EP, ER, ES, ET, EU, EV, FA, FC, FE, FG
5. FJ, MH, ML, MP, MR, MS, MX, NA, NB, NC, ND, NE
6. NK, NM, NP, NR, NS, NT, NV, NW, NY, PA, PB, PH, QA
7. QB, QC, QD, QE.

7 boxes
ACCOUNTANT

AT 11/1-10

Senate account monthly transaction computer print-outs. 1973-4. Arranged by cost centre code (for key see AT 12)

1. AA, AD, AG, AH, AJ, AK, AM, AP, AR
2. AS, AT, AW, AY, AZ, BC, BE, BG, BH, BJ
3. BM, BP, CA, CC, CK, CL, CP, CU, DA, DC, DD, DE
4. DG, DH, DJ, DM, DR, DT, DV, EA, EC, EE, EG, EJ, EL, EN, EP, ER, ES, ET, EU, EV, FA, FC
5. FE, FG, FJ, FL, FN, FR
6. GA, GB, MA, MD,
7. MH, ML, MP, MR, MS, MX, NA, NB, NC, ND, NE, NF, NG, NH, NT, NK, NL, NM, NN, NP
8. NR, NS, NV, NW, NY, PA, PB, PH, QA, QB, (to Dec 1973)
9. QB (from Jan 1974)
10. QC, QD, QE, QF, QG, QX, Errors

10 boxes

AT 12/1-2

Lists of Court and Senate account computer accounting codes. 1980 and 1982.

1. Court account as revised in 1980
2. Senate account as revised in 1982

2 envelopes
IDENTITY STATEMENT
Reference: UoL/AV
Title: University of London Audio-Visual Centre.
Dates: 1930-2002
Level: sub-fonds
Extent and Medium: 34 folders, 55 video tapes, 1 audio tape, 93 audio-visual reels, 1 book and 1 photograph album
Name of Creator: University of London Audio-Visual Centre

CONTEXT
Biographical/Administrative History: No information was available at the time of compilation

CONTENT
Scope and Content: The collection comprises minutes and supporting paperwork for meetings of the Committee of Management of the Audio-Visual Centre; teaching and training notes including lecture notes and questionnaires; production accounts and financial papers; shooting and activity logs and production notes; video tapes of events at the University of London; a photograph album; audio-visual reels (NOT YET CATALOGUED); annual reports and published material including workshop handbooks, catalogues, newsletters and a review of the Audio-Visual Centre.

ACCESS AND USE
Language of Scripts: English
Conditions of Access: Open except for records exempt under the Data Protection Act or the Freedom of Information Act. Please contact the University Archivist for details. 24 hours notice is required for research visits.
Conditions of Reproduction: Copies may be made subject to the condition of the original. Copying must be undertaken by the Special Collections Reading Room staff who will need a minimum of 24 hours to process requests.
UoL/AV/1/1 Minutes and Meeting Papers. 1968 July-November
Signed minutes, agenda and supporting paperwork for meetings 1-3 of the Committee of Management of the Audio-Visual Centre. (Previous ref Box 146/147).
1 folder

UoL/AV/1/2 Minutes and Meeting Papers. 1969 January-1970 October
Signed minutes, agenda and supporting paperwork for meetings 4-9 of the Committee of Management of the Audio-Visual Centre. (Previous ref Box 146/147).
1 folder

UoL/AV/1/3 Minutes and Meeting Papers. 1971
Signed minutes, agenda and supporting paperwork for meetings 10-12 of the Committee of Management of the Audio-Visual Centre. (Previous ref Box 146/147).
1 folder

UoL/AV/1/4 Minutes and Meeting Papers. 1972
Signed minutes, agenda and supporting paperwork for meetings 13-15 of the Committee of Management of the Audio-Visual Centre. (Previous ref Box 146/147).
1 folder

UoL/AV/1/5 Minutes and Meeting Papers. 1973
Signed minutes, agenda and supporting paperwork for meetings 16-18 of the Committee of Management of the Audio-Visual Centre. (Previous ref Box 146/147).
1 folder
UoL/AV/1/6 **Minutes and Meeting Papers.** 1974
Signed minutes, agenda and supporting paperwork for meetings 19-21 of the Committee of Management of the Audio-Visual Centre. (Previous ref Box 146/147).
1 folder

UoL/AV/1/7 **Minutes and Meeting Papers.** 1975-1976
Signed minutes, agenda and supporting paperwork for meetings 22-27 of the Committee of Management of the Audio-Visual Centre. (Previous ref Box 146/147).
1 folder

UoL/AV/1/8 **Minutes and Meeting Papers.** 1977-1978
Signed minutes, agenda and supporting paperwork for meetings 28-31 of the Committee of Management of the Audio-Visual Centre. (Previous ref Box 146/147).
1 folder

UoL/AV/1/9 **Minutes and Meeting Papers.** 1979-1982
Signed minutes, agenda and supporting paperwork for meetings 32-40 of the Committee of Management of the Audio-Visual Centre. (Previous ref Box 146/147).
1 folder

UoL/AV/1/10 **Minutes and Meeting Papers.** 1983-1986
Signed minutes, agenda and supporting paperwork for meetings 41-48 of the Committee of Management of the Audio-Visual Centre. (Previous ref Box 146/147).
1 folder

UoL/AV/1/11 **Minutes and Meeting Papers.** 1987-1988
Signed minutes, agenda and supporting paperwork for meetings 49-53 of the Committee of Management of the Audio-Visual Centre. (Previous ref Box 146/147).
1 folder
UoL/AV/1/12  **Minutes and Meeting Papers.**  1989

Signed minutes, agenda and supporting paperwork for meeting 54 of the Committee of Management of the Audio-Visual Centre and supporting paperwork for later meetings. (Previous ref Box 146/147).

1 folder

UoL/AV/2/1  **Michael Clarke Lecture Notes.**  1967

Copies of teaching and lecture programmes, seminar notes, rough notes and diagrams, details of material and production costs, teaching timetables and bookings for lecture theatres and studios. (Previous ref Box 153).

1 folder

UoL/AV/2/2  **Surveys and Reports.**  1985-1986

Correspondence, teaching questionnaires, a report on the teaching and training role of the Audio-Visual Centre and a leaflet regarding higher education and industry. (Previous ref Box 152).

1 folder

UoL/AV/3/1  **"In Your Library" Production Notes.**  1983-1985

Correspondence, memoranda, draft scripts for "The Care of Books" and videotape log sheets. (Previous ref Box 152).

1 folder

UoL/AV/3/2  **"Introduction to the Library" Production Notes.**  1987

A storyboard/shooting script, a shot list, a plan of movements, details of the order of shooting and a script. (Previous ref Box 152).

1 folder

UoL/AV/3/3  **Production Accounts.**  1990-1991

Correspondence, memoranda, meeting notes, quotes and copies of accounts. (Previous ref Box 152).

1 folder
Details of charges for available facilities and record log sheets. (Previous ref Box 152).
1 folder

UoL/AV/3/5 "The University of London Film". 1987
A production schedule, shooting logs and daily information sheets. (Previous ref Box 152).
1 folder

UoL/AV/3/6 "University of London Film". 1987 May 13-1987 June 02
Shooting logs (1/4). (Previous ref Box 152).
1 folder

UoL/AV/3/7 "University of London Film". 1987 June 03-1987 June 09
Shooting logs. (2/4). (Previous ref Box 152).
1 folder

UoL/AV/3/8 "University of London Film". 1987 June 10-1987 June 23
Shooting logs. (3/4). (Previous ref Box 152).
1 folder

UoL/AV/3/9 "University of London Film". 1987 July 01-1987 October 05
Shooting logs. (4/4). (Previous ref Box 152).
1 folder
UoL/AV/4/1 "The School of Pharmacy" Videotape. 1990
PAL VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 144).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/2 "Building Senate House" Videotape. 1986
VHS tape, black and white film. (Previous ref Box 144).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/3 "Queen Mother Installation 1955" Videotape. undated
VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 144).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/4 "Thames News" Videotape. 1986
VHS tape containing news items of Princess Anne inspecting University of London OTC cadets and the 150th anniversary of the University. (Previous ref Box 144).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/5 "The Secret Museum" Videotape. 1990 June
VHS tape of a Channel 4 programme, 45 minutes running time. (Previous ref Box 144).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/6 "The Building of Senate House" Videotape. 1986
VHS tape, colour film, 24 minutes running time. (Previous ref Box 144).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/7 "The Rank Xerox Electronic Typewriter at the University of London" Videotape. 1989
VHS tape, colour film, 48 minutes running time. (Previous ref Box 144).

1 videotape

**UoL/AV/4/8**  "The Building of Senate House"  U-matic Videotape. 1986

U-matic, master, 24 minutes running time. (Previous ref Box 145).

1 videotape

**UoL/AV/4/9**  "The Rank Xerox Electronic Typewriter at the University of London"  U-matic Videotape. 1989

Video, master, colour film, 48 minutes running time. (Previous ref Box 145).

1 videotape

**UoL/AV/4/10**  "Winston Churchill get a Degree from London University"  U-matic Videotape. 1986

Video. (Previous ref Box 145).

1 videotape


Video. (Previous ref Box 145).

1 videotape

**UoL/AV/4/12**  Degree Ceremony Videotape. 1987

December

VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 148).

1 videotape

**UoL/AV/4/13**  Degree Ceremony Videotape. 1988

January

VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 148).

1 videotape
UoL/AV/4/14 Degree Ceremony Videotape. 1988 March
VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 148).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/15 Degree Ceremony Videotape. 1988 May
VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 148).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/16 Degree Ceremony Videotape. 1988 December 14
VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 148).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/17 Degree Ceremony Videotape. 1989 December
VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 148).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/18 Degree Ceremony Videotape. 1990 January
VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 148).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/19 Degree Ceremony Videotape. 1990 March
VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 148).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/20 Degree Ceremony Videotape. 1990 May
VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 148).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/21  Degree Ceremony Videotape.  1989 January 11
              VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 149).
              1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/22  Degree Ceremony Videotape.  1989 March 08
              VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 149).
              1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/23  Degree Ceremony Videotape.  1989 May 10
              VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 149).
              1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/24  Presentation Ceremony Videotape.  1998 December 11
              VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 149).
              1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/25  Presentation Ceremony Videotape.  1999 February 05
              VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 149).
              1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/26  Foundation Day U-matic Videotape.  1981 November 26
Video, BVU master. (Previous ref Box 150).

1 videotape

Video, colour film, 15 minutes running time. (Previous ref Box 150).

1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/28 "Introducing Queen Mary College" U-matic Videotape. 1984 February
Video, colour film, 16 minutes running time. (Previous ref Box 150).

1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/29 "Building The Senate House in the 1930's" U-matic Videotape. 1985
Video, black and white film, 26 minutes running time, unedited, master copy. (Previous ref Box 150).

1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/30 "Institute of Archaeology Summer School 1985" U-matic Videotape. 1985
Video, 18 minutes running time, lowband. (Previous ref Box 150).

1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/31 "From the Molecule to the Bedside" Videotape. 1991 March
VHS tape, British Postgraduate Medical Federation promotion, 25 minutes running time. (Previous ref Box 154).

1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/32 "Control of Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH) and the Conservator" Videotape. 1989
VHS tape, 25 minutes running time, teaching version. (Previous ref Box 154).

1 videotape
UoL/AV/4/33 "Virginia Woolf" Videotape.  
VHS tape, London Weekend Television production. (Previous ref Box 154).

1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/34 "The Building of Senate House" Videotape.  
1986  
VHS tape, 25 minutes running time. (Previous ref Box 154).

1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/35 "The Building of the Senate House" Videotape.  
1986  
VHS tape, black and white film, 24 minutes running time. (Previous ref Box 154).

1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/36 "An Introduction to the University of London Library" Videotape.  
1987  
VHS tape, colour film, 12 mins 30 secs running time. (Previous ref Box 154).

1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/37 "Classroom Assessment at Key Stage 1" Videotape.  
1990 November  
VHS tape by the School Examinations and Assessment Council. (Previous ref Box 154).

1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/38 "University of London Library" Betacam Tape.  
1993 October 07  
Videotape, edit master. (Previous ref Box 154).

1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/39 "University of London Library" Betacam Video.  
undated
Videotape, edited master. (Previous ref Box 154).

1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/40 "Aerial Shots University of London" Videotape.  
VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 155).

1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/41 "Excellence in Diversity" Videotape.  
VHS tape, 15 mins 20 secs running time. (Previous ref Box 155).

1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/42 "Excellence in Diversity" Videotape.  
VHS tape, 15 mins and 30 secs running time, contract copy. (Previous ref Box 155).

1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/43 Presentation Ceremony Videotape.  
VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 155).

1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/44 "VC Intro to Wartime Graduation" Videotape.  
VHS tape, rushes. (Previous ref Box 155).

1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/45 "Rear Window - The Khalili Collection" Videotape.  
VHS tape, Channel 4 Television programme. (Previous ref Box 156).

1 videotape
Video tape. (Previous ref Box 156).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/47  "Not Just Another University" U-matic Tape.  1987
Video tape, 48 minutes running time. (Previous ref Box 156).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/48  "Wartime Preamble" Videotape.  1992
VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 155).
1 videotape

VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 145).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/50  "Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother Installed as Chancellor" U-matic Videotape.  1986
Videotape, lowband, black and white film. (Previous ref Box 145).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/51  "Presentation of Loyal Addresses by Privileged Bodies" Videotape.  2002 March 21
VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 154).
1 videotape
VHS tape. (Previous ref Box 156).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/53  "University of London Library" Videotape. undated
VHS tape, version 2.
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/54  "Not Just Another University - Opening the Door on the University of London" Videotape. 1987
VHS tape, colour film, 52 minutes running time.
(Previous ref Box 156).
1 videotape

UoL/AV/4/55  "Winston Churchill Gets a Degree from London University" Videotape. 1986
VHS tape, black and white film, British Paramount News. (Previous ref Box 154).
1 videotape

Audiotape, GLR radio architecture slot. (Previous ref Box 156).
1 audiotape

UoL/AV/6/1  "Continual Change". 1984
1 book

UoL/AV/6/2  University of London Audio-Visual Centre c1990
Information Pack.

1 folder

UoL/AV/6/3 "Not Just Another University" Sample Press Pack. (Previous ref Box 153).

c1987

1 folder

UoL/AV/6/4 "Videodisc" Newsletters. 1983 April-1989 December

18 editions. (Previous ref Box 153).

1 folder

UoL/AV/6/5 Videodisc Workshop Handbooks. 1984 October-1985 February

Second and third workshop handbooks. (Previous ref Box 153).

1 folder

UoL/AV/6/6 "The Teaching and Training Role of the University of London Audio-Visual Centre" Report. (Previous ref Box 153).

1985 February

1 folder

UoL/AV/6/7 "The Brinton Report". 1989 May

A report of the Working Party on Communications and Technology. (Previous ref Box 153).

1 folder

UoL/AV/6/8 A Catalogue of Videotapes, Films and Sound Recordings Part One. c1983

15
A catalogue of audio-visual recordings for Biological and Medical Sciences and an update (August 1983). (Previous ref Box 153).

1 folder

**UoL/AV/6/9 University of London Audio-Visual Centre Review of Options.** 1991 April

(Previous ref Box 153).

1 folder

**UoL/AV/6/10 Annual Reports.** 1969-1975


1 folder

**UoL/AV/6/11 Annual Reports.** 1975-1980


1 folder

**UoL/AV/6/12 Annual Reports.** 1980-1987


1 folder

**UoL/AV/7 Photograph Album.** undated

Colour photographs from the Channel 4 television programme, "Not Just Another University - Opening the Door on the University of London". (Previous ref Box 154).

1 album
IDENTITY STATEMENT
Reference: UoL/BR
Title: University of London Brown Animal Sanatory Institution.
Dates: 1930-1950
Level: sub-fonds
Extent and Medium: 6 envelopes
Name of Creator: Brown Animal Sanatory Institution

CONTEXT
Biographical/Administrative History: In 1852 Thomas Brown bequeathed a sum of money to the University for founding, 'an Institution for investigating, studying and endeavouring to cure maladies, distempers and injuries, any Quadrupeds or Birds useful to man may be found subject to.' The Senate allowed funds from the bequest to accumulate for nineteen years and in 1871 with a total sum of £33, 800 built the Brown Institution in Battersea.

The management of the Institution was under the control of a committee, which was responsible to the Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor and Fellows of the University of London. The Committee of Management consisted of the Vice-Chancellor, not less than six members of the Senate, 'medical men'. The Committee was required to frame bye-laws, rules and regulations, govern the finances for the maintenance of the Institution, regulate the conditions of reception of the animals and the purchase of diseased animals for the promotion of science. The business of the institution was under the direction and control of the superintendent and was conducted in two departments, the Hospital and the Laboratory.

In the Hospital, where sick animals were treated, the Superintendent had the aid of a qualified veterinary surgeon. In the Laboratory research on animal diseases, animal physiology, surgical procedures and animal nutrition was conducted under the direction of the Superintendent. Scientific investigations were also undertaken for public bodies and institutions. These included The Royal Society, The Local Government Board and The Veterinary Department of the Army. Under the terms of Thomas Brown's Will the Professor Superintendent was obliged to give at least five lectures a year in English free to the public.

At the outbreak of the Second World War the hospital was closed owing to the departure of the Veterinary Assistant for the Army. In 1940 and 1943 the Institution sustained bomb damage. Further damage was incurred in February
1944 by flying bombs. The final destruction of the buildings occurred on 20 July 1944. This marked the end of the Institution's working life. After the War, the London County Council made a compulsory purchase order for the site where the Institution stood and in 1953 paid the University of London £4,700 for it. By that time it had been decided not to rebuild the Institution.

After twenty-five years of legal wrangling it was decided that the Trust Fund should be divided into two and it was shared between the University of London and Trinity College, Dublin. The income from the London share was used to maintain a Fellowship in veterinary pathology at the Royal Veterinary College.

CONTENT
Scope and Content: Meeting papers including agenda, minutes, reports, financial details and letters.

ACCESS AND USE
Language of Scripts: English
System of Arrangement: UoL/BR/1-6
Conditions of Access: Open except for records exempt under the Data Protection Act or the Freedom of Information Act. Please contact the University Archivist for details. 24 hours notice is required for research visits.

Conditions of Reproduction: Copies may be made, subject to the condition of the original. Copying must be undertaken by the Special Collections Reading Room staff, who will need a minimum of 24 hours to process requests.
UoL/BR/1  Institution Committee Meeting Papers.  1930-1931
Typescript agenda and minutes, details of expenditure and income, reports by the Institution Superintendent and information about treatments administered.

1 envelope

UoL/BR/2  Institution Committee Meeting Papers.  1932-1933
Typescript agenda and minutes, reports by the Institution Superintendent and information about treatments administered. (Previous ref BR1).

1 envelope

UoL/BR/3  Institution Committee Meeting Papers.  1934-1950
Typescript agenda (1934, 1936, 1938, 1946 & 1950), some annotated, and supporting paperwork including details of expenditure and reports by the Institution Superintendent. Also included is an extract from the will of Thomas Brown (14 December 1846). (Previous ref BR1).

1 envelope

UoL/BR/4  Institution Committee Minutes.  1932-1950
Typescript signed minutes for the years 1932-1934, 1936-1939, 1942, 1944-1946 & 1950. (Previous ref BR/2).

1 envelope

UoL/BR/5  Appendices.  1931-1937
Appendices to minutes including details of expenditure, reports by the Institution Superintendent and details of treatments administered. (Previous ref BR2).

1 envelope
Appendices.

Appendices to meeting minutes including details of treatments administered, letters and extracts of letters, reports by the Institution Superintendent and details of yearly estimates and expenditure. (Previous ref BR2).

1 envelope
IDENTITY STATEMENT
Reference: UoL/BS
Title: University of London Botanical Supply Unit.
Dates: 1950-1992
Level: sub-fonds
Extent and Medium: 21 folders and 1 envelope
Name of Creator: University of London, Botanical Supply Unit

CONTEXT
Biographical/Administrative History: The Botanical Supply Unit was established in 1950. It was sited on land belonging to Royal Holloway College and was managed by them. It was administered on behalf of the University by the Council of the College and closed in the early 1990's.

CONTENT
Scope and Content: Material about the Botanical Supply Unit and Botanic Garden including minutes, agenda and supporting paperwork for meetings of the Botanic Garden Committee and the Botanical Supply Unit Sub-Committee; reports, including the Bromwich Report; administrative papers and promotional material.

ACCESS AND USE
Language of Scripts: English
Conditions of Access: Open except for records exempt under the Data Protection Act or the Freedom of Information Act. Please contact the University Archivist for details. 24 hours notice is required for research visits.

Conditions of Reproduction: Copies may be made, subject to the condition of the original. Copying must be undertaken by the Special Collections Reading Room staff, who will need a minimum of 24 hours to process requests.
UoL/BS/1/1 Botanical Supply Unit Sub-Committee. 1955-1958
Minutes and agenda, some with annotations, and supporting paperwork including reports, financial information, details of material supplied to the Examination Department and copies of letters.
1 folder

UoL/BS/1/2 Botanical Supply Unit Sub-Committee. 1961-1964
Minutes and agenda, some with annotations, and supporting paperwork including reports, copies of letters and details of expenditure, income and staff wages.
1 folder

UoL/BS/1/3 Botanical Supply Unit Sub-Committee and the Botanic Garden Committee. 1977-1986
Minutes and agenda and supporting paperwork including reports, financial information and details on the future of the botanic garden.
1 folder

UoL/BS/1/4 Botanic Garden Committee. 1987-1989
Minutes and agenda, some with annotations, and supporting paperwork including a review of the Botanic Garden and grounds, details of staffing and staff training and financial information.
1 folder

UoL/BS/1/5 Botanic Garden Committee. 1990-1992
Minutes and agenda and supporting paperwork including minutes of staff meetings, proposed changes to the Constitution and terms of reference, financial information and details of priorities and strategies for 1990-1991.
1 folder
UoL/BS/2/1  Annual Reports.  
Copies of Botanical Supply Unit annual reports.  
1 folder

UoL/BS/2/2  Annual Reports.  
Copies of Botanical Supply Unit annual reports.  
1 folder

UoL/BS/2/3  Various Reports.  
Reports by the Botanical Supply Unit, the Botanical Supply Unit Sub-Committee, the Botanic Garden Committee of Management Sub-Committee on Staffing, the Working Group on the Botanic Garden and the Joint Planning Committee of the Court and Senate Working Party in Biological Sciences.  
1 folder

UoL/BS/2/4  Various Reports.  
Reports by the Botanic Garden Committee, the Botanic Garden Committee Sub-Committee, the Botanic Garden Working Group and the Botanic Garden Committee of Management. Also included is a review of the Garden.  
1 folder

UoL/BS/2/5  The Bromwich Report.  
A copy of, "The Implementation of the Bromwich Report" and two copies of a commentary on the report by the Curator of the Botanic Garden, one with annotations.  
1 folder
UoL/BS/3/1 Administrative Papers. 1977-1988
Correspondence, details of staffing levels, a response to comments made in the CAO Third Discussion document and the SARC in Biological Sciences, a copy of minutes from the Planning and Resource Committee and financial information.
1 folder

UoL/BS/3/2 Administrative Papers. 1989
Correspondence and details of staff training, the conservation value of the garden, income generation and other financial information.
1 folder

UoL/BS/3/3 Administrative Papers. 1990
Correspondence, financial information and details of participation in The National Gardens Scheme open garden days.
1 folder

UoL/BS/3/4 Administrative Papers. 1991
Correspondence, financial information, memos, plant price lists, file notes and notes of meetings.
1 folder

UoL/BS/3/5 Administrative Papers. 1992
Correspondence, details of the Garden, financial information and a copy of minutes from a meeting of the Botanic Garden Management Group.
1 folder

UoL/BS/3/6 Administrative Papers. undated
Various undated papers including notes on the site occupied by the Botanic Garden, strategies and development plans, details of plants, a review of staff job descriptions, health and safety codes and information on land management.
1 folder
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date/Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UoL/BS/3/7</td>
<td>Administrative Papers.</td>
<td>undated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Various undated papers including details on the transfer of the Garden to the RHBNC main site, financial planning and strategy, sources of income, the future of the Botanic Garden service and a review of personnel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 folder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UoL/BS/3/8</td>
<td>Questionnaires.</td>
<td>undated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Questionnaires, completed by researchers, for the University Botanic Garden Review.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 folder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UoL/BS/4/1</td>
<td>Seed Catalogues.</td>
<td>1956-1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 envelope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UoL/BS/4/2</td>
<td>Leaflets and Guides.</td>
<td>c1982-c1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leaflets and posters advertising various events at the Botanic Garden; guides containing background information about the Garden and a book cover for, &quot;The Good Gardens Guide 1991&quot; with a supporting letter confirming the Garden's inclusion in the publication.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 folder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newsletters, press releases and news bulletins including information about the Garden.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 folder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Press cuttings relating to the Garden and various botanical issues.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 folder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IDENTITY STATEMENT
Reference: UoL/CA
Title: University of London Centre of International and Area Studies.
Dates: 1966-1980
Level: sub-fonds
Extent and Medium: 10 folders
Name of Creator: University of London, Centre of International and Area Studies

CONTEXT
Biographical/Administrative History: The University of London Centre of International and Area Studies was established in October 1969. The objects of the Centre were to promote and coordinate international and area studies at the graduate and advanced level and to provide opportunities for collaboration between members of the University and other interested persons. The Centre was under the direction of a Committee of Management, appointed annually by the Senate. The Centre was closed on the 30 September 1980.

CONTENT
Scope and Content: The collection comprises meeting papers of the Committee of Management and the Academic Planning Committee and correspondence relating to the establishment of the Centre of International and Area Studies and its aims and development.

ACCESS AND USE
Language of Scripts: English
System of Arrangement: 1. Committee Meeting Papers. 2. Correspondence.
Conditions of Access: Open except for records exempt under the Data Protection Act or the Freedom of Information Act. Please contact the University Archivist for details. 24 hours notice is required for research visits.

Conditions of Reproduction: Copies may be made, subject to the condition of the original. Copying must be undertaken by the Special Collections Reading Room staff, who will need a minimum of 24 hours to process requests.
UoL/CA/1/1 Committee of Management Meeting Papers. 1969-1971
Typescript minutes, agenda, estimates of income and expenditure including revised estimates, reports, development policy and file notes. (Previous ref CA2/1).
1 folder

UoL/CA/1/2 Committee of Management Meeting Papers. 1971-1973
Typescript minutes and agenda, some with amendments; estimates of income and expenditure; file notes; reports; correspondence and seminar programmes. (Previous ref CA2/2).
1 folder

UoL/CA/1/3 Committee of Management Meeting Papers. 1974-1975
Typescript minutes, agenda, estimates of income and expenditure, reports, correspondence, seminar programmes and file notes. (Previous ref CA2/3).
1 folder

UoL/CA/1/4 Committee of Management Meeting Papers. 1976-1977
Typescript minutes, agenda, correspondence, estimates of income and expenditure, a policy statement, file notes and reports. (Previous ref CA2/4).
1 folder

UoL/CA/1/5 Committee of Management Meeting Papers. 1978-1980
Typescript minutes, agenda and additional agenda items, reports, estimates of income and expenditure, details of expenses, seminar programmes and a policy statement. (Previous ref CA1).
1 folder

UoL/CA/1/6 Academic Planning Committee Meeting Papers. 1973
Typescript correspondence, seminar programmes, agenda, minutes, reports and details of postgraduate studentships. (Previous ref CA3).
1 folder
UoL/CA/1/7 Academic Planning Committee Meeting Papers. 1974-1979
Typescript agenda, minutes, correspondence, seminar programmes, reports and estimates of income and expenditure. (Previous ref CA3).
1 folder

UoL/CA/2/1 Secretary's Correspondence. 1969
Typescript and manuscript correspondence with various supporting documents including meeting notes from the Ad-Hoc Academic Planning Committee at the School of Slavonic and East European Studies, minutes and agenda of the Committee appointed by the Academic Council (23 April 1969) and a draft copy of a scheme of management for the centre and memos and file notes. (Previous CA4).
1 folder

UoL/CA/2/2 Secretary's Correspondence. 1970
Typescript and manuscript correspondence and supporting paperwork including a shortlist and final list of members of the Committee of Management, suggested names for the Academic Planning Committee, a report regarding university development in the 1970s and memos. (Previous ref CA4).
1 folder

UoL/CA/2/3 School of International and Area Studies Correspondence. 1966-1969
Typescript correspondence, mainly with the London School of Economics (LSE) and the School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS), regarding the establishment of a school of International and Area Studies at the University of London.
1 folder
SENATE HOUSE LIBRARY
University of London

IDENTITY STATEMENT
Reference: UoL/CB
Title: University of London Careers Advisory Board.
Dates: 1940-1993
Level: sub-fonds
Extent and Medium: 157 folders, 10 envelopes, 11 reports, 1 box index cards and 1 publication
Name of Creator: University of London, Careers Advisory Board

CONTEXT
Biographical/Administrative History: The University of London Careers Advisory Service began with the establishment in 1909 of the University of London Appointments Board. Following the merger with the Commerce Degree Bureau in 1922 it became known as the University of London Commerce Degree Bureau and Appointments Board. In 1938 it became a separate body again. In 1970 its title was changed to the University of London Careers Advisory Board.

CONTENT
Scope and Content: Completed employment registration forms by female graduates of the University; minutes and supporting paperwork for meetings of the Careers Advisory Board; papers relating to Hungarian refugee students including meeting papers of various committees, administrative papers, correspondence both with individual students and other academic institutions, case files, student records, reports, statements, notes and annual reports. (SOME RECORDS ARE CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

ACCESS AND USE
Language of Scripts: English

System of Arrangement: 1. Registration Forms. 2. Careers Advisory Board Minutes. 3. Hungarian Refugee Students Scheme. 4. Annual Reports.

Conditions of Access: Access to archive collections may be restricted under the Data Protection Act and the Freedom of Information Act. Please contact the University Archivist for details. 24 hours notice is required for research visits.
Conditions of Reproduction: Copies may be made, subject to the condition of the original. Copying must be undertaken by the Special Collections Reading Room staff who will need a minimum of 24 hours to process requests. Some records are closed in accordance with the Data Protection Act.
UoL/CB/1/1 Registration Forms A-C.
(CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).
1 folder

UoL/CB/1/2 Registration Forms D-E.
(CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).
1 folder

UoL/CB/1/3 Registration Forms F-H.
(CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).
1 folder

UoL/CB/1/4 Registration Forms J-N.
(CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).
1 folder

UoL/CB/1/5 Registration Forms O-V.
(CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).
1 folder

UoL/CB/1/6 Registration Forms W-Z.
(CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).
1 folder

UoL/CB/2/1 Meeting Papers.
Minutes and agenda with supporting paperwork including reports, financial information, a membership list, correspondence and details of the London Recruitment Fair with a copy of the brochure. (Previous ref CB2/1).
1 folder
Meeting Papers. Minutes and agenda with supporting paperwork including reports, correspondence, financial information, a list of members, memoranda and brochures for recruitment fairs. (Previous ref CB2/1).

1 folder

Meeting Papers. Minutes and agenda with supporting paperwork including reports, correspondence, a list of members and careers advisers, memoranda and a copy of the Advisory Board 81st Annual Report. (Previous ref CB2/3).

1 folder

Meeting Papers. Minutes and agenda with supporting paperwork including annual reports, details of income and expenditure, correspondence and information of a recruitment fair. (Previous ref CB2/1).

1 folder

Meeting Papers. Minutes and agenda with supporting paperwork including correspondence, memoranda and details of income and expenditure. (Previous ref CB2/1).

1 folder

Meeting Papers. Minutes, agenda and supporting paperwork for meetings of the Committee on Hungarian Students, the sub-Committee on Hungarian Students, the sub-Committee dealing with the Allocation of Students, the Selection Committee on Hungarian Refugee Students, the Council for External Students sub-Committee of Hungarian Refugees and the University of London Academic Council.

7 folders

Sub-Committee on Hungarian Students. December 7

1990

1991

1992

1993

1956-1960

1956
Minutes, agenda, a note and memorandum by the Vice-Chancellor and correspondence. (Previous ref CB3/1/1/1).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/1/2 Hungarian Refugee Students Selection Committee. Minutes, agenda, proposals for the distribution of students, travel arrangements, course allocation details and correspondence. (Previous refs CB3/1/1/1 and CB3/1/4/1).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/1/3 Sub-Committee on the Allocation of Hungarian Students. Minutes, agenda, student distribution lists, maintenance allowance rates and details of subjects to be studied. (Previous ref CB3/1/2/1).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/1/4 Joint Meeting of the Committee on Hungarian Students and the sub-Committee dealing with the Allocation of Students. Minutes, agenda, reports, details of student allocation to UK universities, correspondence, financial information and memoranda. (Previous refs CB3/1/3/1-CB3/1/3/6).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/1/5 Council for External Students Hungarian Refugee Students sub-Committee. Minutes and agenda. (Previous refs CB3/1/5/1-CB3/1/5/4).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/1/6 Academic Council. Minutes and agenda. (Previous ref CB3/1/6/1).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/1/7 Joint Meeting of the Committee on Hungarian Students and the sub-Committee dealing with

1956 December

1957 January

1957

1957 June-November

1957 December 9

1958 June-1960
the Allocation of Students. December
Minutes, agenda, reports, financial information, correspondence and memoranda. (Previous refs CB3/1/3/7-CB3/1/3/11).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/2 Administrative Papers. 1956-1957
Administrative papers including memoranda to the Vice-Chancellors and Principals Committee; notes by the Collegiate Council, the Finance and General Purposes Committee and the Home Office; reports with details of the student scheme, its funding and progress; financial information and details of student distribution throughout the UK and subjects studied.

5 folders and 2 envelopes

UoL/CB/3/2/1 Memoranda to the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals (1-5). 1956 June-1957 February
Memoranda from the Vice-Chancellor of the University regarding the arrival of Hungarian Refugee Students in the UK with appendices including details of degree subjects, the Hungarian school system, the distribution of students throughout the UK, the Ford Foundation Grant and the Hungarian Students Central Fund. (Previous refs CB3/2/1/1-CB3/2/1/7).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/2/2 Notes and Statements by the Vice-Chancellor. 1956 November-December
Notes and statements including those by the Collegiate Council and the Finance and General Purposes Committee with additional material including draft letters, details of the Relief Fund/Appeal Fund, information about student accommodation and a copy of a letter from the Times newspaper. (Previous refs CB3/2/2/1-CB3/2/2/6).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/2/3 Notes and Reports. c.1956
Reports and file notes including details of funding of the Hungarian Refugee Students scheme, links and co-operation with the Home Office, the scope of the relief system and procedures for receiving the students. (Previous refs CB3/11/1/1-CB/3/11/1/6).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/2/4 Notes and a Letter Book.**  
Two sets of ms notes relating to early events in the Refugee Scheme, its funding and progress and a letter book noting dates, recipients and subjects of letters. (Previous refs CB3/11/2/1, CB3/11/2/2 and CB3/11/2/5).

1 envelope

**UoL/CB/3/2/5 Letter Templates.**  
Templates of circular letters, including drafts with amendments, from the University of London Convocation, the Vice-Chancellor, the Appointments Board and the University of Cambridge. (Previous refs CB3/11/7-CB3/11/8).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/2/6 Financial Information.**  
Records of income, expenditure and costs from the Hungarian Students Relief Central Fund, the Ford Foundation and the Vice-Chancellor's Fund and details of grants to other Universities.

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/2/7 Receipts.**  
Receipts for the purchase of books and items for study.

1 envelope

**UoL/CB/3/3 Correspondence.**  
Correspondence, arranged alphabetically by surname, to and from the University of London Appointments Board and the University of London External Registrar containing personal details and information about students; correspondence, arranged alphabetically, between the University of

1956-1964
London and other universities throughout the UK containing personal details and information about students and general correspondence between various University of London departments and external organisations. (SOME RECORDS ARE CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

52 folders

UoL/CB/3/3/1 University of London Appointments Board (A). 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/1/1. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/2 University of London Appointments Board (B) (1/2). 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/1/1. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/3 University of London Appointments Board (B) (2/2). 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/1/1. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/4 University of London Appointments Board (C-D). 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/1/2. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/5 University of London Appointments Board (E). 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/1/3. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/6 University of London Appointments Board (F) 1957-1964
UoL/CB/3/3/7 University of London Appointments Board. (F) 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/1/3. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).
1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/8 University of London Appointments Board (G). 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/1/4. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).
1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/9 University of London Appointments Board (H). 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/1/4. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).
1 folder

Previous ref CB3/3/1/5. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).
1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/11 University of London Appointments Board (K) 1957-1964
(1/2).
Previous ref CB3/3/1/5. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).
1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/12 University of London Appointments Board (K) 1957-1964
(2/2).
Previous ref CB3/3/1/5. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/13** University of London Appointments Board (L). 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/1/6. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/14** University of London Appointments Board (M). 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/1/7. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/15** University of London Appointments Board (N-O). 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/1/8. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/16** University of London Appointments Board (P) (1/2). 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/1/8. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/17** University of London Appointments Board (P) (2/2). 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/1/8. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/18** University of London Appointments Board (R). 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/1/9. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/19  University of London Appointments Board (S)  1957-1964
(1/3).
Previous ref CB3/3/1/10. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/20  University of London Appointments Board (S)  1957-1964
(2/3).
Previous ref CB3/3/1/10. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/21  University of London Appointments Board (S)  1957-1964
(3/3).
Previous ref CB3/3/1/10. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/22  University of London Appointments Board (T).  1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/1/11. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

Previous ref CB3/3/1/11. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

Previous ref CB3/3/2/1. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

Previous ref CB3/3/2/1. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/26** University of London External Registrar (I-L). 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/2/2. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/27** University of London External Registrar (M-P). 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/2/2. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/28** University of London External Registrar (R-S). 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/2/3. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/29** University of London External Registrar (T-Z). 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/2/3. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/30** Aberystwyth University, Bangor University & University College of South Wales & Monmouthshire. 1957-1964

1 folder
UoL/CB/3/3/31  Swansea University, Aberdeen University & Edinburgh University. 1957-1964
1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/32  Glasgow University & Royal College of Science and Technology, Glasgow. 1957-1964
1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/33  University of St Andrews & Queen's University Belfast. 1957-1964
1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/34  Birmingham University. 1957-1964
Previous ref CB3/3/3/11. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).
1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/35  Bristol University & Cambridge University. 1957-1964
1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/36  Durham University. 1957-1964
1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/37  Exeter University, Hull University & Leeds University. 1957-1964
Previous refs CB/33/3/16-CB3/3/3/18. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/38**  Leicester University & Liverpool University.  \(1957-1964\)

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/39**  Keele University & Manchester University.  \(1957-1964\)

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/40**  Nottingham University & Oxford University.  \(1957-1964\)

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/41**  Reading University & Sheffield University.  \(1957-1964\)

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/42**  Southampton University, Bedford College & Birkbeck College.  \(1957-1964\)

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/43**  Courtauld Institute, Guildhall School of Music and Drama, Guy’s Hospital Medical School, Imperial College & Kings College.  \(1957-1964\)
Previous refs CB3/3/30-CB3/3/34. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder


1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/45 Regent's Street Polytechnic, Queen Mary College, Royal Academy of Music, Royal Free Hospital Medical School & Royal Veterinary College. Previous refs CB3/3/38-CB3/3/42. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/46 St Bartholomew's Medical College, St Thomas's Hospital Medical School, The Royal Dental Hospital, Trinity College of Music, the School of Oriental & African Studies and the School of Slavonic and East European Studies. Previous refs CB3/3/43-CB3/3/48. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder


1 folder

UoL/CB/3/3/48 Miscellaneous Correspondence.
Correspondence between the University of London, Hungarian students and various organisations. (Previous ref CB3/3/3/53) (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/49** Miscellaneous Correspondence. 1957-1964
Correspondence between the University of London, Hungarian students and various organisations. (Previous ref CB3/3/3/53). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/50** Hungarian Relief Scheme Internal Correspondence. 1956-1961
Correspondence and memoranda between University of London departments relating to the Hungarian Relief Scheme. (Previous ref CB3/3/3/4/1)

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/51** Hungarian Relief Scheme External Correspondence. 1956-1960
Correspondence and memoranda between the University of London and external agencies relating to the Hungarian Relief Scheme. (Previous ref CB3/3/4/2).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/3/52** U.K Universities. 1957
Correspondence from various universities regarding expenses and costs related to Hungarian refugee students.

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/4** Hungarian Relief Case Files. 1956-1964
Case files of correspondence, statistics and memoranda relating to events, procedures and various organisations dealing with Hungarian refugee students studying at universities and institutes of higher education in the UK. (SOME RECORDS ARE CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

66 folders

**UoL/CB/3/4/1 Admission/Entrance Requirements.** 1956
Memoranda relating to admission and entrance requirements for Hungarian students wishing to study or continue their studies at UK universities and colleges. (Previous ref CB3/4/1).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/4/2 Air Lift Finances.** 1956
Correspondence and memoranda. File title "Hungarian relief. Miscellaneous finance in connection with the airlift and reception". (Previous ref CB3/4/2).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/4/3 W.H. Allen Sons & Co. Ltd.** 1957
Correspondence regarding the employment of engineering students. File title "Hungarian relief. W.H. Allen & Co. Ltd". (Previous ref CB3/4/3).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/4/4 Anglo-Austrian Society.** 1956
Correspondence relating to the plight of Hungarian students in refugee camps in Austria. File title "Hungarian relief. Anglo Austrian Society". (Previous refs CB3/4/4).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/4/5 University of Birmingham.** 1956-1961
Correspondence between the University of London Appointments Board and academic staff at the University of Birmingham. File title "Hungarian Relief. University of Birmingham". (Previous ref CB3/4/5). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/4/6 University of Bristol.** 1956-1960
Correspondence between the University of London Appointments Board and academic staff at Bristol University, memoranda and progress reports on students. File title "Hungarian Relief. University of Bristol". (Previous ref CB3/4/6). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

Correspondence between the University of London Appointments Board and the British Councils in Vienna and London regarding the progress of Hungarian students studying in the UK. File title "Hungarian Relief. British Council". (Previous ref CB3/4/7). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

Correspondence between the British Council for Aid to Refugees and the University of London Appointments Board with details of assistance to individual students; an agenda for the AGM of the British Council (December 1959) and balance sheets for June 1959. File title "Hungarian refugee students. British Council for aid to refugees". (Previous ref CB3/4/8). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/9 Buttle Trust. 1957
Correspondence between The Buttle Trust and the School of Pharmacy and an extract from minutes of a meeting of the Trust's Management Trustees (8 February 1957). File title "Hungarian Relief. Buttle Trust". (Previous ref CB3/4/9).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/10 University of Cambridge. 1956-1959
Correspondence between the University of London Appointments Board and academic staff at the University of Cambridge. File title "Hungarian Relief. University of Cambridge". (Previous ref CB3/4/10). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/4/11 City of London College.**

1957-1958

Correspondence and reports on candidates for Major County Awards. File title "Hungarian Relief. City of London College". (Previous ref CB3/4/11). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/4/12 Clarence House.**

1956

Correspondence and memoranda. File title "Hungarian Relief. Correspondence with Clarence House including correspondence with the Mayor of Holborn - visit to Hungarian student hostel". (Previous ref CB3/4/12).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/4/13 College Hall.**

1956

Correspondence and memoranda. File title "Hungarian relief. Specific offer of assistance. College Hall - residence for one student". (Previous ref CB3/4/13).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/4/14 Commission of Churches on International Affairs.**

1957

Correspondence and memoranda. File title "Hungarian relief. Commission of the churches on international affairs". (Previous ref CB3/4/14).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/4/15 Vice-Chancellors and Principals.**

1956-1961
Correspondence, memoranda and reports relating to the establishment of the Hungarian relief programme. File title "Hungarian Relief Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals". (Previous ref CB3/4/15).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/16 Convocation. 1956-1965
Correspondence, memoranda and reports relating to support and financial arrangements for Hungarian students. File title "Hungarian Relief Convocation". (Previous ref CB3/4/16). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/17 University of Durham. 1956-1959
Correspondence, memoranda and student details. File title "Hungarian Relief University of Durham, Durham Colleges". (Previous ref CB3/4/17). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/18 King's College Durham. 1956-1962
Correspondence between the University of London Appointments Board, King's College, Durham and various Hungarian students. File title "Hungarian Relief University of Durham, King's College". (Previous ref CB3/4/18). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/19 University of Edinburgh. 1956-1964
Correspondence relating to aid for Hungarian students and student details. (Previous ref CB3/4/19). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/20 University of Exeter. 1956-1958
Correspondence between the University of London and academic staff at the University of Exeter regarding student quotas and including student details. File title "Hungarian Relief. University of Exeter". (Previous ref CB3/4/20). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

Correspondence, memoranda and details of students. (Previous ref CB3/4/21). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/22 Federation of British Industries. 1957
Correspondence, a meeting agenda (11 March 1957) and details of professional institutions invited to the meeting. File title "Federation of British Industries". (Previous ref CB3/4/22).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/23 Ford Foundation. 1957-1963
Correspondence, memoranda and file notes relating to Foundation scholarship programmes, funding requests and details of students. File title "Hungarian Relief. Correspondence concerning the Ford Foundation". (Previous ref CB3/4/23). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/24 Free Europe University in Exile. 1957
Correspondence and details of support for students by the Free Europe University in Exile. File title "Hungarian relief. 'Free Europe'". (Previous ref CB3/4/24) (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

Correspondence, memoranda, reports, file notes and funding application forms. (Previous ref CB3/4/25). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/26 Gulbenkian Foundation. 1957-1960
Correspondence, memoranda, financial information and file notes relating to students receiving maintenance grants from the Foundation. File title "Correspondence concerning the Gulbenkian Foundation". (Previous ref CB3/4/26). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

Correspondence between the University of London and the Under Secretary of State for Home Affairs regarding the immigration of Hungarian students. File title "Hungarian relief. Home Office". (Previous ref CB3/4/27). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/28 Student Accommodation. 1956-1957

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/29 Student Accommodation. 1956-1957
Correspondence, file notes and memoranda relating to arrangements for accommodation and hospitality for Hungarian students. File title "Hungarian relief. Private offers of hospitality (permanent)". (Previous ref CB3/4/29). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).
PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/30 Hungarian School System. 1956
Reports, comments and file notes relating to education and the Hungarian school system. File title "Hungarian relief. A note on the Hungarian school system". (Previous ref CB3/4/30).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/31 Imperial College Hostel. 1956-1957
Correspondence, memoranda and details of accommodation available for Hungarian students at 12 Princes Gardens, a house owned by Imperial College. File title "Hungarian relief. Imperial College hostel - 12 Princes Gardens". (Previous ref CB3/4/31).

1 folder

Correspondence and memoranda relating to the purchase of books and equipment for Hungarian students. File title "Hungarian relief. International rescue committee". (Previous ref CB3/4/32). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/33 Colleges of Music. 1956-1957
Correspondence with the World University Service, the Royal College of Music and the Royal Academy of Music relating to assistance for Hungarian students. File title "Hungarian relief. Liaison with Colleges of Music". (Previous ref CB3/4/33). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/34 Hungarian Relief Funding. 1957
Correspondence relating to support for the Hungarian Relief Fund. File title "Hungarian relief. Specific offer of assistance L. Light Ltd - scholarship; Andre Deutsch Ltd - profits on books". (Previous ref CB3/4/34).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/35 Courses in English. 1956-1958
Correspondence relating to the provision of English teaching for Hungarian students by the Institute of Education; the provision of classroom equipment and books at reduced rates; lists of students sitting exams and examination results. File title "Hungarian relief. University of London courses in English". (Previous ref CB3/4/35).
(CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

Correspondence and reports relating to the Lord Mayor of London's National and Central European Relief Fund; details of students and minutes of a joint meeting of the Committee on Hungarian Students, the sub-Committee dealing with the Allocation of Students and the sub-Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals. File title "Hungarian relief. Assistance from the Lord Mayor's Fund". (Previous ref CB3/4/36).
(CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/37 Ministry of Education. 1956-1957
Correspondence between the University of London and the Ministry of Education and details of financial arrangements for Hungarian Students. File title "Hungarian relief. Ministry of Education". (Previous ref CB3/4/37).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/38 Nuffield Foundation. 1957
An appeal by the Vice-Chancellor to the Foundation for assistance in helping Hungarian students, a letter rejecting the appeal and a copy of "A note on the present position of refugee Hungarian students in the United Kingdom". File title "Correspondence concerning the Nuffield Foundation". (Previous ref CB3/4/38).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/39  General Post Office.  1956-1957
Correspondence and memoranda relating to employment with the General Post Office. File title "Hungarian refugee students. Employment at the General Post Office". (Previous ref CB3/4/39).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/40  Teaching English.  1956-1957
Correspondence and memoranda relating to teaching English to Hungarian students at 35 Tavistock Square and papers relating to the running and maintenance of the building. File title "Correspondence connected with 35 Tavistock Square - Teaching English establishment". (Previous ref CB3/4/40).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/41  Reception Centre.  1956-1958
Correspondence, memoranda, inventories, file notes and rules and regulations relating to the reception centre and hostel at 41 Tavistock Square. File title "Hungarian relief. Reception centre and hostel 41 Tavistock Square". (Previous ref CB3/4/41).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/42  Financial Donations and Acknowledgements  1956
(1/2).
Correspondence acknowledging donations to the Hungarian Relief Fund. File title "Relief Fund for Hungarian students. Cheque acknowledgements and offers of help to Dr Logan". (Previous ref CB3/4/42).

1 folder
UoL/CB/3/4/43 Financial Donations and Acknowledgements (2/2).  
Correspondence acknowledging donations to the Hungarian Relief Fund. File title "Relief Fund for Hungarian students. Cheque acknowledgements and offers of help to Dr Logan". (Previous ref CB3/4/42).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/44 Vice-Chancellors Appeal.  
Responses to a letter issued by the Vice-Chancellor on behalf of the Hungarian Relief Fund. File title "Relief fund for Hungarian students". (Previous ref CB3/4/43).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/45 Expense Details.  
Responses to the Vice-Chancellors letter regarding expenses incurred by various universities supporting Hungarian students. File title "Hungarian refugee students. Replies to the Vice-Chancellors circular letter of 2 February 1957. Expenses incurred in supporting Hungarian refugee students". (Previous ref CB3/4/44). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/46 Education Expenses.  
Correspondence, memoranda and details of expenses incurred by universities supporting Hungarian refugee students. File title "Hungarian refugee students. Replies to Mr Walter's circular of 2 February 1957. Cost of University education for Hungarian refugee students". (Previous ref CB3/4/45).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/47 University College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.  
Correspondence regarding possible assistance for Hungarian students by the University College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. File title "Hungarian relief. University College of Rhodesia and
Nayasaland". (Previous ref CB3/4/46).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/48 Rockefeller Foundation. 1956
Correspondence with Dean Rusk of the Foundation regarding financial assistance for Hungarian refugee students. File title "Hungarian relief. Rockefeller Foundation". (Previous ref CB3/4/47).

1 folder

Correspondence and memoranda regarding assistance for Hungarian students. File title "Hungarian relief. The Royal Academy of Music". (Previous ref CB3/4/48).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/50 Royal College of Art. 1956-1957
Correspondence regarding places for Hungarian students. File title "Hungarian relief. Specific offer of assistance. Royal College of Art - place for student". (Previous ref CB3/4/49). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/51 Royal Institute of British Architects and Northern Polytechnic. 1956-1957
Correspondence with the Royal Institute of British Architects and Northern Polytechnic regarding finances and tuition for Hungarian architecture students and details of RIBA acting as a "clearing house" by appraising students' work. File title "Hungarian relief. Royal Institute of British Architects and Northern Polytechnic". (Previous ref CB3/4/50). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/52 Secretary of the Senate. 1957-1961
Correspondence between the Senate and the University Appointments Board. (Previous ref CB3/4/51). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/53 The Times. 1957
An article from the Times newspaper relating to Hungarian students studying at UK universities. File title "Hungarian relief. 'Times' article - 2 January 1957". (Previous ref CB3/4/52).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/54 Trinity College of Music. 1957-1962
Correspondence relating to increases in fees and student reports. File title "Hungarian relief. Trinity College of Music". (Previous ref CB3/4/53). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/55 President of the Union. 1957
Lists of students attending City of London College, residing at 41 Tavistock Square, living in London and taking meals in the Union. File title "President of the Union List and List of Names of Hungarian Students who are the responsibility of London". (Previous ref CB3/4/54). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/56 Vacation Work. 1957
Correspondence regarding vacation work and training with the London Electricity Board. File title "Hungarian relief. Vacation work". (Previous ref CB3/4/55).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/57 Vice-Chancellors Letter to the Times. 1956-1957
Correspondence regarding the Vice-Chancellors letter to the Times newspaper and offers of assistance arising from it. File title "Hungarian relief. Vice-Chancellors letter to the Times and general offers of assistance arising therefrom". (Previous ref CB3/4/56). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/58 Victoria Junior Commercial and Technical College. 1957

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/59 Vienna Visit. 1956-1957
Correspondence and memoranda relating to travel arrangements and meetings about raising funds for Hungarian refugee students. File title "Vienna visit file. Mr Walters and Professor Greig". (Previous ref CB3/4/58).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/60 Vice-Chancellor's Visit to Vienna. 1957
Correspondence relating to preparations for the Vice-Chancellors visit. File title "Vienna visit file". (Previous ref CB3/4/59).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/61 Women's Civil Defence. 1956-1957
Correspondence and a copy of an Introduction to the Women's Voluntary Service for Civil Defence. File title "Women's voluntary service for civil defence". (Previous ref CB3/4/60).

1 folder

Correspondence and other papers relating to support and assistance for Hungarian refugee students. (Previous ref CB3/4/61). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

1957
January-June

Correspondence and other papers relating to support and assistance for Hungarian refugee students. (Previous ref CB3/4/61). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

1957 June-December

Correspondence and other papers relating to support and assistance for Hungarian refugee students. (Previous ref CB3/4/61). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

1958-1960

Correspondence and other papers relating to support and assistance for Hungarian refugee students. (Previous ref CB3/4/61). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/4/66 Interviews, Questionnaires and Examination Papers.
1957

Correspondence, blank questionnaires, examination papers and student details. (Previous ref CB3/4/62). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/5 Student Records.
1956-1961
Questionnaires containing personal information and qualifications; progress reports; dispersal and accommodation details and travel arrangements for Hungarian refugee students. (SOME RECORDS ARE CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

25 folders, 2 envelopes and a box of index cards

**UoL/CB/3/5/1 Reports on the Progress of "Quota" Students.** 1957-1961
Lists of students, university/college attended and comments on the progress of each student.
(Previous refs CB5/1/1-CB5/1/5). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/5/2 Ford Foundation.** 1958-1960
Progress reports on students supported by the Ford Foundation. (Previous ref CB3/5/2).
(CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/5/3 Student Placement Lists.** 1956
Student names, identity numbers and placement details for Groups 1-5. (Previous ref CB3/6/1/1-CB3/6/1/6). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/5/4 Placement Lists for Unattached Students.** 1956
Student names, identity numbers and placement details. (Previous refs CB3/6/1/7-CB3/6/1/9).
(CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/5/5 Ford Foundation Student Placement Lists.** 1956
Student names, identity numbers and placement details. (Previous ref CB3/6/1/10). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder
UoL/CB/3/5/6  Draft Student Placement Lists.  1956
A draft list of student names, identity numbers and placement details with annotations and rough notes. (Previous ref CB3/6/2). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/5/7  Draft Student Placement Lists.  1956
Draft lists of student names, identity numbers and placement details for Groups 1-5 with annotations and rough notes. (Previous ref CB3/6/2). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/5/8  Draft Unattached Student Placement Lists.  1956
Draft lists of student names, identity numbers and placement details with annotations and rough notes. (Previous ref CB3/6/2). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/5/9  Draft Student Lists for the Ford Foundation.  1957
Draft lists of student names, identity numbers and subject details with annotations. (Previous ref CB3/6/2). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/5/10 Student Travel and Placement Lists.  1956-1957
Travel arrangements for December 1956/January 1957 and student placement details. (Previous ref CB3/6/3). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/5/11 Student Placement Lists.  1956
Lists of student names, identity numbers and university placement details. (Previous ref CB3/6/4). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/5/12 World University Service Student Information Forms (A-J).**
Personal details of students, some with supporting correspondence and details of dependents. (Previous ref CB3/7/1/1). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/5/13 World University Service Student Information Forms (K-Q).**
Personal details of students, some with supporting correspondence and details of dependents. (Previous ref CB3/7/1/1). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/5/14 World University Service Student Information Forms (R-Z).**
Personal details of students, some with supporting correspondence and details of dependents. (Previous ref CB3/7/1/1). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/5/15 World University Service Student Information Forms.**
Student details (U37-U120) some with correspondence attached. (Previous ref CB3/7/1/2). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/5/16 World University Service Student Information Forms.**

C1957
Student details (U121-U160) some with correspondence attached. (Previous ref CB3/7/1/2). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/5/17 World University Service Student Information Forms.
Student details (U161-U264) some with correspondence attached. (Previous ref CB3/7/1/2). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/5/18 "Gulbenkian" Student Information.
Student information forms headed "Gulbenkian". (Previous ref CB3/7/1/3). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/5/19 Student Information Forms.
Student details in Hungarian (F1-F35) some with order forms attached. (Previous ref CB3/7/1/4). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/5/20 Student Information Forms.
Student details in Hungarian (F36-F55) some with order forms attached. (Previous ref CB3/7/1/4). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/5/21 Student Information Forms.
Student details in Hungarian (F56-F68) some with order forms attached. (Previous ref CB3/7/1/4). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/5/22 Ford Programme.
Student details on forms headed "Ford Programme". (Previous ref CB3/7/1/5). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/5/23 Student Information Forms.** c1957

Student details. (Previous refs CB3/7/1/6-CB3/7/1/7). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/5/24 Student Questionnaires.** c1957

Student questionnaires (CV132-CV137). (Previous ref CB3/7/1/8). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/5/25 Student Information Forms.** c1957

Student details (1V1-1V19). (Previous ref CB3/7/1/8). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

**UoL/CB/3/5/26 Notebook of Student Details.** undated

A notebook containing details of Hungarian refugee students. (Previous ref CB3/11/2/3). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 envelope

**UoL/CB/3/5/27 Order Books.** 1956-1957

Two order books containing students names and details of study. (Previous refs CB3/11/2/4(1)-CB3/11/2/4(2). (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 envelope

**UoL/CB/3/5/28 Student Index Cards.** c1957
A wooden box containing a card index of Hungarian students. (Previous ref CB3/8/1).
(CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 box

UoL/CB/3/5/29 Student Placements. 1956-1957
Lists of information about students including type of degree, subject, name of university, financial support, costs, address and personal details. (CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT).

1 folder

UoL/CB/3/6 Reports, Statements and Notes. 1956-1959
Reports, statements and notes from the University of London and the University of Edinburgh relating to Hungarian refugee students and the relief scheme.

11 reports and 1 publication

UoL/CB/3/6/1 "A Note on the Present Position of Refugee Hungarian Students in the United Kingdom". 1957 March 21
(Previous ref CB3/9/1/1).

1 report

UoL/CB/3/6/2 "Hungarian Refugee Students and Medical Education". undated
(Previous ref CB3/9/1/2).

1 report

UoL/CB/3/6/3 "Note on Overall United Kingdom Arrangements for Helping Refugee Hungarian University Students". undated
(Previous ref CB3/9/1/3).

1 report

UoL/CB/3/6/4 Details of the Relief Scheme. c1956

36
A series of numbered points beginning "The Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals agreed....". (Previous ref CB3/9/1/4).

1 report

UoL/CB/3/6/5 "Registration of Refugee Students from Hungary" by The Academic Council. 1956 December 18

(Previous ref CB3/9/1/5).

1 report

UoL/CB/3/6/6 "Relief for Hungarian Students". 1956
Statements between the Vice- Chancellor and Chairman of Convocation. (Previous ref CB3/9/1/6).

1 report

UoL/CB/3/6/7 Joint Report of the Academic Council, the Council for External Students and the University Entrance and School Examinations Council. 1956
(Previous ref CB3/9/1/7).

1 report

UoL/CB/3/6/8 A Note by the Vice-Chancellor to the Collegiate Council. 1956 December 03

(Previous ref CB3/2/2/7).

1 report

UoL/CB/3/6/9 "Hungarian Relief". 1956
A statement by the Vice-Chancellor. (Previous ref CB3/2/2/7).

1 report

UoL/CB/3/6/10 A Note by the Principal. undated
(Previous ref CB3/2/2/7).

1 report

UoL/CB/3/6/11 "Hungarian Students in Great Britain Past Experiences - Present Attitudes". A report by Alan Dare and Paul Hollander. (Previous ref CB3/9/2/2).

1 report

1959 May 01

UoL/CB/3/6/12 "The Hungarian Students". A copy of the University of Edinburgh Gazette (No.18) containing the article. (Previous ref CB3/9/2/1).

1 publication

1957 October

UoL/CB/3/7 Photograph. A black and white photograph, with no details, of a marriage ceremony. (Previous ref CB3/12/1).

1 envelope

undated

UoL/CB/4/1 Careers Advisory Board Annual Reports. Annual reports for the years 1973, 1974, 1975 (Part 1) and 1987. (Previous ref CB4/1).

1 envelope

1973-1987


1 envelope
Introductory Note

The Collegiate Council was created on the recommendation of the Hilton Young Report (1) by the Statutes of 1928 with the aim of strengthening the voice of the Schools in the constitutional apparatus and avoiding the faction-fighting in the Senate which had characterised it from 1900. (2) Statute 80 defined its duties as:

'to advise the Senate from time to time as to arrangements for:

(i) Enabling each School to take an appropriate and adequate share in University teaching;
(ii) Securing the most advantageous distribution among the institutions of teachers, equipment and facilities for study and research;

and on such other matters as the Senate may prescribe.' (3)

Although composed of heads of Schools (plus the Vice-Chancellor and Principal) (4) the Collegiate Council never acquired the influence that the Hilton Young Commission had intended, particularly in respect to the allocation of resources. Instead it concentrated mainly on the management of central student facilities such as the Boat House, Athletic Grounds, the University of London Union (q.v.), and such matters which fell exclusively within the jurisdiction of Schools, for example the creation of uniform policy on non-Appointed Teachers and members of technical, executive and clinical staffs. (5)

The Joint Standing Committee of the Academic and Collegiate Councils (originally the Interim Joint Standing Committee) was created in 1966 to deal with matters relating to the governance of the University and its Schools, including Visitations (formerly undertaken by the Committee on the Organisation and Administration of Schools) and also to improve the resource-allocation function that was required of the Collegiate Council by Statute. In the event the Joint Standing Committee was judged to be not entirely successful in exercising the latter function which was transferred to the Joint Committee of the Court and Senate for Collective Planning in session 1974/75. (The Joint Standing Committee of the Academic and Collegiate Councils continues to deal with constitutional matters.) However, the Joint Medical Advisory Committee of the Academic and Collegiate Councils, created in 1973, has proved an effective instrument in allocating medical resources and remains active.

In 1980, as part of the wider changes in the governance of the University, the terms of reference of the Collegiate Council were redrawn, thus:

'It shall be the duty of the Collegiate Council:

(i) to encourage co-operation between Schools and the most effective use of the resources of Schools for the advancement of teaching and research and generally to make recommendations to the Senate from time to time on all matters for which co-ordinated policies or actions between or on behalf of Schools appears desirable to the Council; provided that nothing in this sub-clause shall detract from the right of the Academic Council to advise on any such matter that falls also within its purview;
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(ii) to formulate the collective views of Heads of Schools and Senate Institutes on matters relating to, or deriving from, their responsibilities as Heads, and to express such views as appropriate to the Court, the Senate or committees of the Senate, or governing bodies of Schools and Senate Institutes;

(iii) without prejudice to the generality of sub-clauses (i), (ii), and (iv) of this Statute, to advise the Senate on such matters affecting or relating to student members of the University as do not fall primarily within the responsibility or purview of individual Schools or of the Academic Council, and in particular:

(a) on the provision of residential, sporting, social and other recreational amenities for students of the University generally in addition to any provision made by Schools;
(b) on University regulations relating to student conduct;
(c) on such other matters relating to Students as may from time to time be referred by the Senate to the Council;

(iv) to advise the Senate on such other matters as the Senate may refer to it.

It shall also be the duty of the Collegiate Council:

(i) to appoint, on behalf of the Senate, bodies to manage such residential, sporting, social and other recreational amenities for student members of the University as the Senate may from time to time decide, in accordance with such financial constraints as may be laid down by the Court and the Senate; and to review and direct the activities of these bodies;

(ii) to exercise such other powers as the Senate may delegate to it.'

(1) Report of the Departmental Committee on the University of London, 1926 (Cmd.2612), para 23
(2) The University of London: a history, by H. Hale Bellot 1969 p.31
(3) Statute 80 (1900)
(4) The composition of the Collegiate Council varied, see Statutes
(6) Statutes 80, 81 (1920)
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Summary List of Classes

CC 1: Collegiate Council Meetings

Minutes

CC 2: Sports Facilities

Athletic Ground Committee
Athletics Management Committee
Boat House Committee

CC 3: Student Accommodation

Student Accommodation Committee
Halls of Residence Committee
Connaught Hall Committee

CC 4: ad hoc Committees

Nuclear Reactor Utilisation Committee
Sub-Committee on Wages and Conditions of Service Technicians
Study Group on the Archives of the University
## COLLEGIATE COUNCIL MEETINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CC 1/1/1-43</th>
<th>Minutes and appendices. 1929-78</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indexed (except 1938-9 and 1942-4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1929-30</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930-1</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931-2</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932-3</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933-4</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934-6</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935-6</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936-8</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938-9</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938-42</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939-42</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940-42</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941-42</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942-4</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943-4</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944-5</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945-6</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946-7</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947-8</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948-9</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949-50</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950-1</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951-2</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952-3</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953-4</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954-5</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955-6</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956-7</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957-8</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958-9</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959-60</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960-1</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961-2</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962-3</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963-4</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964-5</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965-6</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966-7</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967-8</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968-9</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969-70</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970-1</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971-2</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972-3</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973-4</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974-5</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975-6</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976-7</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977-8</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

38 volumes and 5 folders (8,10, 12-14)

1. 1924-28
2. 1931-39
3. 1945-81 (unsigned; incomplete)
4. 1955-81

1 binder (2) and 3 envelopes

CC 2/2 Minutes and appendices of the Athletics Management Committee with, 1931, minutes of the Athletics Special Committee. 1926 and 1930-31.

1 binder

CC 2/3/1-3 Minutes and appendices of the Boat House Committee. 1932-81.

2. Appendices. 1946-55.
3. 1955-81

1 binder (1) and 2 envelopes
This committee was established in 1969 with the following terms of reference:

i) To consider and report on such matters of general policy regarding student residence as may from time to time be referred to them for consideration by the Collegiate Council.

ii) To administer the University of London Lodgings Bureau, to submit annual estimates for the Bureau for approval by the Collegiate Council and the Joint Finance and General Purposes Committee and furnish annual reports.

(SM 4242 of May 1969)
COLLEGIATE COUNCIL

CC 3 STUDENT ACCOMMODATION

CC 3/2/1-4 Halls of Residence Committee.
Minutes and appendices. 1955-74.

1. 1955-64
2. 1965-8
3. 1969-74 minutes
4. 1969-74 appendices

2 binders (1-2), 1 envelope (3), and 1 bundle (4).

Until 1969 the terms of reference of this committee were as follows:

i) To administer the Schemes for the time being in force for the management of University Halls of Residence and to report, where necessary, to the Senate through the Collegiate Council and the Finance and General Purposes Committee.

ii) To make provision for the appointment of House Committees to deal with the day to day affairs of each Hall in collaboration with the Warden.

iii) To submit annual estimates for approval by the Collegiate Council and the Finance and General Purposes Committee.

iv) To furnish through the Collegiate Council and General Purposes Committee an Annual Report to the Senate.

In 1969 a separate Student Accommodation Committee was established (see CC 3/1) and the Halls of Residence Committee was reconstituted under the following terms of reference:

i) To administer the schemes for the management of University Halls of Residence and University residences for married postgraduate students.

ii) To submit annual estimates for approval by the Collegiate Council and the Joint Finance and General Purposes Committee and furnish annual reports.
COLLEGIATE COUNCIL

CC 3 STUDENT ACCOMMODATION

CC 3/3/1-6 Connaught Hall Committee of Management.

1. 1928-31 minutes
2. 1928-31 appendices
3. 1931-35 minutes
4. 1931-35 appendices
5. 1935-48 minutes
6. 1935-48 appendices

6 envelopes
CC 4 AD HOC COMMITTEES

CC 4/1 Nuclear Reactor Utilisation Committee. Minutes and appendices. 1964-9. 1 envelope

This committee was established in 1964 with the following terms of reference:

To advise the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research and London University on the policy for the most effective use of the London University reactor, including the allocation of time to meet requests from workers both within and outside the University.

CC 4/2 Sub-Committee on wages and conditions of service of technicians. Minutes and appendices 1953-64. (1953-62 unsigned). 1 envelope

CC 4/3 Study Group on the Archives of the University


CC 4/3/2/1-3 Returns to the Study Group's questionnaire. 1972.
1. Schools
2. Senate Institutes
3. Central Offices
3 Envelopes

CC 4/4 Joint Sub-Committee of Academic, Collegiate and External Councils on post-war accommodation in the University. Secretary's papers. 1945-46. 1 envelope
IDENTITY STATEMENT
Reference: UoL/CD
Title: University of London Commerce Degree Bureau.
Dates: 1918-1987
Level: sub-fonds
Extent and Medium: 18 volumes, 29 folders and 4 envelopes
Name of Creator: University of London, Commerce Degree Bureau

CONTEXT
Biographical/Administrative History: The Commerce Degree Bureau was constituted under a Declaration of Trust approved by the Senate of the University of London in July 1920, in connection with the institution of degrees in Commerce and amended in March 1947. The Bureau was officially opened at 46 Russell Square in March 1922.

Until 1947, the Bureau was under the direction of a Board of Governors. In March 1947 the control and management of the Bureau was placed in the hands of a Committee of the Senate known as the 'Commerce Degree Bureau Committee'. The Committee comprised the Vice-Chancellor, the Chairman of Convocation, the Principal and not fewer than eight members appointed annually by the Senate of whom four were appointed by the Council for External Students.

The function of the Bureau was originally to advise and assist external students preparing for the B.Com examinations. In 1922 the work of assisting graduates and students of the University to find employment, previously carried out by the University Appointments Board, was amalgamated with that of the Commerce Degree Bureau, to the Board of which the Appointments Advisory Committee of the Senate reported. Between 1922 and 1938, when the two organisations were separated again, both functions were carried out by the Commerce Degree Bureau and Appointments Board under a single Board of Governors.

CONTENT
Scope and Content: The material comprises minutes, agenda and supporting paperwork for meetings of the Board of Governors, the Executive Committee, the Commerce Degree Bureau Committee and the Board of Educational Advisors; administrative papers, including
correspondence, memoranda, file notes and balance sheets relating to the establishment and administration of the Bureau and the institution of degrees in Commerce; annual reports and reports by the Commerce Degrees Committee and various sub-Committees; students registered with the Bureau; prospectuses and lists of books acquired by the Bureau library.

ACCESS AND USE

Language of Scripts: English
Conditions of Access: Open except for records exempt under the Data Protection Act or the Freedom of Information Act. Please contact the University Archivist for details. 24 hours notice is required for research visits.

Conditions of Reproduction: Copies may be made, subject to the condition of the original. Copying must be undertaken by the Special Collections Reading Room staff who require a minimum of 24 hours to process requests.
Meeting Papers.  
Minutes, agenda and other supporting paperwork for meetings of the Board of Governors, the Executive Committee, the Commerce Degree Bureau Committee and the Board of Educational Advisors.

7 volumes and 6 folders

Board of Governors.  
Signed, cut and pasted minutes; agenda; reports; details of receipts and payments and correspondence. Also included are minutes for meetings of the Appointments Board, the Finance and General Purposes Committee, the Education Committee and the Appointments Advisory Committee. (Previous ref CD2/1).

1 volume

Board of Governors.  
Signed, cut and pasted minutes; correspondence; reports; details of accounts of income and expenditure and memoranda. Also included are minutes for meetings of the Finance and General Purposes Committee, Educational Advisors and the Appointments Board. (Previous ref CD2/2).

1 volume

Board of Governors.  
Signed, cut and pasted minutes; agenda; accounts of income and expenditure; correspondence and reports. Also included are minutes for meetings of the Educational Advisors and the Appointments Advisory Committee. (Previous ref CD2/3).

1 volume
UoL/CD/1/4 Board of Governors.

1930 July-1933 October

Signed, cut and pasted minutes; agenda; financial information; reports; correspondence; statements and details of a scheme for co-operation in women's employment. (Previous ref CD2/4).

1 volume

UoL/CD/1/5 Board of Governors.

1933 December-1936 May

Signed, cut and pasted minutes; agenda; reports; correspondence; financial information; statements and results of B.COM final examinations for 1934. (Previous ref CD2/5).

1 volume

UoL/CD/1/6 Board of Governors.

1936 July-1939 March

Signed, cut and pasted minutes; agenda; financial information, including an auditors report; statements; reports and lists of appointments secured through the Bureau. (Previous ref CD2/6).

1 volume

UoL/CD/1/7 Executive Committee.

1938 October-1939 December

Signed minutes, agenda, memoranda, financial information and a copy of the Declaration of Trust. (Previous ref CD3/1 & CD3/2).

1 folder

UoL/CD/1/8 Executive Committee.

1940 March-1947 January

Minutes, agenda, reports and financial information for years 1940/1941 and 1946/1947 and minutes for a meeting of Leading Teachers for the Commerce Degree (26 July 1946). (Previous ref CD3/1 & CD3/2).

1 folder
UoL/CD/1/9  Commerce Degree Bureau Committee.  1948-1955
Minutes, agenda, reports and balance sheets. (Previous ref CD4/1 & CD4/2).
1 folder

UoL/CD/1/10  Commerce Degree Bureau Committee.  1956-1963
Minutes, agenda, abstracts from student letters and details of the revision of fees. (Previous ref CD4/1 & CD4/2).
1 folder

UoL/CD/1/11  Commerce Degree Bureau Committee.  1966-1979
Signed minutes. (Previous ref CD4/3).
1 folder

UoL/CD/1/12  Commerce Degree Bureau Committee.  1980-1984
Signed minutes. (Previous ref CD4/3).
1 folder

UoL/CD/1/13  Board of Educational Advisors.  1924
January- 1939 July
Minutes, some signed; agenda; correspondence; reports and examination results. (Previous ref CD5).
1 volume

UoL/CD/2/1  University of London Commerce Degree Bureau Declaration of Trust.  1947
A copy of the Declaration with an amendment to paragraph 2 of the First Schedule. (Previous ref CD1).
1 folder
UoL/CD/2/2  Financial Accounts.  1923-1939
Balance sheets and details of income and expenditure for the Bureau and Appointments Board. (Previous ref CD7).
1 folder

UoL/CD/2/3  Administrative Papers.  1918-1921
Correspondence, including several with Sir William Beveridge; memoranda; statements and financial information regarding the establishment of the Bureau and degrees in Commerce. (Previous ref CD8).
1 folder

UoL/CD/2/4  Administrative Papers.  1922-1924
Correspondence, memoranda, statements, resolutions and a copy of the draft Deed of Gift between The General Committee for Degrees in Commerce, The Incorporated London School of Economics and Political Science and the University of London. (Previous ref CD8).
1 folder

UoL/CD/2/5  Administrative Papers.  1938-1949
Correspondence, memoranda and other papers relating to the staffing and administration of the Bureau. (Previous ref CD9).
1 folder

UoL/CD/2/6  Sir Dougal Malcolm Correspondence.  1939-1955
Correspondence with Sir Dougal Malcolm, Chairman of the Commerce Degree Bureau Committee, until his death in 1955. (CD15).
1 folder

UoL/CD/2/7  Book Donation Correspondence.  1939-1940
Correspondence regarding the donation of books to universities in China including lists of some of the publications. (Previous ref CD16).
1 folder
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UoL/CD/2/8</th>
<th>Financial Accounts.</th>
<th>1935-1940</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correspondence relating to financial matters including details of treasury grant returns; salaries; book purchases; superannuation and advertising. (Previous ref CD228).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 folder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correspondence relating to financial matters including details of treasury grant returns, salaries, book purchases, superannuation and advertising. (Previous ref CD228).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 folder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UoL/CD/2/10</td>
<td>Balance Sheets.</td>
<td>1969-1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Details of the Bureau's year end income and expenditure, capital account, creditors, debtors, capital and liabilities and assets with some supporting correspondence. (Previous ref CD228).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 folder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UoL/CD/2/11</td>
<td>Balance Sheets.</td>
<td>1977-1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Details of the Bureau's year end income and expenditure, capital account, creditors, debtors, capital and liabilities and assets with some supporting correspondence. (Previous ref CD228).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 folder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UoL/CD/2/12</td>
<td>Balance Sheets.</td>
<td>1936-1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Income and expenditure account balance sheets, some with annotations and two Auditors reports (1936-7 &amp; 1937-8). (Previous ref CD228).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 folder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UoL/CD/2/13</td>
<td>Revised and First Estimate Sheets.</td>
<td>1941-1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Details of revised and first estimates, some with covering memos. (1941 &amp; 1969-1986). (Previous ref CD228).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 folder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UoL/CD/2/14 Financial Arrangements. 1962-1965
Correspondence, memoranda and reports regarding financial arrangements for the Bureau.
(Previous ref CD228).
1 folder

UoL/CD/2/15 Financial Arrangements. 1965-1968
Memoranda, file notes and reports outlining the financial situation and financial arrangements of the Bureau. (Previous ref CD228).
1 folder

UoL/CD/3/1 Annual Reports. 1939-1954
(Previous ref CD6).
1 folder

UoL/CD/3/2 Annual Reports. 1955-1965
(Previous ref CD6).
1 folder

UoL/CD/3/3 Annual Reports. 1966-1976
(Previous ref CD6).
1 folder

UoL/CD/3/4 Committee and sub-Committee Reports. 1918-1920
Reports by the Banking sub-Committee; Engineering sub-Committee; Distributing Trades sub-Committee; Shipping sub-Committee; Printing, Publishing, and Newspaper Trades sub-Committee; Inland Transport sub-Committee; Eastern Trade sub-Committee; Commerce Degrees Committee and General Purposes sub-Committee regarding the institution of a degree in Commerce. (Previous ref CD6).
1 folder
UoL/CD/4  Student Registers and Examination Results. 1923-1976
Registers of students enrolled with the Bureau and lists of examination results. (THE LISTS OF EXAMINATION RESULTS ARE CLOSED).
8 volumes and 4 folders

UoL/CD/4/1  Register of Students Paying Composition Fees. 1923-1924
(Previous ref CD10/1).
1 volume

UoL/CD/4/2  Register of Commerce Degree Students. 1924-1926
(Previous ref CD10/2).
1 volume

UoL/CD/4/3  Register of Commerce Degree Students. 1926-1928
(Previous ref CD10/3).
1 volume

UoL/CD/4/4  Register of Commerce Degree Students. 1928-1930
(Previous ref CD10/4).
1 volume

UoL/CD/4/5  Register of Commerce Degree Students. 1930-1931
(Previous ref CD10/5).
1 volume

UoL/CD/4/6  Register of Commerce Degree Students. 1931-1932
(Previous ref CD10/6).
1 volume
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UoL/CD/4/7</td>
<td>Register of Commerce Degree Students. (Previous ref CD10/7).</td>
<td>1932-1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 volume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UoL/CD/4/8</td>
<td>Register of Commerce Degree Students. (Previous ref CD10/8).</td>
<td>1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 volume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UoL/CD/4/9</td>
<td>Examination Results. (Previous ref CD11). CLOSED UNTIL 2034.</td>
<td>1936-1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 folder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UoL/CD/4/10</td>
<td>Examination Results.</td>
<td>1950-1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There are no result sheets for 1958-1960 &amp; 1962. (Previous ref CD11). CLOSED UNTIL 2050.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 folder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UoL/CD/4/11</td>
<td>Examination Results.</td>
<td>1966-1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Previous ref CD11). CLOSED UNTIL 2061.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 folder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UoL/CD/4/12</td>
<td>Total Numbers of Students on Register.</td>
<td>1938-1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Details of the yearly totals of students registered with the Bureau.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 folder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UoL/CD/5/1</td>
<td>Register of Books.</td>
<td>1922-1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Details of books acquired for the Bureau library. (Previous ref CD12/1). THIS VOLUME IS CURRENTLY MISSING.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 volume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UoL/CD/5/2  Register of Books.  
Details of books acquired for the Bureau library.  
(Previous ref CD12/2).
1 volume

UoL/CD/5/3  Register of Books.  
Details of books acquired for the Bureau library.  
(Previous ref CD12/3).
1 volume

UoL/CD/5/4  Library Catalogues.  
Two library catalogues: October 1938 and January 1943.  (Previous ref CD13).
1 envelope

UoL/CD/5/5  Prospectuses.  
Prospectuses, some with annotations, and supplements regarding study assistance and using the library.  (Previous ref CD14/1).
1 envelope

UoL/CD/5/6  Prospectuses.  
Prospectuses, some with annotations, and supplements regarding study assistance and using the library.  (Previous ref CD14/1 & CD14/2).
1 envelope

UoL/CD/5/7  Prospectuses.  
Prospectuses, some with annotations.  (Previous ref CD14/2).
1 envelope
CENTRAL FILE

CF 1 UNIVERSITY CORRESPONDENCE 1900-39.

CF 1/1/26-2156.3 Correspondence for the session 1900-1.

26. M.J.M. Hill

205. School of Chinese

408. William Northam, robemaker (mace)

443. Recognition of Schools (Applications from Birkbeck Institution; Maria Grey Training College; Royal Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital and Westfield College)

514. The Times (authority for University notices)

526. Principal (appointment of Sir Arthur Rücker)

882. Alfred Milnes

2156.3. Gladstone Memorial Prize
CF 1/2/37-2156.3 Correspondence for the session 1901-2.

37. H.M. Office of Works

50. Board of Education (Day Training colleges; miscellaneous)

63. Colonial Office (Examinations)

84. Sidney Webb

205. Chair of Chinese

237. Imperial College (Papers contained in file CF 1/7/237)

275. University College

297. London County Council

360. City & Guilds Institute

414. Merchant Venturers Technical College (External Engineering degrees)

443. Recognition of Schools (Applications from Jews' College and West London Postgraduate College)

500. India Office

903. Trinity College of Music (King Edward Chair)

934. Few & Co., Solicitors (case of Clive and Co. binding advertisements into University publications)

992. Privy Council

1063. Ramsden & Carr (making the Mace)

1619. Physiological Laboratory

2130. Imperial Institute (Transfer of management to Board of Trade)

2156.3. Gladstone Memorial Prize
CENTRAL FILE

CF 1 UNIVERSITY CORRESPONDENCE 1900-39.

CF 1/3/15-2709 Correspondence for the session 1902-3.

15. Brown Animal Sanatory Institution
   (accusation of cruelty)

37. H.M. Office of Works (contents missing; note records that file was removed on 31 January 1939 by Mr James)

50. Board of Education (proposed West Ham Day Training College; Consultative Committee on London School of Economics)

63. Colonial Office (Examinations)

83. Royal College of Physicians and Royal College of Surgeons (Petition for members to be allowed to call themselves 'doctors')

118. Recognition of Teachers (Brompton Hospital for Consumption)

205. Chair of Chinese (China Association; Department at King's College)

237. Imperial College (papers contained in file CF 1/7/237)

275. University College (Incorporation; Drapers' grant)

297. London County Council (School-Leaving Certificate)

308. Vice-Chancellor

360. City & Guilds Institute (re proposed Imperial College)

398. Institute of Chemistry (recognition of Matriculation)

408. Robemakers

436. Durham University (correspondence re Queen's Warrant, 1837-58)

443. Recognition of Schools (application from Hackney Institute)

455. Drapers Company (grants)

503. Honorary Degrees (conferred for the first time)
Correspondence for the session 1902-3. (contd.)

521. H.M. the King and the Royal Family (Honorary degrees conferred on the Prince and Princess of Wales; photograph of Diploma).

630. Yorkshire College, Leeds

910. Japanese Embassy

934. Few & Co., Solicitors (Luncheon Club)

992. Privy Council (amendment of Statutes; Institutions approved for Medical Courses)

1063. Ramsden & Carr (making the mace)

1173. Professor of Music (Sir F. Bridge appointed to King Edward Chair)

1243. Royal Albert Hall (first use for degree ceremony)

1295.3. Regulations for Law Degrees (Proposed School of Law)

1485. University of London Press

1659. Karl Pearson

1870. Proposed University of London Rifle Volunteer Corps

2022. Royal Veterinary College (resolution asking for special degree to be instituted for veterinary surgeons)

2130. Imperial Institute (Act transferring the Institute to the Board of Trade; disputes and arrangements for joint use, with the University, of the Jehangier Hall)

2156.3. Gladstone Memorial Prize

2156.14. Jessel Scholarship in Law at University College

2156.15. George Smith Studentship (papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.15)

2166. Goldsmiths' Company (offer of property at New Cross)

2255. Teachers' Associations (Headmasters of Endowed schools in the Midlands on non-notification of results to candidates; Teachers' Registration Council)
CF 1/3/15-2709. Correspondence for the session 1902-3. (contd.)

2352. Recognition of Certificates (degrees of St. David's College Lampeter - recognition refused)

2391. London Institution (question of sale)

2615 Reprinting of examination papers

2709. Shares in the University
Correspondence for the session 1903-4.

15. Brown Institution (Accusation by the 'Sun' of cruelty) contents missing; note records that the copy of the 'Sun' dated 26 September 1903 was removed on 16 June 1952

37. H.M. Office of Works

63. Colonial Office (Examinations)

205. Chinese School (China Association; amalgamation with King's College Department of Chinese)

235. South-Eastern Agricultural College (proposed Forestry Department)

237. Imperial College papers contained in file CF 1/7/237

263. King's College

275. University College (Incorporation)

297. London County Council

348. Birkbeck College

594. Home Office (Physical Laboratory; Mining registers; number of Parliamentary electors)

934. Few & Co., Solicitors (Luncheon Club regulations)

992. Privy Council (Statutes)

1118. Toronto University

1173. Professoriate (incorporation of University College; appointment of Professor Dalby to Chair of Engineering at Central Technical College)

1220. Black list (advertisement for substitute at Matriculation.)

1295.12. Examinations (Dental Degrees-British Dental Association resolution against creation of dental degrees)

1295.13. Examinations (Mining Degrees regulations)

1312. Chelsea Physic Garden (supply of specimens to University of London

1877. Universities Endowment Deputation to the Prime Minister
Correspondence for the session 1903-4 (Contd.)

1944. Library contents missing; note dated August 1952 records that papers were with Mr Pafford.


2130. Imperial Institute contents missing; note dated June 1952 records that papers regarding use of Jehanghir Hall were destroyed.


2166. Goldsmiths' Company (transfer of Goldsmiths' College to University of London).

2255. Teachers' Associations (Private School).

2330. League of the Empire.

2432. London Municipal Society (objections to constitution of London County Council Education Committee).

2391. London Institution.

2408. Liverpool University Charter (incorrect statement in the British Medical Journal).

2465.5. Union of Graduates in Music (Permission to use University of London address).
CF 1  UNIVERSITY CORRESPONDENCE 1900-39.

CF 1/5/37-2454  Correspondence for the session 1904-5.

37. H.M. Office of Works (Agreement between all parties re use of Imperial Institute buildings)
59. Appeals against Examiners decisions
63. Colonial Examinations
237. Imperial College (papers contained in file CF 1/7/237)
275. University College (Transfer Bill)
281. Misdescription
297. London County Council
364. Goldsmiths' College
594. Home Office (Coal Mines Act)
723. South African College
934. Few & Co., Solicitors (University College Transfer Bill)
992. Privy Council
1295. Examinations (Memorials urging inclusion of Tamil as subject for degree)
1357. Botanic Gardens & Research
1444. Institute of Medical Sciences
1619. Physiological Laboratory
1659. Galton & Pearson
1944. Library (contents missing; note records that papers were kept by Mr. Pafford)
2130. Imperial Institute
2156. Benefactions (offers of books from Mrs Strong; natural history specimens from Mr. Peel)
2156.13. Rogers Prize (enquiry as to who Dr. Nathanial Rogers was)
2166. Goldsmiths' Company and Foxwell Library / contents missing; note records that letters were kept by Mr Pafford\n
2203. Army Qualifying examinations (run by University of London for War Office) / Memorandum contains instruction to destroy contents.\n
2352. Mutual Recognition of Certificates\n
2372. Home Counties\n
2454. Mercers Company (Grant for Physiology Chair at University College.)
CENTRAL FILE

CF 1/6/37-2611 Correspondence for the session 1905-6.

37. H.M. Office of Works (Great Hall; Railway Sub-way)
50. Board of Education (Final Report of the Departmental Committee on Royal College of Science)
63. Colonial Office (Protozoology Chair)
237. Imperial College papers contained in file CF 1/7/237/
297. London County Council (School Examinations)
408. Robemakers
480. Parliamentary Election (expenses of Returning Officer and Candidates)
594. Home Office
934. Few & Co., Solicitors (Copyright in Calendar and Examination Papers; Right of the University to raise examination fees)
992. Privy Council (University College Transfer Commissioners)
1118. Toronto University (information from University of London on administration)
1211. Correspondence Colleges (Burlington House Cambridge - dispute with University of London over right to reprint examination papers)
1444. Medical Sciences Institute (gifts and legacies)
1659. Pearson, Karl (telescopes)
1944. University of London Library and Goldsmiths' Company
2130. Imperial Institute (question of complete transfer to University of London)
2311. French Universities visit to University of London
2454. Mercers Company (grant for Physiology Chair at University College)
2544. Stationers Hall (registration of University publications)
2587. Metropolitan and District Railways (sub-way)
2611. Vivisection Commission
CENTRAL FILE

CF 1 UNIVERSITY CORRESPONDENCE 1900-39.

CF 1/7/37-2655 Correspondence for the session 1906-7.

37. H.M. Office of Works (General; joint use of Imperial College laboratories)
237A. Imperial College
237B. Imperial College also contains papers from 1901 to 1907
263. King's College (Incorporation)
269. Law Society (laws curricula)
275. University College (Transfer Commission)
281. Misdescription (Automobile Engineer 'Graduates'; etc.)
281A. The William Walters case (forged Matriculation certificate)
297. London County Council (School-Leaving Certificate and Pupil Teachers)
934. Few & Co., Solicitors (Sociology; Statutes; University College Bill)
992. Privy Council (University College Transfer)
1173. Professoriate (Memorandum on relation of University of London to Institutions)
1295.2. Examinations in Arts
1295.12. Proposed Degrees in Dentistry
1357. Botanical Research
1444. Proposed Institute of Medical Sciences
1619. Physiological Laboratory
1647. Scotch Education Department (question of School Leaving Certificate Examination being held before Easter)
1659. Galton Laboratory Scheme
1944. Library
2060. Architecture (Banister Fletcher's hint of benefaction for Chair)
2166. Goldsmiths' Company
Correspondence for the session 1906-7. (contd.)

2311. French Universities Visit (memorial volume)
2330. League of the Empire
2426. Hostels
2461. Students Representative Council
2611. Royal Commission on Vivisection (University representatives to give evidence)
2655. Guilde Internationale (Franco-English Guild)
Correspondence for the session 1907-8.

15. Brown Institution

37. H.M. Office of Works (use of rooms by Government for Civil Service)

196. Cosens-Hardy (Master of the Rolls)

237. Imperial College

263. King's College (Transfer Act)

281. Misdescription

296. London School of Economics (Directorship)

420. Faculty Membership (Teacher's resignation)

633. Invigilators (question of Interchange at School Examinations)

661. H.M. Treasury (accommodation; grant)

707. Royal Commission on University Education in London

992. Privy Council (appointment of Commissioners for King's College Transfer; amendment of Statutes)

1173. Professoriate (establishment of University Professoriate)

1214. Dublin University

1295. Examinations (dispute between Internal and External Examiners over Special Intermediate examination at Central Technical College)

1354. Anthropology

1357. Botanical Gardens and Research

1444. Proposed Institute of Medical Sciences (arrangements on abandoning project)

1502. Lord Rosebery, Chancellor (Lord Kelvin's funeral)

1659. Galton Laboratory

1955.11. Lectures in Sociology (Martin White's benefaction)

2156. Scholarships and Benefactions (Ironmongers' Company and question of engineering scholarships)

2156.13. Rogers Prize
CENTRAL FILE

CF 1  UNIVERSITY CORRESPONDENCE 1900-39.

CF 1/8/15-2676  Correspondence for the session 1907-8. (contd.)

2156.22. Ouseley Scholarship (Transfer of funds to University) Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.22

2311. French Universities (Exchange Visits)

2352. Mutual Recognition of Certificates

2611. Vivisection (Royal Commission)

2676. German-British Association (proposed by Mr Caro)
CENTRAL FILE

CF 1 UNIVERSITY CORRESPONDENCE 1900-39.

CF 1/9/15-2535 Correspondence for the session 1908-9.

15. Brown Institution (Charity Commissioners)
37. H.M. Office of Works
237. Imperial College (Charter)
263. King's College (Transfer Act)
275. University College (University College School)
281. Misdescription
364. Goldsmiths' College
435. London and Westminster Bank
443. Recognition of Schools
493. Publicity ("University News Agency"; R.C. Reed)
594. Home Office (question in Parliament concerning money paid to Crown members of the Senate)
651. Inland Revenue (tax on examiners' expenses; payment to University of London Assessors)
661. H.M. Treasury (question of joint use of Imperial College laboratories by University of London)
707. Royal Commission on University Education in London
794. Legal Education (funds realised by abolition of Clifford's Inn and New Inn)
992. Privy Council (amendment of Statutes; question of date of expiry of 'four years from second Tuesday in May')
1211. Correspondence Colleges (objection by a College to appointment of a particular examiner)
1444. Institute of Medical Sciences
1502. Lord Rosebery, Chancellor
1659. Galton Laboratory and Eugenics
1870. Officers' Training Corps
1901. Incorporated Society of Musicians (proposed deputation to Minster of Education)
CENTRAL FILE

CF 1 UNIVERSITY CORRESPONDENCE 1900-39.

CF 1/9/15-2535 Correspondence for the session 1908-9.

1955.1. Sociology and Ethnology Lectures
1955.15. Creighton Memorial Fund
1964. Royal Society (Sleeping Sickness Commission-dogs at Brown Institution)
2094. China Emergency Appeal Fund
2121. Lord Haldane
2122. Surveyors Institution
2135. Proposed Universities (for China, British Columbia, Western Australia)
2140. Hong Kong University
2156.6. Mitchell Scholarship
2156.15. George Smith Memorial scheme papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.157
2156.27. Churton College Memorial
2255. Teachers Associations
2427. Voice Training
2461. Students Representative Council
2535. Catering for candidates (discontinued)
Correspondence for the session 1909-10.

37. H.M. Office of Works [Contents missing for correspondence concerning the use of chemical laboratories at Imperial College see CF1/10/661.]

256. King's College for Women (Note records that contents were destroyed and refers to relevant Senate minutes for reports on the future development of the College.)

263. King's College (mainly Transfer Act)

275. University College (Whitley Stokes)

281. Misdescription (Ray Lankester described as 'deceased'; Undergraduates using 'Int. B.A'; etc.)

297. London County Council (Population in University area; Privy Council)

443. Recognition of Schools.

521. H.M. the King (death and funeral of King Edward VII, presentation of address, etc.)

594. Home Office (institutions approved under Coal Mining Act)

651. Inland Revenue (Income tax collection from staff; Commissioners who are not members of Senate; Bangor Appeal against tax on funds and contribution by London towards costs)

661. H.M. Treasury (General; joint use by University of London and Imperial College of Chemical Laboratories at Imperial College)

707. Royal Commission on University of London

727. Freshfields (miscellaneous)

794. Legal Education

853. Hartley University College, Southampton

992. Privy Council
Correspondence for the session 1909–10. (contd)

1357. Royal Botanic Gardens and botanical research

1410. Esquire Bedell (appointment of Dr. Vincent)

1485. University of London Press (Macalister agreement)

1502. Lord Rosebery, Chancellor

1659. Galton Laboratory

1859. Insurance (inventory of University contents)

1870. Officer Training Corps (Imperial College demand for separate contingent)

2130. Imperial Institute (disputed right of way)

2140. Hong Kong University


2156.22. Ousley Memorial Scholarshipa [Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.22]

2156.25. Dixon Bequest [Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.25]

2461. Students Representative Council

2465.2 University of London Club
Correspondence for the session 1910-11.

237. Imperial College /Contents missing; note records that correspondence concerning the co-ordination of teaching of Engineering at University College, King's College and Imperial College were destroyed.

256. King's College for Women

263. King's College (mainly Transfer Commissioners)

275. University College (miscellaneous)

281. Misdescription

297. London County Council

364. Goldsmiths' College

393. School of Oriental and African Studies

521A. H.M. The King and Royal Family (King Edward Memorial; Coronation of King George V)

521B. Coronation arrangements

651. Inland Revenue (Duties on Land Values)

661. H.M. Treasury

707. Royal Commission

727. Freshfields (Pension Agreement; fidelity guarantee)

992. Privy Council

1328. Semon Lecturship

1502. Lord Rosebery, Chancellor

1659. Galton Bequest and Laboratory

2156.25. Dixon Bequest /Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.25/

2156.26. Archaeology (Medal of Society of Antiquaries)

2400. University Arms

2465. Students Representative Council and other societies; University of London Club
Correspondence for the session 1911-12

15. Brown Institution
37. H.M. Office of Works (Great Hall; lift accident, Strong Room)
63. Colonial Office (Examinations - certificates of Maltese candidates.)
120. R.A. McCall (objection to use of 'Dr' before name)
256. King's College for Women (Home Science)
263. King's College and King's College for Women (site)
275. University College
281. Misdescription ('failed' candidate reprinting pass list with his name included; Christian Workers Correspondence College; C.H. Moore; H.C. Padgett; H.O. Williams, L.B. Thomas)
297. London County Council
364. Goldsmiths' College
393. School of Oriental Languages
443. Recognition of Schools (School of Metalliferous Mining, Cornwall; West London Postgraduate College; Royal Horticultural Society.)
521. H.M. the King and Royal Family (King Edward Memorial; protest at want of seating for U.L. representatives at Service of Thanksgiving; death of King of Denmark)
651. Inland Revenue (Income Tax on Pensions) /note records that contents were transferred to the Accountant's files/
661. H.M. Treasury (Accommodation; miscellaneous)
707. Royal Commission of 1909
707A Royal Commission of 1909 (Accommodation)
707.1 Royal Commission of 1909 (Site of Accommodation)
727. Freshfields (University of London Club; M. Curry; H. Dixon; Dr C. Graham; Royal Horticultural Society; Internal and External Students; Titles)
736. Archives
992. Privy Council (proposed Charters: St Mary's College and Royal Institute of Public Health
1502. Lord Rosebery, Chancellor.
1659. Galton Laboratory
1859. Insurance (lift accident to Mr. A. Barrère)
1944. Library
2140. Hong Kong University
2156.14. Proposed Savill Memorial /Also contains papers from session 1909-10/
2156.26. Franks Studentship (Antiquaries)
2156.28. Reitlinger Prize Foundation
2166. Goldsmiths Company
2372. Home Counties (Senate application for grants)
2400. University Arms
2426. Hostels (University of London Residential Club)
2485. Miscellaneous (Appeals; Senate's view on a fixed date for Easter)
CENTRAL FILE

CF 1 UNIVERSITY CORRESPONDENCE 1900-39

CF 1/13/15-2485 Correspondence for the session 1912-13

15. Brown Institution

29. Civil Service Commission (Royal Commission on the Civil Service)

37. H.M. Office of Works (Imperial Institute, Officers Training corps and Military Education Committee)

237. Imperial College (General; question of Rector still being required to reside in London)

256. King's College for Women (Home Science)

263. King's College

275. University College

281. Misdescription (Clark's College; Christian Workers Correspondence College)

364. Goldsmiths' College

478. Death of Lord Avebury

521. H.M. The King and Royal Family (Murder of King of Hellenes; King Edward Memorial)

669. Parliamentary Franchise (Women's Suffrage)

707. Royal Commission on University Education in London (General; Accommodation; Crystal Palace Scheme)

727. Freshfields (Counsel's Opinion on terms of Chair vis-a-vis Federated Superannuation Scheme.)

736. Archives (loss of documents)

758. National Health Insurance (Medical Research Advisory Committee)

992. Privy Council (Amendment of Statutes and Regulations; draft Charter for Hospital for Sick Children)

1173. Professoriate

8231. Semon Lecture (First lecture and Gold Medal)

1502 Lord Rosebery, Chancellor

1659. Galton Laboratory
CF 1/13/15-2485 Correspondence for the session 1912-13

1677. Board of Agriculture (Brown Institution)
2140. Hong Kong University
2156.1. Cobdon Prize (discontinuance; last award)
2156.2. Gilchrist Studentship (method of award agreed)
2156.26. Franks Studentship (Antiquaries)
2465. University Societies
2485. Authorisations to destroy duplicate copies of University Calendars and other printed material
Correspondence for the session 1913-14.

15. Brown Animal Sanitary Institution (Board of Agriculture; Departmental Committee; Carcases; Miscellaneous)

50. Board of Education (Consultative Committee on Scholarships; Departmental Committee; Federated Superannuation scheme; Goldsmiths' College)

63. Colonial Office (Protozoology; Memorial sponsored by Cambridge University for Government appointment of Anthropologist for Central and East Africa)

93. Bedford College (Move to Regent's Park)

205. School of Chinese

256. King's College for Women (Policy on Home Science; New Buildings)

263. King's College (Policy on Home Science; Theological Hostel; Miscellaneous.)

275. University College

281. Misdescription

296. London School of Economics and Home Science

297. London County Council. (King's College for Women and Home Science policy; London Day Training College; Royal Commission; transference of trusts)

353. Hospital for Consumption (Departmental Committee)

362. East London College

364. Goldsmiths' College (London County Council; Departmental Committee; P.O. Pell; Miscellaneous)

393. Oriental Studies Committee (Governmental Committee; draft charter for School of Oriental Studies)

473. University College Nottingham (memorial pointing out disadvantages of External students compared with Internal students)

478. Avebury Memorial Fund /see also Avebury bequest for Lubbock Memorial Prize CF 1/4/2156.30/

500. India Office (School of Oriental Studies; Indian Students)

514. The Times (complaint to editor re alterations made in Vice-Chancellor's letter on Brown Institution)

529. War (enrolment of special constables; miscellaneous)

594. Home Office

628. Spanish Consulate

651. Inland Revenue

669. Parliamentary franchise (Women's suffrage)
707. Royal Commission (Report of the Departmental Committee of Board of Education; Site and Accommodation.)

707.2. Royal Commission (External Degrees)

727. Freshfields (Institute of Medical Sciences; Academic Council; Library; King's College for Women; Recognition of Teachers)

842. Civil List pensions (W. Hunting)

992. Privy Council (draft charter of School of Oriental Studies; amendment of Statutes; miscellaneous)

1173. Professoriate

1295. Examinations (change of date from autumn to summer)

1328. Semon Lecture

1357. Royal Botanic Gardens and Research

1431. Institute of Linguists

1444. Proposed Institute of Medical Sciences (Dunn bequest)

1502. Lord Rosebery, Chancellor

1619. Physiological Laboratory

1659. Galton Laboratory

1870. Military Education Committee and Officers Training Corps (proposed Military College; Lectures)

1870.4. Army qualifying Examination (run by University for War Office)

1944. Library (Library v. Academic Council)

1955. Lectures (proposed Savill Memorial; neurology)

1955.15. Creighton Lecture

1959. Educational Research Society

2060. Architectural Education

2122. Surveyors Institution (Road Engineering)

2130. Imperial Institute (South Kensington site)
Correspondence for the Session 1913-14 (contd.)

---

2135. Proposed Universities and University Colleges (University of Sussex)

2156.26. Franks Studentship (Mortimer Wheeler)

2156.29. Keddey Fletcher-Warr Studentship [papers contained in file CF 1/37/2156.297]

2156.30 Avebury bequest for Lubbock Memorial prize [see also Avebury Memorial Fund CF 1/14/4787]

2255. Teachers Associations (Royal Commission Report)

2352. Mutual Recognition of Certificates

2400. University Arms (use by Professor John Adams challenged)

2426. Hostels (College Hall, Byng Place)

2461. Students Representative Council

2465. Athletic Union

2668. Inspection of Schools and Institutions (London Day Training College; London School of Economics)

2680. Foreign Office (German books donated to the University of London by the Kaiser, July 1914.)
Correspondence for the session 1914-15.

15. Brown Institution (Appointment of F.W. Twort; Government Scheme against aircraft damage; Fidelity Guarantee Policy)

50. Board of Education (Advisory Committee on University Grants; books for British Civilian Prisoners of War at Ruhleben)

63. Colonial Office (Protozoology)

256. King's College for Women (Campden Hill & Kensington Square)

263. King's College

275. University College

281. Misdescription


296. London School of Economics

297. London County Council

362. East London College

364. Goldsmiths' College

393. School of Oriental Studies

498.1. Publications, Year-books, etc.

514. The Times

525. Belgian Refugees

526. Principal (resignation of Sir Henry Miers)

529. War (Staff; War Degrees)

594. Home Office (Aliens, etc)

636. Staff (War, etc.)

661. Treasury

707. Royal Commission on the University of London and Departmental Committee of Board of Education

727. Freshfields, Solicitors (Agreement with University of London Press on Copyright of Examination papers; Bedford Square House tenancy by the Military Education Committee.)
CF 1 UNIVERSITY CORRESPONDENCE 1900-39.

CF 1/15/15 - 2668 Correspondence for the session 1914-15 (contd.)

767. Air Raid Precautions
925. Secondary Schools Examination Council
967. Board of Trade
978. Auditor (University College - fraud by accountant; Auditors' report)
992. Privy Council (Trinity College Petition for Charter; Amendment of Statutes)
1173. Professoriate
1578. Sir Wilmot Herringham (Vice-Chancellor and Consulting Physician to the British Expeditionary Force)
1659. Galton Laboratory (death of Sir Francis Galton; Bequest; Darwin gift to Appeal Fund)
1870. Officers Training Corps and Military Education Committee
1944. Library (British Economic Society and Foxwell Library)
1955.15. Creighton Lecture
2148.3. Universities Bureau (distinction between 'Docteur-ès-Lettres' and 'Docteur de l'Université de Paris')
2156. Benefactions
2156.13. Rogers Prize
2156.29. Keddey Fletcher-Warr Scholarships [Papers contained in file CF 1/37/2156.297]
2156.73. Sherbrooke bequest (Bust bequeathed by Lady Sherbrooke)
2255. Teachers' Associations
2400. University Arms (applications for use)
2426. Hostels
2461. Students' Representative Council
2465. Athletic Union
2465.3. University of London Law Society
2465.7. Miscellaneous University of London Societies (applications for recognition)
2668. Inspection of Schools (Westfield Botanical Laboratory)
CENTRAL FILE
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CF 1/16/15-2627 Correspondence for the session 1915-16.

15. Brown Institution (Government War risks insurance policy; F.W. Twort on war service in the East; question of legal closing; complaints.)

44. Sir Edward Busk (Legal closing of Brown Institution; miscellaneous.)

50. Board of Education \( \text{see also } \text{CF 1/16/841 - Department of Scientific and Industrial Research} \)

63. Appeals against Examination results (specimen file)

75. Royal Holloway College

93. Bedford College (Nancy Thomas case)

228. Institution of Civil Engineers (Honorary War Degrees)

256. King's College for Women Household and Social Science Department (diploma; Campden Hill; miscellaneous)

263. King's College

269. Law Society (Honorary War Degrees)

275. University College (Robert Ross Testimonial; miscellaneous)

281. Misdescriptions

296. London School of Economics (Diploma in Household and Social Science)

297. London County Council

305. Institut Français (French Certificate)

356. Westfield College (Changes in Trust Deed; Mrs O.G. Masaryk)

362. East London College (War Work)

364. Goldsmiths' College (Death of Captain William Loring, Warden of Goldsmiths' College; Clyde House Hostel; Degree courses; miscellaneous)

393. School of Oriental Studies

398. Institute of Chemistry (concessions to Honorary War Degree graduates)

498. Publications

521. H.M. the King

526. Principal (postponement of appointment of Sir H. Miers' successor; death of Sir Arthur Rücker)
Correspondence for the session 1915-16. (contd.)

529. War (General; Internal)
529 E. War (External; Ruhleben Camp School for British Civilian Prisoners of War.)
594. Home Office (Honorary War degrees; Matriculation certificates)
636. Staff
661. Treasury
707. Sites (London Society on the condition of trees in the Imperial Institute Road; Stanford's new ordnance map showing the University of London still at Burlington Gardens)
727. Freshfields (Brown Animal Sanatory Institution; Home Science; Robert Ross Testimonial)
767. Air Raid Precautions
841. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (Scheme for the organisation and development of scientific and industrial research; Sir Ray Lankester on Neglect of Science)
903. Trinity College of Music.
925. Secondary Schools Examination Council (Draft Scheme for General School Examination)
978. Auditor (enquiry into University College fraud)
992. Privy Council (Trinity College of Music draft Charter; Institutions approved for medical courses)
1113. British Museum (Admission of students to the Reading Room)
1173. Professoriate (Chair of Protozoology; case of Mrs E.N. Thomas; Cervantes Chair of Spanish at King's College)
1214. University of Ireland (Regulations concerning Honorary War Degrees)
1219. Presentation Day
1328. Semon Lecture (not to be given)
1485. University of London Press (Report of the Press Agreement Committee which was excluded from Senate Minutes)
1659. Galton Laboratory
1891. Regulations (question of charges)
2156. Benefactions and Scholarships (Copies of Murillo paintings from Allen Walker)
CENTRAL FILE
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CF 1/16/15-2627 Correspondence for the session 1915-16. (contd.)

2400. University Arms

2426. Hostels (enquiry as to sectarian or non-sectarian; Hall of Residence, Carlyle Square)

2461. Students Representative Council (appeal for grant refused)

2478. "Lunatics" and anonymous

2627 Inventions (silver plating; Law of determination of sex)
Correspondence for the session 1916-17.

15. Brown Institution (Stephen Paget's *Life of Victor Horsley*; F.W. Twort)

37. H.M. Office of Works

50. Board of Education

83. Conjoint Board

93. Bedford College (Teaching of Dutch)

190. University of Manchester (research degrees)

228. Institution of Civil Engineers

235. South Eastern Agricultural College (Supervision of S.A. Woodhead's thesis)

256. King's College for Women Household and Social Science Department (Campden Hill Site; miscellaneous)

263. King's College

275. University College

281. Misdescription (E.G. Voss)

297. London County Council

362. East London College (Aeronautics)

364. Goldsmiths' College

393. School of Oriental Studies

500. India Office

521. H.M. the King and Royal Family (death of the Duchess of Connaught)

529. War (Central Committee for National Patriotic Organisations)

529E War (External; war concessions)

529 POW. War (Ruhleben Camp School for British Civilian Prisoners of War)

636. Staff (S.B. Whitby)

726. Sir Henry Roscoe

727. Freshfields (Goldings; Home Science Trust Fund; Ratan Tata)

767. Air Raid Precautions
CENTRAL FILE
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CF 1/17/15-2703 Correspondence for the session 1916-17. (contd.)

903. Trinity College of Music (Petition for Charter)

925. Secondary Schools Examination Council

992 Privy Council (Petition of Trinity College for Charter; amendment of Statutes; appointment of Senators)

1173. Professoriate (University College Trusts; teaching of Italian; Chair of Dutch history and literature)

1219. Presentation Day (cancelled)

1220. Black list (case of impersonation by R.O. Lahamni) Papers contained in CF 1/19/1220/

1295.23. Estate Management (B.Sc. in Estate Management; donation from the Auctioneers' and Estate Agents' Institute of the United Kingdom.)

1328. Semon Lecture (not held)

1502. Lord Rosebery, Chancellor

1619. Physiological Laboratory

1659. Galton Laboratory (royalties on publications; statistical tables; Professor K. Pearson)

1826. General Medical Council (Erasures from the Medical and Dentists Registers)

1955.8. Music Lectures (Professor F. Bridge; L. Bourgeois)

1955.15. Creighton Lecture

1964. Royal Society (census of scientific and technical workers, including disabled)

2148. Delegates and Conferences (Professor W.P. Ker; Simplified Spelling Society)

2148.3. Universities Bureau (Explanation of French degrees; miscellaneous)

2156. Benefactions (Egerton portrait; offer of the Harvey statue by Albert Bruce-Joy not accepted)

2156.29. Keddey Fletcher-Warr Scholarships (including photographs of E.R. Calthorp's parachute) Papers contained in file CF 1/37/2156.29/

2255. Teachers' Associations

2352. Mutual Recognition of Certificates (inspection of scripts)

2400. Arms of University (Ruling by 'Garter' on Senate's authority to give or refuse permission to use Arms)

2455. Extra-Mural studies

2465.7. University Societies (Applications for recognition; Refusal of the Sinai League)
Correspondence for the session 1916-17 (contd.)

2627. Inventions
Correspondence for the Session 1917-18.

15. Brown Institution (F.W. Twort lecture and Medical Advisory Committee of War Office; general)

37. H.M. Office of Works (occupation of Imperial Institute by Government)

50. Board of Education (Resettlement of Officers Committee; Interdepartmental Training Committee; Aviation Chair)

73. Institute of Chartered Accountants (Help to ex-servicemen)

105. Convocation and Parliamentary Register

120. Sir Robert McCall (On University of London Press)

228. Institution of Civil Engineers (For Silverstone case see CF 1/18/2177 and CF 1/19/21777)

237. Imperial College (University Professoriate; general)

256. King's College for Women Household and Social Science Department (Home Science Trust)

263. King's College

275. University College (Crabb Robinson Fund)

297. London County Council (Maintenance grants)

305. Institut Français du Royaume Uni (Agreement on University Certificate in French)

348. Birkbeck College (resignation of Dr Armitage-Smith)

356. Westfield College (Course in Citizenship)

364. Goldsmiths' College (Degree courses approved by Board of Education; Nursery School; miscellaneous)

393. School of Oriental Studies (Library of London Institution)

498. Publication Fund and grants (Complaint of lack of grammar books in foreign languages)

498.1. Year Books and other publications

500. India Office (Grant to School of Oriental Studies; P.J. Hartog's appointment to Calcutta University Commission)

514. The Times

521. H.M. The King

529 I. War Degrees (Scheme for examination of War students; Officers' technical training classes)

529 E. War Concessions (External candidates)
Correspondence for the session 1917-18 (contd.)

529.1. British Prisoners of War (Arrangements for examinations; Ruhleben Camp School for British Civilian Prisoners of War)

594. Home Office (Aliens)

602. Local Government Board (Dentists Act Committee)

636. Staff

681. Letters of condolence

707. Accommodation (Empire War Memorial scheme)

727. Freshfields (Goldings; Miss R.B.Gould and the University of London Pension Scheme; Institut Français du Royaume Uni; Home Science Trust)

736. Archives (Guidelines for the destruction of documents)

767. Air Raid Precautions

842. Civil List Pensions (Applications from Mr. W. Beet Woollam to the Vice Chancellor to endorse his claim for pension)

992. Privy Council (Amendment of Statutes; appointment of Sir Edwin Cooper Perry to the Governing Body of Charterhouse School, Godalming.)

1070. Certificates (presented to graduates by Colleges, Presentation Day not being held)

1173. Professoriate (including correspondence with W.P. Ker)

1201. Cambridge University

1211. Correspondence Colleges

1220. Black List (J.J.B. Johnson) Papers concerning case of impersonation by R.O. Lahonmi contained in CF 1/19/1220/

1295.23. Degree in Estate Management (Prof. F.M. Simpson's views on architectural design of buildings etc.)

1295.27. Ph.D. Degrees

1328. Semon lecture (not given)

1431. Institute of Linguists

1485. University of London Press

1502. Lord Rosebery, Chancellor (Death of Neil Primrose; Aviation Chair)

1619. Physiological Laboratory

1659. Galton Laboratory

1859. Insurance (War Risks)

1870. War Service (Scheme for Convalescent Officers; general)
CF 1 UNIVERSITY CORRESPONDENCE 1900-39.

CF 1/18/15-2680 Correspondence for the session 1917-18 (contd.)

1899. Jury Service (Applications for exemption)

1944. Library (Co-operation with Colleges).

1955. Lectures (Offer of lectures by Ligue Patriotique des Alsaciens Lorrains)

1955.1. Sociology (Lectures and posts)

1955.15. Creighton Lecture

2122. Surveyors' Institution

2148. Delegates and conferences

2148.3. Universities Bureau

2156.15. George Smith Studentship and Prize 

Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.15

2156.19. Lindley Studentship and Lindley Memorial Scholarship

(including correspondence dated July 1900)

2156.29. Keddey Fletcher-Warr Scholarship (E.R. Calthrop and 'Goldings') 
Papers contained in file CF 1/37/2156.29

2156.32. Estate Management School (Auctioneers and Estate Agents Institute)

2177. Changes of Name

2255. Teachers Associations

2352. Mutual Recognition of Certificates

2461. Students Representative Council

2569. Commerce Degrees

2627. Inventions ('Seeing by telephone' by James Mills)

2633. University of London Pension Scheme (Objection by Miss R.B. Gould to vaccination)

2680. Foreign Office (Anglo-Russian Commission; gifts to Japanese Universities)
CF 1/19/15-2680  Correspondence for the session 1918-19.

15. Brown Institution
23. Air Ministry (Aviation Chair)
37. H.M. Office of Works (continued occupation of Imperial Institute by Government)
50A. Board of Education (Military occupation of University buildings; Annual Grant; Demobilisation of teachers)
50B. University Grants Committee (Creation of U.G.C. by H.M. Treasury)
60. Westminster Abbey Service Prize
73. Institute of Chartered Accountants
105. Convocation
114. Institute of Commercial and Industrial Psychology and Physiology (Proposed scheme)
118. Recognition of Teachers
190. Manchester University
208. School of Librarianship and Library Association
237. Imperial College (Reconstitution Committee)
249. London Hospital Medical College
256. King's College for Women Household and Social Science Department
263. King's College
275. University College (Naturalisation of Professor Priebsch)
296. London School of Economics (Appointment of Sir William Beveridge)
297. London County Council
348. Birkbeck College
356. Westfield College (changes in Trust Deed)
362. East London College (Chair of Aeronautics)
364. Goldsmiths' College
393. School of Oriental Studies (Ouseley Memorial Scholarship)
480. Parliamentary Election (specimen papers).
493. Publicity (Abusive article in Detroit paper by American student at L.S.E.; Major Stanley Austin)
Correspondence for the session 1918-19 (Contd.)

498.1. Year-books, etc.

500. India Office (P.J. Hartog's return from India)

514. The Times

519. Slavonic Studies (Royal Society of Literature and proposed Central Russian Institute)

521. H.M. The King and Royal Family (The Armistice Address to the King; death of Prince John.)

594. Home Office

636. Staff (institution of attendance book)

661. Treasury (grants)

681. Letters of condolence (Sir Edward Fry; Sir Hubert Parry)

707. Site (Pawley's Empire War Memorial Scheme, Westminster)

727. Freshfields (Goldings; Brown Institution; King's College for Women)

992. Privy Council (Members of Senate; amendments of Statutes)

1173. Professoriate (contains some correspondence dated 1920)

1201. Cambridge University

1211. Correspondence Colleges (Advertising in University publications)

1219. Presentation Day (First ceremony in the Royal Albert Hall)

1220. Black List (Case of impersonation by R.O. Lahanni) (contains correspondence from sessions 1916-17 and 1917-18)

1295. Examination (Blind candidates)

1328. Semon Lecture (Anti-Semon faction)

1619. Physiological Laboratory (Protest by National Anti-Vivisection Society)

1659. Galton Laboratory (Professor Karl Pearson)

1733. 1851 Exhibition

1826. General Medical Council

1859. Insurance (Royal Albert Hall; personal accidents)

1870. War Office and Officers Training Corps (post-war arrangements; Army of the Rhine)
CENTRAL FILE
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CF 1/19/15-2680 Correspondence for the session 1918-19 (contd.)

1944. Library

1955.12. Meteorology Lectures (Sir Napier Shaw)

1955.15. Creighton Lecture

2049. Postgraduate facilities (American students; general)

2060. Architectural Education

2122. Surveyors' Institution (Professional examinations not accepted in lieu of Matriculation Examinations)

2148. Delegates and Conferences

2148.3. Universities Bureau

2156.15. George Smith studentship (Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.15)

2156.21. Beit Memorial Fellowships (Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.21)

2156.29. Keddey Fletcher-Warr Scholarships (Papers contained in file CF 1/37/2156.29)

2156.33. Mickle Fellowship (Papers contained in CF 1/39/2156.33)

2177. Change of Name (H. Silverstone)

2203. School examinations

2255. Teachers' Associations

2352.1. Mutual Recognition of Certificates

2400. University Arms

2408. Liverpool University

2426. Hostels

2461. Students' Representative Council

2465.2. University of London Club

2465.7. University of London societies

2507. S.L. Loney

2615. Examination questions reprinted in text books

2627. Inventions ("The Navigator")

2633. Superannuation (Federated Superannuation Scheme v. Teachers Superannuation Act)

2671. Senate (scheme for dates of meetings)

2680. Foreign Office
Correspondence for the session 1919-20.

15. Brown Institution (F.W. Twort v. War Office Medical Advisory Committee in Eastern War Areas; miscellaneous)

23. Air Ministry (Question of admitting foreign students to aircraft factories; Officers Training Corps)

38. Anglo-Belgian Union (chair of Belgian History and Institutions)

40. Institute of Historical Research (Appeal Committee; M. Froude)

44. Sir Edward Busk (Financial relations of University to King's College; miscellaneous)

50A. Board of Education (Prime Minister's Committee on Classics; general)

50B. University Grants Committee

60. Westminster Abbey Service Prize (Funding loan)

63. Colonial Office (Tropical Diseases Research Fund and Readership in Protozoology; repeated cheating at examinations in Mauritius – holding of exams cancelled)

73. Institute of Chartered Accountants

75. Royal Holloway College

82. Sir Cooper Perry (Mansion House – no official list of guests)

93. Bedford College (Appeal Fund; general)

105. Convocation (Clerk's expenses and staff; G.N. Pell's request for Convocation minutes)

126. Chinese Legation (Mission Scolaire Chinoise en Europe)

190. University of Manchester (War Memorial)

200. Diploma in Psychological Medicine

228. Institution of Civil Engineers

237. Imperial College

245. University of Bristol

249. London Hospital Medical College (note dated January 1951 records that contents were not received in Central File)

256. King's College for Women Household and Social Science Department (Institution of degree; Appeal; Carnegie Trust, etc.)

263. King's College
Correspondence for the session 1919-20.

275. University College
281. Misdescription (J.W.G. Phillips)
296. London School of Economics
332. Y.W.C.A. Working Women's College
348. Birkbeck College (Centenary Appeal)
350. Battersea Polytechnic
356. Westfield College (Application for London County Council grant)
362. East London College
364. Goldsmiths' College
393. School of Oriental Studies (Appeal; miscellaneous)
420. Faculties (quorums)
443. Recognition of Schools
493. Publicity (S. Austin; G. Glasgow)

498.1. Year-books, etc.

500. India Office

521. H.M. The King

526. Principal (Sir Cooper Perry) [contents missing; note records that staff letter was borrowed]

630. University of Leeds

636. Staff (Salaries and hardship cases)

651. Inland Revenue (Income tax on profits of Joint Matriculation Board)

661. H.M. Treasury (Deputation re grant-aid; exemption of contributions to universities from excess profit duty; stationery)

667. Modern Languages Association

681. Letters of Condolence (Lord Cozens-Hardy)

703. Rhodes Trust

707. Site
Correspondence for the session 1919-20 (contd)

727. Freshfields (including the case of G.M. Pell)
772. London School of Medicine for Women
846. Salaries
925. Secondary Schools Examination Council
992. Privy Council (Amendment of Statute 108 to provide for Ph.D.; date of termination of War; miscellaneous)
1173. Professoriate (includes correspondence concerning Dutch studies dated 1943-50)
1201. Cambridge University (Status of women; Ph.D. degrees; Miscellaneous)
1211. Correspondence Colleges (misdescription by Wolsey Hall)
1214. Dublin University
1220. Black List (John du Toit - University of Edinburgh)
1237. Matriculation and School Examinations Council (including statistical data for the period 1904-19)
1294. Moderators
1325. Academic costume
1328. Semon Lecture (Anti-Semon faction at the Royal Society of Medicine)
1444. Institute of Medical Sciences and Dr William Dunn Bequest
1502. Lord Rosebery, Chancellor
1659. Galton Laboratory
1733. 1851 Exhibition
1870. Officers Training Corps and Military Education Committee
1889. Jury Service (applications for exemption)
1955.8. Lectures on Music (Sir Frederick Bridge)
1955.15. Creighton Lecture
1964. Royal Society
2049. Postgraduate and Research facilities (Handbook for Overseas students)
2130. Imperial Institute (Act placing Imperial Institute under the management of the Board of Trade; vacating of accommodation by War Office)
2148. Delegates and Conference
2148.3. Universities Bureau (Question of Charter)
2156. Benefactions and Scholarships (Enquiries on behalf of prospective benefactors)
2156.15. George Smith Studentship / Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.15/
2156.22. Ouseley Memorial Scholarship / Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.22/
2156.26. Franks studentship
2156.29. Keddey Fletcher-Warr Scholarships / Papers contained in CF 1/37/2156.29/
2156.33. Mickle Fellowship / Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.33/
2156.34. Hughes Bequest / Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.34/
2166. Goldsmiths' Company
2255. Teachers' Associations
2372. Local Authority grants for University Education (Breconshire County Council)
2400. Arms of Universities
2408. University of Liverpool
2426. Hostels (Crosby Hall proposal; questionnaire to Colleges and business firms; miscellaneous
2461. Students Representative Council
2520. Letting of rooms
2569. Commerce Degree Bureau
2627. Inventions
2633. Superannuation (Conference re fighting Government scheme)
Correspondence for the session 1920-21.

11. W.J. Walford (Godings; Bloomsbury site; miscellaneous)
26. Professor M.J.M. Hill (Teacher's salaries and examiner's fees)
37. H.M. Office of Works
38. Anglo-Belgian Union
40. Institute of Historical Research
44. Sir Edward Busk (views on legal points)
50A. Board of Education
50B. University Grants Committee
63. Colonial Office (Lord Chalmers' Committee on Colonial Research)
73. Institute of Chartered Accountants
74. Royal College of Physicians and Royal College of Surgeons Examining Board (certification of failures)
75. Sir William Collins
93. Bedford College
105. Convocation (Statutes; Clerk's expenses)
114. National Institute of Industrial Psychology
117. Postgraduate Medical Committees of the Ministry of Health (Athlone Committee).
177. J.W. Billinghurst
210. Encyclopaedia Britannica
211. Watson Sons & Room (King's College transfer to Bloomsbury)
237. Imperial College
256. King's College for Women Household and Social Science Department
263. King's College
269. Law Society (Exemptions and B.Sc.Econ.)
275. University College
282. Representative Governors
285. Carnegie International Peace Endowment
296. London School of Economics
297. London County Council
308. Vice-Chancellor (Signing of appeals)
Correspondence for the session 1920-21. (contd.)

309. Return of fees
348. Birkbeck College
356. Westfield College
362. East London College
364. Goldsmiths' College
393. School of Oriental Studies
443. Recognition of Schools
443E. Recognition of Institutions for External degrees
493. Publicity
498. Publication Fund (Applications; proposed Annual Record of Published and Original works)
498.1. Year-books, etc.
500. India Office (Calcutta University Commission)
514. The Times
521. H.M. the King and Royal Family (Prince of Wales, Hon. Degree; Presentation of the 'Black Prince' Manuscript)
594. Home Office
636. Staff (general; War Memorial; Robin Roscoe appointed as a Dr. Williams' Trustee)
650. Highway Engineering
651. Inland Revenue (University of London Pension Scheme; tax relief)
656. Exhibits and Exhibitions (Leipzig; Daily Mail 'Efficiency' Exhibition)
661. Treasury
707. Site (Purchase of Bloomsbury site by Government; Holland Park and other proposed sites)
727. Freshfields (Institute of Historical Research; Keddey Fletcher - Warr Studentships)
772. London (Royal Free Hospital) School of Medicine for Women (Royal visit; Appeal Fund)
Correspondence for the session 1920-21. (contd.)

840. Southend-on-Sea Education Committee
882. Dr Alfred Milnes and his D.Lit. degree
925. Secondary School Examinations Council
992. Privy Council
1070. Examination certificates (1st and 2nd Medical; dropping of Principal's signature)
1173. Professoriate
1201. Cambridge University (fight for women's degrees; general)
1219. Presentation Day (Guildhall dinner)
1237. Matriculation and School Examinations Council
1295. Examinations (Jewish candidates; blind candidates)
1328. Semon Lectureship (death of Sir Felix Semon)
1502. Lord Rosebery, Chancellor
1619. Physiological Laboratory (closure suspended)
1659. Galton Laboratory (Eugenics appeal; general)
1695.30. Horticultural Education Committee
1733. 1851 Exhibition Commissioners
1783. Holiday Course for Foreigners (question of printing inaugural address in Gazette)
1859. Insurance ('Black Prince' Manuscript)
1870. Officers Training Corps and Military Education Committee (Standing camp; Roll of War Service; War Memorial Fund)
1955.15. Creighton Lecture
1944. Library
1964. Royal Society
2148. Delegates and Conferences contents missing; note records that all the papers relating to the Anglo-American conference of Historians, 1921, were handed to Miss Dale of the Institute of Historical Research.
2148.3. Universities Bureau
Correspondence for the session 1920-21. (contd.)

2156. Benefactions and Scholarships
2156.3. Gladstone Memorial Prize
2156.15. George Smith Studentship /Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.15/
2156.18. Carpenter Medal (design)
2146.29. Keddey Fletcher-Warr Scholarships /Papers contained in file CF 1/37/2156.29/
2156.33. Mickle Fellowship /Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.33/
2156.34. Hughes research fund (capital received from Public Trustee) /Papers contained in file CF 1/37/2156.34/
2156.50. Dunn Bequest
2255. Teachers Association
2352. Mutual Recognition of Certificates
2372. Home Counties
2400. University Arms and proposed Motto
2426. Hostels (Indian Students; miscellaneous)
2461. Students Representative Council
2465.2. University of London Club
2465.7. University societies (miscellaneous; League of Nations)
2569. Commerce Degrees (Appeal Fund)
2627. Inventions (T.H. Briggs)
2633. Pensions and Superannuation
2709. University shares
Correspondence for the session 1921-22.

11. W.J. Walford (Accommodation; Bloomsbury site hostels)
23. Air Ministry (Air Conference, 1922)
29. Civil Service Commission (Indian Civil Service Probationers)
37. H.M. Office of Works (sites in Malet Street, etc.)
38. Anglo-Belgian Union
40. Institute of Historical Research
44. Sir Edward Busk (views on various legal points; retirement)
50A. Board of Education (Bloomsbury site; 'good honours' degrees, etc.)
50B. University Grants Committee.
63. Colonial Office (Tropical Diseases Research Fund and readership in Protozoology)
93. Bedford College
98. St Mary's Hospital Medical School
117. Postgraduate Medicine (Fellowship of Medicine)
190. Manchester University ('good honours' degrees)
196. Cutlers' Company (Scholarships)
200. Diplomas (Civic Workers) / contents missing; note records that papers were removed by Mr C.P. Thomas/
211. Watson Sons & Room (Bloomsbury & King's College; Royal Veterinary College Charter)
223. Boards of Studies
228. Institution of Civil Engineers (University examinations exempting from Associate Membership examinations.
237. Imperial College
241. Shakespeare Memorial Theatre site (Bedford Estate)
245. University of Bristol (Professoriate; training of retired officers)
252. Pharmacy Degree (proposed)
256. King's College for Women Household and Social Science Department
263. King's College (including Slavonic Department)
269. Law Society
275. University College
CENTRAL FILE
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CF 1/22/11-2633  Correspondence for the session 1921-22. (contd.)

281.  Misdescription (Clark's College; Mr F.A.W. Livermore)
285.  Carnegie Endowment
296.  London School of Economics
297.  London County Council
348.  Birkbeck College
356.  Westfield College
362.  East London College
364.  Goldsmiths' College
393.  School of Oriental Studies
435.  London County Westminster and Parrs Bank (indemnity as regards receipt on cheques) [contents missing; note records that file was kept by Mr. Waterfield/]
443.  Recognition of Schools
493.  Publicity (Authority for Senate communications to the Press; Press Liaison officer)
498.  Publication Fund
498.1.  Year-books and similar publications
500.  India Office
521.  H.M. the King and Royal Family (Marriage of Princess Mary)
526.  Principal Officer (Sir Cooper Perry)
529.  War Students (Internal)
630.  University of Leeds
636.  Staff
651.  Inland Revenue [contents missing; note records that papers were sent to Mr. Waterfield at his request/]
661.  H.M. Treasury (Income tax concessions for donors to research)
681.  Letters of condolence (Death of Lord Reay)
703.  Rhodes Trustees
707.  Site (Bloomsbury; Endsleigh Gardens; Holland Park)
750.  Lister Institute (Protozoology Department)
Correspondence for the session 1921-22. (contd.)

772. London (Royal Free Hospital) School of Medicine for Women

794. Proposed Central School of Law

832. Exeter University College (question of Charter and grant-in-aid)

834. Proposed Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland University College

835. The "Old Vic" appeal

838. Royal Commission on Local Government of Greater London

840. Southend Borough (Scheme for a University College)

925. Secondary Schools Examination Council

992. Privy Council (Royal Veterinary College; Statutes; miscellaneous)

1063. Mace (description)

1173. Professoriate

1219. Presentation Day (Westminster Abbey Service)

1220. Black List (G.W. Downey; P.A. Wallace)

1295. Examinations (Jewish students)

1328. Semon Lecturship

1357. Botanic Research

1502. Lord Rosebery, Chancellor

1619. Psychological Laboratory (death of Dr. Waller; miscellaneous)

1659. Galton Laboratory (definition of 'eugenics' in Will)

1695.23. Committees Revision Committee (Boards of Studies in History)

1695.30. Horticultural Degrees

1870. Officers Training Corps and Military Education Committee

1955.15. Creighton Lecture

1955.16. Chadwick Trust (grant for Municipal Engineering at University College)

2022. Royal Veterinary College (University opposition to Supplemental Charter)
CENTRAL FILE
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CF 1/22/11-2633 Correspondence for the session 1921-22. (contd.)

2148. Conferences and Delegates
2148.3. Universities Bureau ('Good Honours' degrees; miscellaneous)
2148.5. Concerted Appeal for Universities
2156. Benefactions, bequests and scholarships (refusal of Prof. Bourne Benson's offer of 'St Paul Prize' at University College; Mercier bequest; general)
2156.13. Rogers prize
2156.15. George Smith studentship Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.15
2156.18. Carpenter Medal (presentation of copy of medal to Carpenter's son, Estlin Carpenter)
2156.21. Beit Memorial Fellowship
2156.26. Franks Studentship
2156.29. Keddey Fletcher-Warr Studentship Papers contained in file CF 1/37/2156.33
2156.34. Hughes bequest (Public Trustee's accounts) Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.34
2156.41. Copeland bequest
2255. Teachers' Associations
2372. Home Counties Grant Appeals
2400. University Arms and proposed Motto
2408. Liverpool University
2426. Hostels and Accommodation
2461. Union Society and Students' Representative Council
2465. Athletic Union
2465.2. University of London Club
2465.7. University Societies (miscellaneous; applications for recognition)
2485. Miscellaneous (appeals for help from Athens, Vienna, Odessa)
2627. Inventions
2633. Pensions and Superannuation (Treasury special grant)
Correspondence for the session 1922-23.

11. W.J. Walford (Accommodation, Bloomsbury site; Endsleigh Gardens; miscellaneous)

15. Brown Institution (proposed transfer of Physiological Laboratory)

29. Civil Service Commission (Indian Civil Service)

37. H.M. Office of Works (maintenance of Imperial Institute; miscellaneous)

40. Institute of Historical Research

44. Sir Edward Busk (portrait painted by Sargent; opinion on whether University can deprive a graduate of his degree)

50A. Board of Education (Burnham scale; miscellaneous)

50B. University Grants Committee (Imperial College; Medical Units)

60. Simmons Prizes (foundation)

63. Colonial Office (Imperial Institute Committee of Enquiry)

75. Royal Holloway College (University Grants Committee)

105. Convocation (duties of Clerk)

117. Postgraduate Medical Committee (Report to Ministry of Health)

208. School of Librarianship

211. Watson Sons & Room, Solicitors (Bloomsbury site; return of examination fees)

228. Institution of Civil Engineers (Recognition of University examinations)

237. Imperial College (Courses)

256. King's College for Women Household and Social Science Department

263. King's College (Bloomsbury site; criticism by Professor Waterhouse of Richmond College for accepting Rev. H.R. Trenaman as a candidate for Ph.D. degree)

269. Law Society

275. University College

281. Misdescription (Claire Gaudet)

285. Carnegie Trustees

291. Marine Biological Association

296. London School of Economics

297(i). London County Council (grants)
297(ii). London County Council (Maudesley Hospital; 'good' honours degrees; miscellaneous)

309. Return of fees

348. Birkbeck College (Courses in Law; miscellaneous)

362. East London College

364. Goldsmiths' College

367. Colleges of St. Mark and St. John

393. School of Oriental Studies

403. King's National Roll (disabled men)

440. Public Administration

443. Recognition of Schools

480. Parliamentary Election and Register

493. Publicity (Authority for Senate communications to the Press; Stanley Austin, Press Liaison Officer)

498. Publications (grants)

498.1. Year-books and similar publications

514. "The Times" (Sir J. Campbell's article on University finance)

521. H.M. the King and Royal Family

529/E. War Concessions to candidates

594. Home Office (closure of Physiological Laboratory; miscellaneous)

707. Bloomsbury site

727. Freshfields, solicitors (University College statutes; Professorial Board)

788. Financial Officer

794. Proposed School of Law

882. Alfred Milnes (contents missing; note records that file was received empty)

992. Privy Council (Senators; Statutes; Recognition of Institutions for medical curriculum)

1173. Professoriate

1201. Cambridge University
Correspondence for the session 1922-23 (contd.)

1219. Presentation Day (University Anthem; question of change of date to out-of-term)

1295.27. Ph.D. degrees (relationship to M.D. and M.S. External degrees)

1328. Semon Lectures

1357. Royal Botanic Gardens

1485. University of London Press

1502. Lord Rosebery, Chancellor

1619. Physiological Laboratory (closure)

1659. Galton bequest

1870. Officers Training Corps

1889. Jury Service (exemptions)

1955.15. Creighton Lecture

2005. Examiners' fees (M.J.M. Hill)

2022. Royal Veterinary College (Opposition to Supplemental Charter)

2156. Benefactions and Scholarships (general enquiries)

2156.33. Mickle Fellowship (Papers contained in file CF 1/39)

2156.41. Copeland bequest

2255. Teachers' Associations

2352. Mutual recognition of certificates (also contains some papers dated 1919-21)

2372. Home County grants (also contains some papers dated 1924)

2400. University Arms

2426. Hostels

2461. University of London Union Society

2465. Athletic Union

2465.2. University of London Club

2633.1. Pensions and Superannuation

2668. Inspection of Schools (Adami medical report)

2671. Senate
Correspondence for the session 1923-24

11. W.J. Walford (Athletic Ground and Boat House)
26. M.J.M. Hill (Vice-Chancellor's grant; Principal's salary v. Professorial salaries)
29. Civil Service Commission (Enquiry into Indian Civil Service)
37. H.M. Office of Works (Site; miscellaneous)
40. Institute of Historical Research
50A. Board of Education (Burnham scale and 'good' honours degree; miscellaneous)
50B. University Grants Committee (Adami report)
75. Royal Holloway College (Trusteeship)
93. Bedford College (Mrs. Frederika Mond's bequest)
117. London School of Hygiene (Design for seal)
125. Ministry of Health (Adami report; London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine)
135. Roumanian Government
228. Institution of Civil Engineers (Exemptions)
237. Imperial College (Special Committee of Senate)
252. Proposed Pharmacy degrees (London Hospital)
256. King's College for Women Household and Social Science Department (conference on fusion of King's College and King's College for Women; miscellaneous)
263. King's College (Bloomsbury site)
275. University College (Transfer of Public Health studies to London School of Hygiene; miscellaneous)
281. Misdescription (Institute of Builders' Licentiate 'degree')
285. Carnegie U.K. Trust (School of Librarianship)
288. Rockefeller Foundation (Laura Spelman Rockefeller benefaction to London School of Economics)
296. London School of Economics (Sir W.H. Beveridge)
297. London County Council (Burnham scale and M.A. 'written' examination; Maudsley Hospital; grants; compulsory acquisition of land)
Correspondence for the session 1923-24 (contd.)

348. Birkbeck College
356. Westfield College
372. Public Health
403. Domestic staff (Attendants’ wages)
480. Parliamentary Register
493. Publicity Officer (Stanley Austin)
498. Publications (Grants; signed agreements)
500. India Office
513. Birmingham University (Staff: bursarial, registrarial, and secretarial duties)
521. H.M. the King and Royal Family
522. National Union of Students
526. Principal Officer, Sir Cooper Perry (American University at Cairo)
651. Inland Revenue (Superannuation and tax)
661. Treasury (Accommodation and Bloomsbury site; Imperial Institute)
681. Letters of condolence (Dr. Walmsley; Sir Sydney Russel-Wells)
707. Site
772. London (Royal Free Hospital) School of Medicine for Women
788. Financial Officer (resignation of Sir John Campbell; appointment of Mr H. Claughton)
795. Admiralty (Naval Medical Service)
992. Privy Council (Maudsley Hospital and Welsh National School of Medicine; Statute 125; Veterinary College supplementary Charter)
1173. Professioriate / including Principal’s correspondence re Kora’es Chair and Professor Toynbee, 1923-26 /
1201. Cambridge University
1219. Presentation Day
1220. Black List (A.R.W. Gabriel)
1237. Matriculation and School Examinations Council
Correspondence for the session 1923-24 (contd.)

1294. Moderators
1502. Lord Rosebery, Chancellor
1619. Physiological Laboratory (arrangements for closing; Waller memorial)
1870. Officers Training Corps
1944. Library (Waller book-plate)
1955.15. Creighton Lecture
2042. J.L.S. Hatton
2148.3. Universities Bureau (superannuation and Income tax; proposed appeal for funds for Universities; listing of Colleges' 'specialities'; question of powers for compulsory purchase of land.)
2156.15. George Smith studentship (Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.157)
2156.33. Mickle Fellowship (Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.337)
2156.36. Harmsworth Memorial Research Fund
2156.38. Soames Trust (transfer to University)
2156.39. Corbett prize (foundation)
2156.56. Duveen Otology lectureship (foundation) (Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.567)
2255. Teachers' Associations
2400. Arms of the University (Wills' cigarette cards)
2426. Hostels (Crosby Hall appeal)
2461. University of London Union Society
2465. Athletic Ground and Boat House (search for site)
2465.2. University of London club
2633. Pensions
2633.1. Federated superannuation system for Universities (Inland Revenue; Guy's Hospital Medical School)
2668. Inspection of Schools (Adami report on Medical teaching; Theological schools; Engineering; Law Schools)
Correspondence for the session 1924-25.

11. W.J. Walford
15. Brown Animal Sanatory Institution
37. H.M. Office of Works
40. Institute of Historical Research
50B. University Grants Committee
63. Colonial Examinations
85. Sir William Collins
117. London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
125. Ministry of Health
200.2. Diploma in Dramatic Art
211. Watson Sons & Room (Athletic ground; Koraes Chair; pilfering clerk; University of London Press; Counsel's opinion on Berridge Estate and Trust Fund)
237. Imperial College
256. King's College for Women Household and Social Science Department
263. King's College
275. University College
296. London School of Economics
297. London County Council
305. Institut Français
312. Carnegie Trustees
348. Birkbeck College (Centenary; Charter; Founders' Day Address)
350. Battersea Polytechnic
351. Industrial Institute
356. Westfield College (Application to London County Council for building grant)
360. City and Guilds College (definition of 'publication' of thesis; examinations)
362. East London College
364. Goldsmiths' College
393. School of Oriental Studies
401. Proposed Medico-Legal Institute
Correspondence for the session 1924-25 (contd.)

435. Westminster Bank (Boat-race account and overdraft)
443. Recognition of Schools
493. Publicity and Press Liaison Officer, Stanley Austin
498. Publication Fund (signed agreements; grants refused; miscellaneous)
498.1: Publications; year-books, etc.
500. India Office (Indian Civil Service)
514. The Times (relations between the University and Imperial College)
522. National Union of Students
529/E. War concessions (External)
585. Wilson Telescope
630. Leeds University
650. Highway Engineering
651. Inland Revenue (exemption of examiners' fees from stamp duty; income tax on examination fees - enquiry from Cambridge)
661. Treasury (accommodation)
681. Letters of condolence
689. Letters of congratulation
703. Rhodes Trustees (Chair of Imperial History)
707. Site (Bloomsbury)
925. Secondary School Examinations Council
992. Privy Council (Statutes; appointment of senators; Birkbeck College Charter)
1173. Professoriate
1219. Presentation Day
1225. T.L. Humberstone
1237. Matriculation Examination Council
1328. Semon Lectureship (question of Chairmanship; medals)
1444. Dunn Bequest (Medical Trust Fund)
1502. Lord Rosebery, Chancellor
1619. Physiological Laboratory
1659. Galton Laboratory
1870. Officers Training Corps and War Memorial (Contents missing; note records that file was removed by Mr Stear)
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CF 1/25/11-2680. Correspondence for the session 1924-25. (contd.)

1924. Departmental Committee
1944. Library (Travelling libraries dispute)
1955.15. Creighton Lecture
1964. Royal Society
2022. Royal Veterinary College
2148.3. Universities Bureau (question of powers for compulsory purchase of land; miscellaneous)
2156.15. George Smith Studentship papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.15/
2156.21. Beit Memorial Fellowships papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.21/
2156.33. Mickle Fellowship papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.33/
2156.38. Soames bequest (Accounts from Macmillan & Co.)
2156.40. Davidson bequest
2156.41. Copeland bequest
2156.43. Frida Mond Studentship founded by Mrs. Sigismund Goetze
2255. Teachers' Associations
2372. Home Counties grants for Schools
2400. University Arms
2426. Hostels (College Hall; Crosby Hall)
2461. University of London Union Society
2465. Athletic Ground and Boat House (Proposed sites; Boat-race overdraft)
2465.2. University of London Club
2465.5. University of London Musical Society
2465.7. University of London miscellaneous societies (Graduate societies)
2570. Commerce Degrees and Vintners Travelling Scholarships
2633. Pensions and Superannuation
2668. Inspection of Schools (Adami Report)
2680. Foreign Office (Committee on Use of Boxer Indemnity)
Correspondence for the session 1925-26.

11. W.J. Walford (Athletic Ground; Bloomsbury site; Goldsmiths' College; Imperial Institute; Observatory)

15. Brown Institution (Research into enteritis in cats)

40. Institute of Historical Research (notice to quit Malet Street site; Appeal for funds; miscellaneous)

50B. University Grants Committee

85. Sir William Collins (accommodation)

117. London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (laying of the Foundation Stone)

210. Encyclopaedia Britannica

211. Watson Sons & Room (Athletic Ground; de Saliceto studentship; King's College Theological department; Lecturer in Military Science)

256. King's College for Women Household and Social Science Department (Acoustics)

263. King's College (Koraes Chair; Marshall Prize; Centenary appeal; miscellaneous)

269. Law Society

275. University College (Chadwick Trustees; Queen Alexandra lecturship in Danish; Statutes; Miscellaneous)

288. Rockefeller Foundation (Spelman grant to London School of Economics and Political Science)

291. Marine Biological Laboratory, Plymouth (application for capital grant for building)

297. London County Council (Triennial grant)

305. Institut Français (Board of Education)

308. Vice-Chancellor (signing of appeals)

348. Birkbeck College (Charter; chemistry for University students; miscellaneous)

405. St. John's Hall, Highbury (Principalship - scheme excludes London graduates)

443. Recognition of Schools (Cancer Hospital)

476. Taylor & Humbert, Bedford estate solicitors

498. Publication Fund (signed agreements; refusals)

498.1. Publications, year-books, etc.
Correspondence for the session 1925-26. (contd.)

503. Honorary degrees

521. H.M. the King and Royal Family (death of Queen Alexandra)

526. Principal (appointment of Dr. T.F. Sibly)

585. Observatory and Wilson Telescope

630. Leeds University Appeal

650. Highway Engineering

651. Inland Revenue

661. Treasury (deputations on accommodation; Treasury verbatim reports)

681. Letters of condolence

707. Bloomsbury site

727. Freshfields, Solicitors

772. London School of Medicine for Women (appeal to America for funds for Blackwell Chair)

925. Secondary SchoolExaminations Council

992. Privy Council (amendment of Statutes; Birkbeck Charter; Royal Institute of International Affairs draft Charter)

1173. Professoriate

1219. Presentation Day and Graduation Song

1237. Matriculation and School Examinations Council

1295. Cassel Travelling Scholarships

1502. Lord Rosebery (Danish Chair)

1659. Galton Laboratory

1870. Officers Training Corps (War Memorial; T. Ll. Humberstone)

(Contents missing; note records that file was removed by Mr. Stear on 24 July 19527)

1889. Juries (summonses and exemptions)

1924. Departmental Committee

1926. General Strike (miscellaneous)

1944. Library

1955. Creighton Lecture

2148. Delegates (conference with Boy Scouts Association)
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CF 1/26/11-2709  Correspondence for the session 1925-26. (contd.)

2156.13.  Rogers Prize
2156.15.  George Smith Studentship and Prize (papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.157)
2156.33.  Mickle Fellowships (papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.337)
2156.43.  Frida Mond Studentship
2156.46.  De Saliceto Studentship (Gibbs bequest)
2156.48.  Sheriff Travelling scholarships (proposed bequest by Mrs. Denne)
2156.49.  Petrie Medal
  2255.  Teachers' Associations
  2352.  Mutual Recognition of Certificates
  2426.  Hostels
  2461.  Students' Union and other University Societies
  2465.  Athletic Union (Appeal)
  2465.2.  University of London Club
  2465.5.  University of London Musical Society
  2556.  Sir Henry Miers, F.R.S.
  2562.  Bethlem Royal Hospital (application for grant for apparatus)
  2633.  Pensions and Superannuation (explanation of Treasury Special Superannuation grant, 1922)
  2668.  Inspection of Schools and Colleges
  2709.  Shares in the University
Correspondence for the session 1926-27.

11. W.J. Walford (Terms of appointment; site; Athletic ground)

15. Brown Institution (question of paying-patients; general)

37. H.M. Office of Works (accommodation in Imperial Institute; maintenance arrangements; Treasury Minutes; Great Hall)

50A. Board of Education (Birkbeck College scheme)

50B. University Grants Committee (annual returns)

200.2. Central School of Speech Training and Dramatic Art (proposed courses)

211. Watson Sons & Room, Solicitors (Edward Clark bequest; Athletic Ground; land held in mortmain)

237. Imperial College (scheme for extension of Hostel and Union Building)

275. University College (Centenary appeal; arrangement of meetings on account of eclipse of sun; general)

288. Rockefeller Foundation Grants (Purchase of Bloomsbury site; Chair of American History at University College; Medical Sciences at University College; Laura Spelman grant to London School of Economics and Political Science)

297. London County Council (grants; compulsory purchase powers for London School of Economics; general)

364. Goldsmiths' College (Grove Hostel; legal opinion on ground held in mortmain; Wardenship)

393. School of Oriental Studies (Appeal)

443. Recognition of Schools (Cancer Hospital)

446. British Institute in Paris (beginnings)

472. C.D. Medley, Solicitor (Bloomsbury Site)

476. Taylor & Humbert, Solicitors for Duke of Bedford (Bloomsbury Site)

498. Publications (Signed agreements; grants refused; withdrawals, etc.)

506. Club Chambers

585. Observatory (acceptance of Wilson telescope)

636. Staff (request for sabbatical leave for long-service members)

650. Highway Engineering Chair (Appeal by the Institution of Municipal and County Engineers)
Correspondence for the session 1926-27. (contd.)

651. Inland Revenue (Tax concession on subscriptions to charities; appointment of Assessor)

661. H.M. Treasury (grant for "improved accommodation")

681. Letters of condolence

707. Bloomsbury Site /See also CF1/27/476 Taylor & Humbert, Solicitors for Duke of Bedford/

992. Privy Council (Crown discontinues nominations to Senate; University College Statute; Teachers Registration Council)

1113. British Museum (University building and closing of British Museum Avenue).

1173. Professoriate (general; Sir Daniel Stevenson Chair of International History)

1219. Presentation Day (John Drinkwater's assignment of copyright of Graduation Song)

1225. T.L. Humberstone /Contents missing; note records that letters concerning University of London Club and Officers Training Corps were transferred to CF 1/27/1870.7/

1357. Botanical Gardens and Research

1870. Officers Training Corps and Military Education Committee

1924. Statutory Commissioners

2060. Architectural Education (Architects' Registration Bill)

2130. Imperial Institute /contents missing; note records that papers were incorporated into the "Development - South Kensington" file/

2156. Proposed Bellot studentship

2255. Teachers Associations

2352. Mutual Recognition of Certificates

2372. Home County grants to Schools (resumé of replies to applications, 1920-26)

2426. Hostels

2465. Athletic Ground

2465.6. Boat House

2668. Inspection of Schools

2703. Investments (loan to City of Sheffield)

2709. Shares in the University
Correspondence for the session 1927-28.

11. W.J. Walford (Appointment by Senate)
15. Brown Institution (valuation of property)
256. King's College for Women Household and Social Science Department (Statutory Commissioners)
275. University College (Architectural Atelier hut)
281. Misdescription (A.G. Williams)
297. London County Council (Extension Diplomas) / contents missing: note records that letter of 17 May 1928 was given to Mrs Thomas./
364. Goldsmiths' College (Board of Education grant and fees; playing field; Physical Training Department)
372. Royal Institute of Public Health (appeal to Rockefeller Foundation)
472. C.D. Medley, Solicitor (London County Council General Powers Bill; Electric Supply; Tenancies)
493. Publicity
498. Publication Fund grants (signed agreements; applications refused)
503. Honorary Degrees (enquiries and suggestions)
519. School of Slavonic Studies (Czecho-slovak grant; Finnish Readership; temporary accommodation in Institute of Historical Research)
529E. War Students (Concessions)
651. Inland Revenue (claim for income tax on examination fees)
707. Bloomsbury (architectural competitions; London County Council; electricity supply)
707.1. Bloomsbury (Road-widening and closing)
707.2. Bloomsbury (Estate Management)
776. London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
992. Privy Council (University College Statutes)
1173. Professoriate (general; American History Appeal; Anglo-Belgian Studies; Proposed Chair of Dietetics; Chair of Highway Engineering)
1219. Presentation Day and Graduation Song
Correspondence for the session 1927-28. (contd.)

1357. Royal Botanic Gardens and botanical research

1870. Officers Training Corps and Military Education Committee (Rifle Range and Great Kimble)

1924. Statutory Commissioners

2156.33. Mickle Fellowship (applications) (papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.33)

2156.56. Duveen Otology Lectureship (papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.56)

2255. Teachers' Associations (Secondary School Associations; National Union of Teachers; Surrey Head Masters Association; Women Science Teachers Association

2400. Arms of the University

2426. Hostels (College Hall; Connaught Hostel; Crosby Hall; Dominions Hostel; P.C. Goodenough)

2461. University of London Union Society

2465. Athletic Ground (general; appeal)

2615. Inclusion of University examination questions in textbooks (A.M. Davies; L.O. Stamp)

2709. Shares in the University
Correspondence for the session 1928-29.

11. W.J. Walford (appointment by Court)
15. Brown Institution (M. Shaen; C.D. Medley on legal position)
37. H.M. Office of Works (Great Hall)
50 (I). Board of Education (Transfer of London Day Training College)
50 (II). University Grants Committee (University liability for tax on examination fees)
174. St Thomas's Hospital Medical School (Appeal for new building)
263. King's College
275. University College (Soames Fund)
297. London County Council (London Day Training College; superannuation; memo by Principal on training of University students)
348. Birkbeck College (new college buildings)
364. Goldsmiths' College (purchase of playing field from Southern Railway)
368. Jews' College (application for part of Bloomsbury site)
372. Royal Institute of Public Health (application for part of Bloomsbury site)
420.6. Faculty of Economics (International Conference of Private Organisations on Protection of Migrants)
443. Recognition of Schools (applications from American College of Teheran; Central London Throat, Nose and Ear Hospital; Hospital for Epilepsy & Paralysis; Lucknow University, India)
472. C.D. Medley (Accounts)
480. Parliamentary election
503. Honorary Degrees (enquiries and suggestions)
620. Courtauld Institute of Art (Lord Lee of Fareham)
651. Inland Revenue (I. Claim for income tax on fees withdrawn; II. Revaluation of Athletic Grounds for rating)
661. Treasury (income tax on fees)
663. Institute of Archaeology (Accommodation in Bloomsbury)
707. Bloomsbury site (including Income/Expenditure charts, 1921-34)
707.1. Bloomsbury (road-widening and closing; Institute of Chemistry)
Correspondence for the session 1928-29. (contd.)

707.2. Bloomsbury (estate management)

776. London School of Hygiene (proposed benefaction for Chair of Preventive Medicine)

992. Privy Council (sealed Statutes; Surrey petition for representation on Court)

1173. Professoriate

1219. Presentation Day and Graduation Song

1225. T.L. Humberstone (on new Statutes with special reference to Royal College of Science)

1418. Boards of Advisors

1659. Galton Laboratory (Memorandum to Rockefeller)

1924. Departmental Committee

2156. Scholarships and other Benefactions (Anonymous donation for development of Bloomsbury site; Storrar pictures)

2255. Teachers' Associations (National Union of Teachers)

2352. Mutual recognition of certificates

2426. Hostels (Connaught Hostel)

2465. Athletic Ground (letting of Motspur Park ground)

2465.6. Boat House (sale of land at Chiswick; licence for boat house)

2478. "Lunatics" and anonymous

2615. Reprinting of examination questions
50. (I) Board of Education (Transfer of London Day Training College)

50. (II) University Grants Committee (allocation of grants)

263. King's College (Rockefeller Foundation; Centenary Appeal)

275. University College (Commonwealth Fund, Chair of American History; Gower Street houses)

297. London County Council (question of advertising Readership at London Day Training College; Compulsory Powers Bill, L.S.E.; Extension Lectures; Grants for Evening Schools)

364. Goldsmiths' College (Playing fields; financial arrangements under new Statutes; Vice-Principals appointed by Delegacy)

393. School of Oriental Studies (proposed applications for financial assistance to India and Colonial Offices; accommodation in Bloomsbury; proposed benefaction)

480. Parliamentary Register

577.4. Court Procedure Committee

583. W. Lanchester, Consulting Architect (Bloomsbury site)

587. Cancer Hospital Appeal

620. Courtauld Institute (accommodation, etc.)

651. Inland Revenue (re-valuation of Athletic Grounds for rating; Sir E. Troup's Opinion)

661. Treasury (interview with Universities and Colleges on grants, November 1929)

663. Institute of Archaeology (development on Bloomsbury site)

686. British Postgraduate Medical School

707.1. Bloomsbury site (Road-widening)

707.2. Bloomsbury site (Estate Management)

776. London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (amendment of Charter)

925. Secondary School Examinations Council

992. Privy Council (revised list of institutions recognised for the Second Examination for Medical Degrees)
Correspondence for the session 1929-30.

1173.(I). Professoriate (general)
1173.(II). Professoriate (proposed Chair of Building)
1220. Black List
1357. Botanic Gardens and botanical research
1502. Chancellor (Installation of Earl Beauchamp, 'Bello Campo')
1659. Galton bequest (Duddeston estate)
1826. General Medical Council
1944. Library (Watson gift)
1955.15. Creighton Lecture
2022. Royal Veterinary College (Extracts from 'The Times' on buildings; Report of the Departmental Committee of the Ministry of Agriculture on reconstruction)
2049. Postgraduate facilities in London (Falconer Memorandum)
2156. Scholarships and Benefactions (general and proposed)
2156.33. Mickle Fellowship (applications) Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.33
2156.58. Durning-Lawrence bequest Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.58
2426. Hostels (Connaught Hall; College Hall appeal; Dominion Students' Hall Trust; Ealing Hall; Prudential Hostel; etc.)
2615. Reprinting of examination questions
2633.1. Superannuation (point on transference of policies)
2709. Shares in University
CENTRAL FILE
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168. Office equipment

256. King's College of Household and Social Science (Laboratory supervision)

263. King's College (Engineering training; Apprentices indentures)

275. University College (General; Centenary Appeal; Schoolbred property; Rockefeller Foundation)

297. London County Council (Birkbeck College and London Day Training College; General Powers Bill - London School of Economics)

348. Birkbeck College (Bloomsbury site)

362. East London College (Queen's Hall fire; Rockefeller Foundation)

364. Goldsmiths' College (Hostels)

393. School of Oriental Studies (Transfer from London Institution; Charter; Rockefeller Foundation)

403. G. Penderell

480. University Parliamentary Franchise

577. Court (procedure on first vacancy)

583. Architect (appointment of Charles Holden)

586. Maudsley Hospital

587. Cancer Hospital (Supplementary Charter; Diploma in Radiology)

589. Lord Macmillan

591. John Innes Horticultural Institution

615. British Institute of Florence

620. Courtauld Institute - I. Academic II. Court and Principal

650. Highway Engineering Advisory Committee

651. Inland Revenue (re-valuation of Athletic Grounds for rating)

655. Universities China Committee in London (China Indemnity Bill)

663. Institute of Archaeology (Bloomsbury site)

686. British Postgraduate Medical School

707. Bloomsbury (General); applications for part of site from Institute of Anthropology and Ethnology, and British Chess Federation)
Correspondence for the session 1930-31 (contd.)

707.1. Bloomsbury (Road-widening and closing)
707.2. Bloomsbury (Estate Management)
776. London School of Hygiene (general; Charter; Heath Clark lectures; Rockefeller Foundation)
846. Collegiate Council (Proposed Board of Discipline)
925. Secondary School Examinations Council
992. Privy Council (London School of Hygiene; British Osteopathic Association)
1173. Professoriate (general; titles in Theology; Prof. Tooke; Anglo-Belgian Union)
1219. Presentation Day and Graduation Song
1220. Black List
1325. Academic costume
1418. Boards of Advisors (Reports)
1502. Chancellor (Tour of Australia and U.S.A.)
1659. Galton bequest
1733. 1851 Exhibition (Royal Commissioners)
1826. General Medical Council
1870. Officers Training Corps and Military Education Committee (Standing Camp; Bloomsbury site)
1882. Diplomas (Medical Radiology)
1955.15. Creighton Lecture
2156. Scholarships and Benefactions (general and proposed)
2156.7. St Dunstan's Exhibition (complaint from candidate on method of announcing failure)
2156.13. Rogers Prize (applications)
2156.21. Beit Memorial Fellowship (Chair) Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.21/
2156.33. Middle Fellowship (applications) Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.33/
2156.60. Hurst bequest (University College)
2156.62. Scharlieb bequest
2156.63. Branford bequest
Correspondence for the session 1930-31 (contd.)

2166. Goldsmiths' Company's grant for Library

2168. London Day Training College (buildings on site; transfer to University)

2255. Teachers' Associations (Four Secondary Associations; National Union of Teachers; National Association of Head Teachers; Association of University Teachers)

2426. Hostels (Connaught; Crosby Hall; College Hall; Dominions Hostel; Ealing Hall)

2589. Sir William Beveridge (Bloomsbury site; Court finance; Holden Agreement)

2615. Reprinting of examination questions

2633. Pensions and Superannuation

2668. Inspection of Schools

2680. Foreign Office (French Scholarship)

2703. Investments (Court control)
Correspondence for the session 1931-32.

37. H.M. Office of Works (Fire Protection)
50. Board of Education (Transfer of London Day Training College; Committee on Education)
263. King's College (Ronald Burrows Memorial Library of Modern Greek)
275. University College (National Central Library)
297. London County Council (Bloomsbury site; Home Counties; London Day Training College)
362. East London College (People's Palace)
393. School of Oriental Studies (sale of London Institute; Rockefeller grant and African studies; amendment of Charter; Chinese and Oriental Archaeology)
403. Catering Department
480. Parliamentary Register and Election (Oct 1931), including photographs
577. Court (Minutes to University Grants Committee and London County Council)
583. C.H. Holden, Architect (design and model for buildings)
587. Cancer Hospital (Diploma in Radiology)
589. Lord Macmillan (Bloomsbury brochures)
600. Chelsea Polytechnic (alleged mistakes in examination papers)
620. Courtauld Institute
650. Highway Engineering Advisory Committee
659. East Malling Research Station (approval for postgraduate work)
663. Institute of Archaeology (Bloomsbury Site; Appeal)
686. British Postgraduate Medical School
707. Bloomsbury (model; temporary pathway across site; miscellaneous)
707.1. Bloomsbury (road-widening and closing)
707.2. Bloomsbury (estate management)
707.3. Bloomsbury (publicity brochure)
772. London School of Medicine for Women
776. London School of Hygiene (Balfour Memorial; supplementary Charter)
CF 1/32/37-2671 Correspondence for the session 1931-32. (contd.)

777. Royal Dental Hospital of London, School of Dental Surgery (new laws; women students no longer admitted)

795. Royal Naval Medical School (withdrawal of status as School)

826. Prof. E.A. Gardner, Public Orator (speeches, resignation)

925. Secondary Schools Examination Board

983. Sir Philip Magnus (gift of picture)

992. Privy Council (osteopaths)

1173. Professoriate (general; Dolmetsch Foundation)

1219. Graduation song

1325. Academic costume

1659. Galton bequest (Murray royalties)

1695.1. Committee on Organisation and Administration of Schools of the University

1826. General Medical Council (dental education; registration of business names)

1870. Officers Training Corps and Military Education Committee (standing camp; Royal Army Medical College-status as school withdrawn)

1944. Library (building suggestions)

1955.15. Creighton Lecture

1966. Royal College of Surgeons (Osteopaths)

2005. Payment of Examiners (questionnaire re time taken in setting papers and marking scripts)

2092. Womersley and Co.

2156.21. Beit Memorial Fellowship (Chair) (Papers contained in file CP1/39/2156.217)

2156.34. Hughes bequest (Public Trustee; family) (Papers contained in file CP1/39/2156.347)

2156.58. Durning-Lawrence bequest (library) (Papers contained in file CP1/39/2156.587)

2156.68. Gregory Foster bequest and Winifred Smith memorial (University College)
Correspondence for the session 1931-32. (contd.)

2166. Goldsmiths' Company
2168. London Day Training College
2246. Bloomsbury benefactions (City Corporation)
2246.1. Bloomsbury benefactions (City Companies)
2352. University of Malta
2426. Hostels (African students; College Hall; Dominion Students' Hall Trust; Sir Patrick Geddes)
2535. Catering Department (including some early papers, 1921-28.)
2615. Reprinting of examination questions
2633.) Pensions and Superannuation
2668. Inspection of Schools
2671. Senate
Correspondence for the session 1932-33.

15. Brown Institution (Prof. F.W. Twort v. Medical Research Council)

40. Institute of Historical Research (building funds)

50 I. Board of Education (Biologists)

50 II. University Grants Committee (Institute of Education grant; general)

92. American University Union

118. Recognition of Teachers

168. Office Equipment (Postal Pranker)

256. King's College of Household and Social Science (representative on Collegiate Council)

263. King's College (Building; Gollancz memorial; Halley Stewart; Student statistics)

275. University College (General; Mocatta Library; Dr. Williams' Trustees; Lord Leverhulme; Catholic Apostolic Church)

288. Rockefeller Foundation (University College - grant for biophysics)

296. London School of Economics (Benefactions; Extra-Mural Diploma in Economics)

297. London County Council (Grants; Compulsory acquisition of land - London School of Economics; Burnham scale)

348. Birkbeck College (Building grants; Graystoke Place)

356. Westfield College (Jubilee Appeal; Charter)

362. East London College (Hatton Memorial; Sir P. Maurice)

364. Goldsmiths' College (sale of land; miscellaneous)

372. Royal Institute of Public Health (Inspection for External Diploma in Public Health)

393. School of Oriental Studies (transfer to Bloomsbury)

403. Establishment Secretary (Catering Staff)

446. British Institute in Paris (Cahill and legal position of gifts)

451. St. Bartholomew's Hospital

493. Publicity

498. Publication fund (signed agreements; applications refused)

519. School of Slavonic Studies
CENTRAL FILE
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577. Court (personnel)
583. Architect (Charles Holden)
583.2. Quantity Surveyor (Alfred Harris)
583.3. Consultant Structural Engineer (R. Travers Morgan)
583.4. Consulting Heating Engineer (Stinton Jones)
589. Lord Macmillan
620. Courtauld Institute
638. Lord Burnham
645. Shoolbred property (negotiations)
650. Highway Engineering (Paviors' Chair)
655. Universities' China Committee in London
663. Institute of Archaeology (Bloomsbury buildings)
686. British Postgraduate Medical School
703. Rhodes Trustees (Union grant) [contents missing; note records that file was removed on 12/10/55 by Mr. Hutchings.]
707. Bloomsbury (Foundation stone ceremony & photographs; comments on plans; London County Council - proposed sports stadium)
707.1. Bloomsbury (works, road-widening, lighting, etc.)
707.2. Bloomsbury (Estate Management)
707.3. Bloomsbury (Publicity, postcards, etc.)
707.4. Bloomsbury (Film record)
707.6. Bloomsbury (Excavations, etc.)
743. Training Colleges
776. London School of Hygiene (Physical Education; Conway Collection; Courtauld Institute and "Pru" benefactions)
777. London School of Dental Surgery
901. Royal College of Music (Jubilee)
910. Japanese Embassy (Co-operation with League of Nations)
992. Privy Council (Westfield Charter)
1173. Professoriate
Correspondence for the session 1932-33. (contd.)

1220. Black List
1225. T.L. Humberstone (Bloomsbury design)
1295.5. Medical Examinations (questionnaire to Hospitals on M.D. Branch IV-Obstetrics)
1659. Galton Laboratory (Karl Pearson; leaflets; Positivists' offer of busts)
1882. Diplomas (Medical Radiology)
2022. Royal Veterinary College (Buildings; Recognition of Teachers)
2150. Publications (Calendars)
2156. Scholarships and Benefactions (general and proposed)
2156.21. Beit Memorial Fellowships \( \text{papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.21} \)
2156.33. Mickle Fellowship \( \text{Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.33} \)
2156.51. Heath Clark Bequest
2156.63. Branford Bequest (case in Chancery Division)
2156.69. Proposed Berger scholarship (disputed by family)
2156.70. Crompton Bequest
2156.77. Berry Bequest
2168. Institute of Education
2246.1. City Companies' benefactions to Bloomsbury
3272. Home Counties appeal
2461. University of London Union
2520. British Medical Association and Morley College
2535. Catering Department
2615. Reprinting of examination questions
2627. Inventions
2633.1. Federated superannuation system for universities (Retiring age; Institute of Education)
2645. Royal Mint (Medals; Arnott and Graham dies)
2668. Inspection of Schools
2671. Senate (Standing Orders)
2709. Shares in the University
Correspondence for the session 1933-34.

40. Institute of Historical Research (Appeal; Victoria County History)

50 (I). Board of Education (Biologists; Training and Education of Overseas Students)

50 (II). University Grants Committee (Westminster Hospital Medical School)

54. Court (Medical students - including statistical data for 1921-34)

105. Convocation (Chairman's robes; Bedell's robes)

118. Recognition of Teachers

125. Ministry of Health (Medical and educational films)

206. Guy's Hospital Medical School

235. South-Eastern Agricultural College

237. Imperial College of Science and Technology

256. King's College of Household and Social Science

258. Stern bequest

263. King's College

266. Pharmaceutical Society (selection of architect)

275. University College

281. Misdescription (Leslie H.S. Mowbray)

288. Rockefeller Foundation (Policy of liberalisation of endowments)

296. London School of Economics

297. London County Council (Maudsley Hospital; Grants)

348. Birkbeck College (Bloomsbury site; Magnet House, etc.)

352. Westminster Hospital Medical School (Appeal)

356. Westfield College (Appeal; registration of students)

362. East London College (Appeal; Charter; Hatton memorial)

364. Goldsmiths' College (Organ; General Intermediate Examination)

393. School of Oriental Studies (Staffing; Anglo-Persian Oil Company; Appeal to City Companies)

403. Establishment Secretary (Miss E. Harvey)
Central File
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435. Westminster Bank (application for space on Bloomsbury site for branch office)

498. Publication fund (signed agreements; grants refused)

519. School of Slavonic Studies

583. Architect (Charles Holden)

583.2. Quantity Surveyor (Alfred Harris)

583.3. Consultant Structural Engineer (R. Travers Morgan), and Resident Engineer for Piling (N.S. Williams)

583.4. Consultant Heating Engineer (Stinton Jones)

620. Courtauld Institute (General; Norman Wilkinson bequest)

636 British Federation of University Women

663. Institute of Archaeology (Appeal; Scheme of Management; Flinders Petrie and Palestine collection)

681. Letters of condolence

686. British Postgraduate Medical School

707. Bloomsbury (General; note from British Museum on excavation finds; Town planning scheme; Rugby School property; London Passenger Transport Board)

707.1. Bloomsbury (Works)

707.2. Bloomsbury (Estate Management)

707.3. Bloomsbury (Publicity)

707.4. Bloomsbury (Film record)

707.6. Bloomsbury (Contracts No. 1 and 1A)

707.7. Bloomsbury (Clerk of Works)

707.8. Bloomsbury (Contract No. 2.)

721. Academic Assistance Council (Displaced persons)

743. Training Colleges

776. London School of Hygiene (Supplemental Charter; General)

777. Dental Surgery

828. Costume for Bedell of Convocation

992. Privy Council (East London College Charter)
Correspondence for the session 1933-34. (contd.)

1113. British Museum (Codex Sinaiticus)

1173. Professoriate (Franklyn on "Emeritus Professors"; Chair of Belgian Studies)

1201. Cambridge University (confidential theses)

1225. T.L. Humberstone (on Torrington Square)

1295. Examinations (Registration fee for non-matriculated students)

1502. Chancellor, Lord Athlone and Princess Alice

1870. Officers Training Corps (Wycombe Town Planning Scheme and proposed Zoning)

1955. Sisson Lectures (in France)

1955.15. Creighton Lectures

2022. Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons and Royal Veterinary College

2156. Scholarships and Benefactions (general and proposed)


2156.63. Branford Bequest

2156.70. Crompton Bequest

2156.76. Proposed Pickard Bequest

2166. Goldsmiths' Company (grant for library building)

2168. Institute of Education

2246.1. Grants for Bloomsbury (City Companies)

2246.2. Grants for Bloomsbury (Big Business)

2246.3. Grants for Bloomsbury (Home Counties)

2255. Teachers' Associations (Four Secondary Teachers' Associations; Mathematical Association; National Union of Teachers)

2372. Home County Grants for Schools

2426. Hostels (College Hall; Connaught Hall; Dominion Students' Hall Trust)

2465. University of London Athletic Union

2615. Reproduction of examination questions

2668. Committee on Organisation and Administration of Schools of the University (St. John's Hall)
Correspondence for the session 1934-35

15. Brown Institution
23. Air Ministry
37. Office of Works (accommodation for preserved fish)
40. Institute of Historical Research (Building Fund appeal; Victoria County History)
59. Appeals against examiners' decisions (Case of S. Pinfield)
105. Convocation (entertainment allowance and finance; robes for Bedells)
114. National Institute of Industrial Psychology (Diploma in Psychology)
168. Office equipment
192. Charing Cross Hospital Medical School (centenary appeal)
235. South Eastern Agricultural College, Wye (question of Swanley Horticultural College)
256. King's College of Household and Social Science (Building repairs; dietetics)
263. King's College (Botanical research in Regent's Park; Bovril Studentships; Engineering apprentices)
266. Pharmaceutical Society (Buildings; appointment of architect; scheme of teaching)
269. Law Society (question of B.Com. degree entitling the holder to reduction in period of articled service)
275. University College (General; London County Council rates)
281. Misdescriptions
296. London School of Economics (General; question of student representation on Governing bodies)
297. London County Council (grants; medical education; polytechnics)
308. Vice-Chancellor (ruling on Ph.D. Music)
348. Birkbeck College (buildings; day-time research)
352. Westminster Hospital Medical School (new buildings; number of London degree students)
356. Westfield College (appeal; Zoology)
362. East London/Queen Mary College (Change of name)
364. Goldsmiths' College (scheme of management; purchase of land)
393. School of Oriental Studies (sale of Finsbury Circus; Bloomsbury site; benefactions).
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451. St. Bartholomew's Hospital Medical College

498. Publication Fund (signed agreements; grants refused; withdrawal of applications)

503. Honorary Degrees (enquiries and suggestions)

521. H.M. the King (Loyal addresses)

583. Architect (Charles Holden)

583.2. Quantity Surveyor (Alfred Harris)

583.3. Consultant Structural Engineer (R. Travers Morgan)

583.4. Consultant Heating Engineer (J. Stinton Jones)

585. Observatory (Radcliffe telescope; lease of land; opening)

594. Home Office (Poisons Board and Institute of Chemistry; Vivisection licences)

620. Courtauld Institute (general; Portman Mews garage; Wilkinson bequest; proposed Reitlinger bequest; Constable on Brougham portrait)

639. Colonial Office (Colonial service; training courses)

650. Highway Engineering

663. Institute of Archaeology (General; St. John's Lodge)

667. Modern Language Association

681. Letters of condolence

682. Psychical Research

686. British Postgraduate Medical School (opening)

689. Letters of congratulation

693. Aegrotat degrees

694. Student Movement House

707. Bloomsbury

707.1. Bloomsbury (Road closing and widening)

707.2. Bloomsbury (Estate Management, including murder of tenant)

707.3. Bloomsbury (Publicity; postcards; photographs, press, etc.)

707.4. Bloomsbury (Film record)

707.6. Bloomsbury (Contracts 1 and 1A)
Correspondence for the session 1934-35. (contd.)

707.7. Bloomsbury (Clerk of Works)
707.8. Bloomsbury (Contract 2)
707.9. Bloomsbury (Finance)
724. Post Office (staff contributory scholarships)
730. British Council
776. London School of Hygiene (Appeal; Heath Clark)
978. Auditors (form of accounts)
992. Privy Council (representation of East London/Queen Mary College on Senate)
1113. British Museum (L.P. Elwell-Sutton)
1173. Professoriate
1200. University of Oxford (Osteopaths)
1225. T.L. Humberstone (on Torrington Square)
1237. Matriculation and School Examinations Council (Report of the Sub-Committee on revision of scheme of Higher School Examination)
1325. Academic costume
1418. Boards of Advisors
1502. Chancellor (question of portrait of Lord Rosebery)
1695.20. University of London Air Squadron
1870. Officers Training Corps (Land zoning postponed by Wycombe Town Planning Officer)
1882. Diploma in Medical Radiology
1944.1. Libraries in Bloomsbury
2022. Royal Veterinary College (appeal)
2156. Scholarships and Benefactions (General)
2156.33. Mickle Fellowship (Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.33/
2156.70 Crompton Scholarship (annuities and S. Douglas-Crompton's alternative "tomatoes")
2156.80. Royce Trustees Medical Research Fellowships (public's response to advertised reward for cure of common cold)
2156.88. Robertson Memorial Prize

2166. Goldsmiths' Company (Library in Bloomsbury)

2168. Institute of Education (General; Bloomsbury accommodation; Staff; Union and income tax)

2246.3. Home Counties (question of representation on Court)

2255. Teachers' Associations (National Union of Teachers)

2426. Hostels (University College Hall, Ealing)

2461. Students' Union

2465. Athletic Ground

2485. Enquiries (Dr. G.B. Barbour)

2520. Institution of Mechanical Engineers /

also contains some papers dated 1932-33/

2571 University of Durham (Armstrong College)

2615. Reproduction of examination questions

2633.) Pensions and superannuation (G.E. Reeve's Treasury

2633.1.) pension; application from Westminster Hospital

Medical School to join the Federal Superannuation

System for Universities)
Correspondence for the session 1935-36

23. Air Ministry

37. Office of Works

40. Institute of Historical Research (Theses; building estimates; Victoria County History)

50. Board of Education [contents missing; note records that papers were sent to Mr. Thomas at his request]

75. Royal Holloway College (Zoology)

133. Roumanian Legation (number of Roumanian students)

168. Office equipment

192. Charing Cross Hospital Medical School (pre-clinical courses; Rules and Regulations)

237. Imperial College (exemption from Intermediate Examinations; Scholarships Examination; use of building in South Kensington)

256. King's College of Household and Social Science (licence for alterations)

263. King's College (library scheme; membership of Collegiate Council)

266. Pharmaceutical Society (approval of Chelsea Polytechnic)

281. Misdescription (H. Bridges and Chellow; matriculant demanding certification as graduate)


296. London School of Economics (proposed public appeal for Department of Business Administration)

297. London County Council (compulsory acquisition powers for King's College Library scheme)

308. Vice-Chancellor (refusal to sign political documents)

348. Birkbeck College (buildings; appeal)

393. School of Oriental Studies (buildings; sale of property at Finsbury Circus; benefactions)

403. Establishment Secretary

443. Recognition of Schools (application from Central London Throat, Nose and Ear Hospital)

446. British Institute in Paris

480. Parliamentary Register and election of November 1935

498. Publication Fund (signed agreements; withdrawals; refusals)
CENTRAL FILE
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503. Honorary Degrees (enquiries and suggestions; objections to Dr. A. Hinsley; general)

519. School of Salvonic Studies (Czech and Polish grants; Directorship; Marshall prize)

521. H.M. the King and Royal Family

577. Court (representation of Middlesex County Council)

579. Receptions

583. Architect (mural decorations; purchase of timber; furniture, etc.)

583.4. Consultant Heating Engineer (J. Stinton Jones)

585. Observatory (lease; income tax)

587. Cancer Hospital (Change of name to Royal Cancer Hospital)

594. Home Office (foreign medical and dental students; Institute of Forensic Medicine; Poisons Board)

600. Chelsea Polytechnic (Diploma in Bacteriology)

620. Courtauld Institute (including Norman Wilkinson bequest)

639. Colonial Office (Courses for Colonial Service Cadets)

650. Highway Engineering Advisory Committee

655. Universities China Committee in London

659. East Malling Research Station (University representation under draft new constitution)

663. Institute of Archaeology (St. John's Lodge; benefactions; Appeal fund)

686. British Postgraduate Medical School

693. Aegrotat degrees (question of aegrotat diploma)

695. Warburg Institute

699. West London Hospital

703. Rhodes Trustees (Rhodes scholarships)

707. Bloomsbury site

707.1. Bloomsbury (widening and closing of roads)

707.2. Bloomsbury (Estate Management)

707.8. Bloomsbury (Contracts 2 and 2A)

707.9. Bloomsbury (finance)
CENTRAL FILE
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718. Centenary celebration arrangements (including photographs of a procession to St Paul's Cathedral)
730. British Council
736. University Archives (Contents before moving to Bloomsbury)
776. London School of Hygiene (Heath Clark Trust; 'Crown Colonist')
818. Association of Anaesthetists of Great Britain and Ireland
849. New College
992. Privy Council (Charing Cross Hospital and London School of Hygiene supplementary Charters; Crown Members of Court)
1113. British Museum (opening of North Wing entrance)
1173. Professoriat
1202. University of Edinburgh (question of Diplomate's signature on diplomas; Ph.D. degrees; Readers; Students' Union)
1206. Egyptian Ministry of Education
1219. Presentation Day (photographs)
1220. Black List (Intercollegiate University of Chicago; Theosophical National University of Madras)
1225 Humberstone, T.L. (Bloomsbury railings; University reform in London; a personal complaint)
1237. Matriculation and School Examinations Council (revision of scheme of Higher School examinations)
1295.5. Medical curriculum conference
1325. Academic costume (William Northam, robemaker)
1410. Esquire Bedell
1485. Printing
1695.111. Procedure at University functions
1859. Insurance (Boilers at School of Oriental Studies)
1944. Library (theses deposit)
2022. Royal Veterinary College (draft new Charter)
2130. Imperial Institute (Northbrook Room)
2148.3. Universities Bureau (deputation to the Chancellor of the Exchequer; applications for free passages to Australia and New Zealand for University graduates)
2156. Benefactions and Scholarships (general and proposed; Vanity Fair cartoons from Chancellor)
2156.13. Rogers Prize
2156.23. Davidson bequest (further capital)
2156.33. Mickle Fellowships (Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.33)
2156.40. Davidon bequest (further capital)
2156.70. Crompton studentship
2156.80. Royce Research Fellowship
2156.81. Edith Richardson bequest
2156.82. Miller Bequest (Story-Miller Prize)
2156.84. Studentships for French and Spanish students (Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.84)
2156.85. Duveen offer of property at Nos. 47 and 49 Huntley Street
2156.86. Carpenter's Company's scholarships
2246.1. Bloomsbury benefactions (City Companies)
2246.2. Bloomsbury benefactions (Big Business)
2246.3. Bloomsbury benefactions (Home Counties)
2352. Mutual Recognition of Certificates
2426. Hostels (University College Hall, Ealing)
2461. University of London Union
2465. University of London Athletic Ground
2520. Loan of Rooms
2535. Catering Department
2615. Inclusion of examination papers in text-books
2633.1. Federated Superannuation System for Universities
2644. Scientific assistants (Apparatus and scientific supplies)
2709. Shares in University
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15. Brown Institution (Prof. F.W. Twort and Medical Research Council)

40. Institute of Historical Research

50 A. Board of Education (University representation on Governing Body of the Royal College of Art)

50 B. University Grants Committee

83. Conjoint Board (B.D.S. degree exempting from First examination for the Licence in Dental Surgery of the Royal College of Surgeons of England)

92. American University Union (Brothers College, Drew University, U.S.A.)

105. Convocation (new robes for Chairman)

118. Recognised Teachers (Application from Borough Road Training College, Isleworth)

168. Stationery

174. St. Thomas's Hospital Medical School (Physical Education for Medical Students)

190. University of Manchester (insurance against accidents during building)

256. King's College of Household and Social Science (representation on Collegiate Council)

263. King's College (Acquisition of land; lettings; Courtauld)

275. University College (benefactions; Metropolitan Borough of St. Pancras)

288. Rockefeller Foundation

296. London School of Economics (public appeal for Department of Business Administration; points of procedure on appointment of Director)

297. London County Council (Capital grant; General Powers Bill 1937)

348. Birkbeck College (Broadcast Appeal)

362. Queen Mary College (London Passenger Transport Board; Drapers' Company grant; Department of Aeronautics)

363. Woolwich Polytechnic

403. Establishment Secretary (Staff pay)

431. Medical Research Council (Mount Vernon Hospital and National Institute for Medical Research)
Correspondence for the session 1936-37. (contd.)

443. Recognition of Schools (applications)

498. Publication Fund (Signed agreements; applications refused)

503. Honorary Degrees

519. School of Slavonic Studies

521. H.M. the King (including Coronation ceremony and Thanksgiving Service at St. Paul's Cathedral)

526. Principal (death of Sir E. Deller; appointment of Mr H.L. Eason; Sir Edwin Deller's robes donated by Lady Deller)

577. Court contents missing; note records that papers were with the Principal

579. Receptions

583. Charles Holden, Architect

583.3. Consultant Structural Engineer (R. Travers Morgan; Mr. N.S. Williams' accident)

583.4. Consultant Heating Engineer (J. Stinton Jones)

585. Observatory

587. Royal Cancer Hospital (Scientific Committee of Hospital; Appeal for funds for research)

620. Courtauld Institute (including Wilkinson bequest and resignation of Prof. W. Constable)

636. Clerical staff

639. Colonial Office (Joint Advisory Board for School examinations in Colonies and Dependencies)

663. Institute of Archaeology

681. Letters of condolence from University

682. Psychical Research (University of London Council for Psychical Investigation; Harry Price)

686. British Postgraduate Medical School

693. Aegrotat degrees

695. Warburg Institute

707. Bloomsbury (buildings; miscellaneous)

707.1. Bloomsbury (Road closing and widening)

707.2. Bloomsbury (Estate Management)

707.8. Bloomsbury (Contracts 2 and 2A)
718. Centenary Celebrations
721. Academic Assistance Council
730. British Council (Times notice on establishment of the Council; grants for delegates' expenses; delegation to the University of Athens)
760. Physical Training and Recreation
772. London School of Medicine for Women (new Charter; complaint of foot-stamping at exams)
798. Joint Council for Social Studies
818. Association of Anaesthetists (payment for work in surgical units)
925. Secondary Schools Examination Council
934. Luncheon Club
992. Privy Council
1058. Customs and Excise
1173. Professoriate
1237. Matriculation and School Examinations Council (revision of Scheme for Higher School Examination)
1325. Academic costume
1418. Boards of Advisors
1478. University College Hospital (early admission cards)
1502. Chancellor (Lord Athlone's wording for description of himself in "Former Chancellors")
1859. Insurance (accident, fire)
1870. Officers Training Corps and Military Education Committee
1882. Diplomas (Medical Radiology)
1944. Library (Long bequest; Harry Price Library of Magical Literature)
1944.1. Library (Buildings and removal)
1955.15. Creighton Lecture
1964. Royal Society (notification about distinguished visitors and lecturers)
2049. Postgraduate facilities (Sir Robert Falconer)
2130. Imperial Institute (Imperial College and development in South Kensington)
2156. Scholarships and other Benefactions (general and proposed; portraits of Lord Brougham and the Rt Hon. Arthur Cohen, K.C.)
CENTRAL FILE

CF 1  UNIVERSITY CORRESPONDENCE 1900-39.

CF 1/37/15-2671  Correspondence for the session 1936-37 (contd.)

2156.13.  Rogers Prize

2156.29.  Keddey Fletcher-Warr Scholarships  also contains papers 1913-1922

2156.33.  Mickle Fellowship  Papers contained in file CF 1/39/2156.33

2156.70.  Crompton Scholarship

2156.80.  Royce Research Fellowship

2156.82.  Miller Bequest (Story-Miller Prize)

2156.86.  Carpenters' Company Scholarship (Company's criticism of award)

2156.87.  Priebsch Memorial Prize

2156.96.  Edmund G. Gardner Memorial Prize

2168.  Institute of Education

2177.  Change of name

2200.  Extension Centres

2255.  Teachers' Associations (Four Secondary Associations)

2352.  Mutual Recognition of Certificates (University of Toronto)

2400.  University Arms

2426.  Hostels (Staffordshire House proposals; Canterbury Hall)

2461.  University of London Union

2465.  Athletic Union

2465.1.  University of London Animal Welfare Society

2465.3.  University of London Law Society

2478.  Anonymous and "Lunatics"

2485.  Miscellaneous enquiries

2520.  Hire of rooms

2615.  Inclusion of Examination papers in text books

2668.  Inspection of Schools and Institutions

2671.  Senate
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15. Brown Institution
40. Institute of Historical Research
50. Board of Education (Recognised Teachers' Superannuation and research)
59. Examination results (appeals and general enquiries concerning results)
83. Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons
118. Recognition of teachers
126. Chinese Embassy (lost student)
200. Diplomas (Diploma in Arts and Crafts)
275. University College (Ramsay Memorial Laboratory)
281. Misdescription (case of Dr. Ethel Mellor)
288. Rockefeller Foundation (Hegeman-Harris Ltd.)
296. London School of Economics (proposed appeal for Department of Business Administration; compulsory acquisition of property in Houghton Street)
297. London County Council (compulsory powers for London School of Economics)
356. Westfield College (Department of Zoology)
372. Royal Institute of Public Health
393. School of Oriental Studies (amendments to Charter; languages of South India and Ceylon; appeals to Colonial and Foreign Governments)
443. Recognition of Schools (application from Faraday House dropped; West London Hospital)
488. Westminister Training College (application for admission as institution with Recognised Teachers)
498. Publication Fund (Signed Agreements; grants not affected by literary prize award; refusals)
498.1. Yearbooks and other publications
514. The Times (prices concession to undergraduates)
519. School of Slavonic Studies (buildings; Czechoslovak grant)
526. Principal Officer
583. Charles Holden, Architect (buildings; decoration)
583.2. Alfred Harris, Quantity Surveyor
CENTRAL FILE
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583.4. J. Stinton Jones, Consultant Heating Engineer

585. Observatory (B.B.C. proposal; Society for the Protection of Science and Learning re Mr. Beer)

620. Courtauld Institute

663. Institute of Archaeology (notice board on north side in Regent's Park; University Arms)

699. West London Hospital (approved by Privy Council for M.B., B.S. degrees for External Students)

707. Bloomsbury (Issue of Handbook; gates and railings)

707.2. Bloomsbury (Estate Management)

707.3. Bloomsbury (Publicity-suggestions for publicity agent)

707.8. Bloomsbury (Contracts 2 and 2A)

707.12. (Buildings for School of Oriental Studies and Birkbeck College)

730. British Council (proposed new Charter)

760. Physical Training and Recreation (UGC grant; response from schools and colleges)

763. College of Estate Management

825. Research Funds

828. C.A.H. Franklyn

849. New College (opening of new buildings)

967. Board of Trade (question of patenting inventions by members of University Staff)

1173. Professoriate

1225. T.L. Humberstone (Torrington Square; Lord Haldane)

1418. Board of Advisors

1695.111. Procedure (new buildings)

1882. Diploma in Medical Radiology

2022. Royal Veterinary College

2148.3. Universities Bureau

2156. Benefactions and Scholarships (General; Theology Scholarships; Hedley Lucas offer of prize for reciting his poetry refused)
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2156.70. Mr Sydney Douglas - Crompton (annuity)
2156.85. Duveen offer of property at Nos. 47 and 49 Huntley Street
2168. Institute of Education
2255. Teachers' Associations
2352. Mutual Recognition of Certificates
2400. University Arms and Name (Counsel's opinion on use by other people and bodies)
2426. Hostels (Connaught Hall; Canterbury Hall)
2461. Students Union (buildings, grants, etc.)
2485. Enquiries
2615. Inclusion of Examination papers in text books
2668. Inspection of Schools and Colleges (Woolwich Polytechnic)
15. Brown Institution (research workers; annual report)

40. Institute of Historical Research (building; appeal questions)

50A. Board of Education (value of state scholarships)

50B. University Grants Committee (capital grants required by schools, summer 1939; grants not made to pay off debts; Treasury grant for 'improved accommodation')

54. Students (fees)

105. Convocation (disputed validity of Canon Douglas's election as Chairman; excessive number of higher degrees in Music; R.J.W. Hurd on precedence of Clerk)

118. Recognition of Teachers

125. Ministry of Health (medical specialists for Iraq)

140. British Medical Association (diploma in Clinical Pathology)

190. Manchester University (general honours degrees; University of London examiners' marking procedure)

192. Charing Cross Hospital Medical School (proposed reestablishment of preclinical departments)

200. University Extension Certificates (Teachers of Dancing; Religious Knowledge)

203. Middlesex Hospital Medical School

237. Imperial College (correspondence with Battersea Polytechnic re transfer of students; Rockefeller Foundation grants; insurance against riots)

256. King's College of Household & Social Science (Representation on Collegiate Council)

263. King's College (vaults)

266. Pharmaceutical Society (third year courses; day v. evening students)

275. University College (Winifred Smith and Maude Foster Memorial; Lectureship in History of English Newspaper)

288. Rockefeller Foundation (Colonel Worsley's visit to U.S.A.)

296. London School of Economics (Appeals to Scandinavian countries for funds for courses in Mental Health; compulsory acquisition of property; Cassel lectureship; terms of Government occupation of buildings in event of war)

297. London County Council (grants)

305. Institut Français (intensive courses in basic French)

348. Birkbeck College
356. Westfield College (Miss Chapman's retirement; appointment of Mrs Mary Stocks as Principal)

364. Goldsmiths' College (purchase of Woollett Hall, North Cray, Kent)

393. School of Oriental Studies (Charter; Ceylon languages; appeals; general)

431. Medical Research (offer of formulae for cures of leprosy, diabetes and syphilis)

443. Recognition of Schools (Central London Throat, Nose & Ear Hospital)

446. British Institute in Paris (equivalence of French and British Degrees; Directorship)

498. Year-books and other publications (Listener's tenth anniversary; general)

503. Honorary degrees

514. "The Times" (special London County Council Jubilee number; use of photograph for examinations)

519. School of Slavonic Studies

521. H.M. the King and Royal Family

522. National Union of Students

526. Principal (Deller portrait)

529. War (staff - emergency arrangements)

568. Lamb, E.H. (proposed Church of England University Chaplaincy)

577. Court

583. Consultant Engineer for Heating (J. Stinton Jones)

585. Observatory

600. Chelsea Polytechnic (application for special Intermediate B.Sc. examination to be held at an institution with Recognised Teachers)

620. Courtauld Institute (Norman Wilkinson bequest)

681. Letters of condolence

686. British Postgraduate Medical School (proposed Records Department)

694. Student Movement House (Appeal)

695. Warburg Institute and Library

699. West London Hospital (application for grant)
707. Bloomsbury. [also contains papers relating to external sculpture on buildings, 1932-38]

707.2. Bloomsbury (Estate Management)

707.3. Bloomsbury (Publicity, appointment of S.E. Mangeot as Publications Officer)

707.8. Bloomsbury (Contracts 2 and 2A)

707.9. Bloomsbury (Finance)

707.12. Bloomsbury (Birkbeck College and School of Oriental and African Studies; new buildings)

721. Society for the Protection of Science and Learning

760. National Fitness Council (grants)

761. London Rating (Site values) Bill

763. College of Estate Management

772. London Royal Free Hospital School of Medicine for Women (New Charter)

777. Royal Dental Hospital of London, School of Dental Surgery (admission of women)

825. Research funds

828. C.A.H. Franklyn

910. Japanese Embassy (Thomas Baty)

992. Privy Council (London Royal Free Hospital School of Medicine for Women Charter of Incorporation)

1173. Professoriate

1219. Presentation Day (question of Officers Training Corps Guard of Honour)

1225. T.L. Humberstone

1237. Matriculation and School Examinations Council (General; Higher School Examinations sub-committee)

1237.1. Sub-Committee on Classics at School Examinations

1237.3. Sub-Committee on English at School Examinations

1237.5. Sub-Committee on Modern Languages at School Examinations

1237.13. Sub-Committee on Chemistry at School Examinations

1237.48. Sub-Committee on Geography at School Examinations

1294. Moderators
1295.10. Scheme for the conduct of Special Intermediate Examinations

1418. Boards of Advisors

1677. Ministry of Agriculture (veterinary education)

1695.22. Finance of Examinations

1783. Holiday Course for Foreigners

1826. General Medical Council and Dental Board of the United Kingdom

1882. Diplomas (holders not entitled to use of letters after name)

2148.3. Universities Bureau (National Union of Students and Hostels enquiries; free passages to Australia and New Zealand)

2156. Scholarships and Benefactions (various gifts and proposed bequests; offer for anti-vivisection lecture refused)

2156.3. Gladstone Memorial prize

2156.15. George Smith prize [also contains papers 1902-26]

2156.21. Buit Memorial Fellowships for Medical Research [also contains (A & B) papers 1909-32]

2156.22. Ouseley Memorial Scholarship [also contains papers 1907-20]

2156.25. Dixon Bequest [also contains papers 1909-11]

2156.33. Mickle Fellowship [also contains papers 1918-37] (A - C)

2156.34. Hughes Medical Research Fund [also contains papers 1919-32]

2156.44. Postgraduate studentships held over for the war

2156.56. Duveen Otology Lectureship [also contains papers 1923-28]

2156.58. Durning Lawrence bequest [also contains papers 1929-32]

2156.70. Crompton bequest

2156.80. Royce Research Fellowships

2156.83. Clothworkers' Exhibitions (Rev. Professor E.S. Waterhouse and Theological students)

2156.84. Scholarships for French and Spanish students [also contains papers 1935-36]

2156.92. Cambridge Research Studentships

2168. Institute of Education
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2208. Oxford University Extra-Mural Department
[contents missing, note dated 1/12/49 records that correspondence was sent to Mr Thomas]

2216. Universion Extension Grants (City of London: City Parochial Charities, etc.)

2246.1. Bloomsbury benefactions (City Companies)
2246.3. Bloomsbury benefactions (Home Counties)

2255. Teachers' Associations

2352. Mutual Recognition of Certificates

2426. Hospitals (Canterbury Hall; Connaught Hall)

2461. University of London Union A. General; University clubs and societies
   B. New Buildings

2465. Athletic Ground (rating of athletic grounds)

2465.2. University of London Club

2478. "Lunatics" and Anonymous

2639. John Lea (gift of Lantern slides)

2668. Inspection of Schools and Colleges

2680. Foreign Office (proposed Murray visit to Yemen)

2703. Investments (Staveley shares)
The papers listed here appear to have been extracted from the main series of University correspondence files 1900-39 (i.e. those now listed at CF1) where they had the reference numbers 68 and 1485. This may have been done in the late 1940s for the use of the first Secretary of the Athlone Press. They relate chiefly to the University's dealings with the University of London Press although some other matters are covered. For other material see ST 4/2-4 and RC 14/1-27. An account of the University of London Press controversy is given in ULC 36/21.

CF 2/1/1-21  Correspondence with and concerning the University of London Press, the University's agreement with the Press, the Press Committee, and the University's printing requirements. 1906-34

1. 1906-9  12. 1919-20
2. 1909-10  13. 1920-1
4. 1911-12  15. 1922-3
5. 1912-13  16. 1923-4
6. 1913-14  17. 1924-5
7. 1914-15  18. 1925-6
8. 1915-16  19. 1926-7
9. 1916-17  20. 1927-8
10. 1917-18 21. 1928-34
11. 1918-19

21 envelopes and folders

CF 2/2  Correspondence and other papers relating to the University of London Press and especially to the printing requirements of the University. 1907-26.

1 folder

Note: These papers appear to have been extracted and rearranged during negotiations for the purchase by the University of the University of London Press imprint in the 1970s.

CF 2/3  Papers relating to the arbitration of the dispute between the University and the University of London Press including affidavits, notes of proceedings, and the arbitrator's award. 1918-19

1 bundle
CF 2/4/1-9

Correspondence with and relating to His Majesty's Stationery Office.
1917-37.

1. 1917-19
2. 1919-20
3. 1920-1
4. 1922-3
5. 1926-7
6. 1928-9
7. 1929-31
8. 1931-2
9. 1935-7

9 envelopes

CF 2/5

Correspondence relating to examination papers and other University publications.
1929-39.

1 folder

Note: These papers include an aerial photograph of the Bloomsbury site taken in 1938.
IDENTITY STATEMENT
Reference: UoL.CG
Title: University of London Children’s Outing Group.
Level: sub-fonds
Extent and Medium: 1 notebook and 3 folders
Name of Creator: University of London, Children’s Outing Group

CONTEXT
Biographical/Administrative History: The University of London Children’s Outing Group was organised to arrange summer and winter outings for children in care in London’s children’s homes and to offer support and assistance to children and their families. The group also undertook various fund raising activities to raise money for the group and other organisations offering care and support to children.

CONTENT
Scope and Content: This collection comprises a notebook with typescript copies of minutes inserted and other loose minutes, financial details and a poster.

ACCESS AND USE
Language of Scripts: English
System of Arrangement: 1) Minute Book. 2) Loose Minutes. 3) Financial papers. 4) Promotional poster.
Conditions of Access: Open except for records exempt under the Data Protection Act or the Freedom of Information Act. Please contact the University Archivist for details. 24 hours notice is required for research visits.

Conditions of Reproduction: Copies may be made, subject to the condition of the original. Copying must be undertaken by the Special Collections Reading Room staff, who will need a minimum of 24 hours to process requests.
UoL/CG/1 Minute Book. 1976-1991
1 notebook

UoL/CG/2 Minutes and Agenda. 1972-1982
Typescript copies of minutes (August 1972-January 1977) and an agenda (November 1982).
1 folder

UoL/CG/3 Financial Papers. 1982 August
An account sheet for income and expenditure and a balance sheet for year ending August 1982 and a covering memo.
1 folder

UoL/CG/4 Promotional Poster. undated
A photocopy of a poster asking for support regarding organised trips for those in care in London’s children’s homes.
1 folder